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Preface 1
st
 edition 

Photogrammetry is a science based technology with more than a century of history 
and development. During this time, the techniques used to get information about 
objects represented in photos have changed dramatically from pure optic-
mechanical equipment to a fully digital workflow in our days. Parallel to this, the 
handling became easier, and so its possible also for non-photogrammetrists to use 
these methods today. 

 
This book is especially written for potential users which have no photogram-

metric education but would like to use the powerful capabilities from time to time 
or in smaller projects: Geographers, Geologists, Cartographers, Forest Engineers 
who would like to come into the fascinating field of photogrammetry via “learning 
by doing”. For this reason, this book is not a textbook – for more and deeper the-
ory, there exists a lot of literature, and it is suggested to use some of this. A special 
recommendation should be given to the newest book from KONECNY (2002) for 
basic theory and the mathematical backgrounds or to the book from SCHENK 
(1999) for the particular situation in digital photogrammetry. For a quick reference 
especially to algorithms and technical terms see also the Photogrammetric Guide 
from ALBERTZ & WIGGENHAGEN (2005). 

 
This book includes a CD-ROM which contains all you need from software and 

data to learn about the various methods from the beginning (scanning of the pho-
tos) to final products like ortho images or mosaics. Starting with some introduc-
tory chapters and a little bit of theory, you can go on step by step in several tutori-
als to get an idea how photogrammetry works. The software is not limited to the 
example data which we will use here – it offers you a small but powerful Digital 
Photogrammetric Workstation (DPW), and of course you may use it for your own 
projects. 

 
Some words about the didactic principle used in this book. In Germany, we 

have an old and very famous movie, “Die Feuerzangenbowle” with Heinz Rüh-
mann. This actor goes to school, and the teacher of physics explains a steam en-
gine:  

 
“Wat is en Dampfmaschin? Da stelle mer us janz dumm, un dann sage mer so: 

En Dampfmaschin, dat is ene jroße, schwachze Raum...” (SPOERL, 1933. A lan-
guage similar to German, spoken in the area of Cologne; in English: What is a 
steam engine? Suppose we have really no idea, and then let’s say: A steam engine, 



VI 

that is a big black hole...). This “suppose we have no idea” will lead us through the 
book –  therefore let’s enter the big black hole called photogrammetry, let’s look 
around and see what happens, just learning by doing. Theoretical background will 
only be given if it is indispensable for the understanding, but don’t worry, it will 
be more than enough of theory for the beginning! 

 
Concerning the object(s) of interest and the camera position(s), we distinguish 

between terrestrial (close-range) and aerial photogrammetry. This book mostly 
deals with the aerial case. Nevertheless, the mathematical and technical principles 
are similar in both cases, and we will see an example of close-range photogram-
metry in the last tutorial. 

 
A briefly description of the software is included in the last part of this book 

(chapter 7). 
 

This is the right place to give thanks to all people who helped me:  
 
To my chief, Prof. Dr. Ekkehard Jordan, for all the time he gave me to write 

this book, and for his interest in this science – he was one of the first Geographers 
using analytical photogrammetric methods in glacier investigation – and to all my 
friends and colleagues from the Geographic Institute, University of Düsseldorf, for 

many discussions and tests. To Mrs. Angela Rennwanz from the same institute – 
she made the final layout, therefore my special thanks to her!  

 
To Prof. Dr. mult. Gottfried Konecny, who encouraged, helped and forced me 

many times and gave me a lot of ideas, and to all my friends and colleagues from 
the Institute of Photogrammetry and GeoInformation (IPI), University of Han-

nover, for their scientific help and patience – especially to my friend Dr.-Ing. 
Karsten Jacobsen. To Prof. Dr.-Ing. Christian Heipke, now chief of the IPI, who 
agreed that I could use all of the infrastructure in this institute, and for several very 
interesting discussions especially concerning image matching techniques. 

 
For proof-reading of this book thanks (in alphabetical order) to Dr. Jörg Elbers, 

Glenn West and Prof. Dr. mult. Gottfried Konecny. 
 

Un agradecimiento de corazón a mis amigos del America del Sur, especial-

mente en Bolivia y Colombia! 

 
It may be of interest for you: All figures in this book are also stored on the CD-

ROM (directory …\figures) as MS PowerPoint™ files. Whenever you would like 
to use some of them, may be for education or scientific texts, please refer to this 
book! Thanks to the publishers for this agreement. 

 
 

Bad Pyrmont, March 2003            Wilfried Linder 
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Preface 2
nd

 edition 

During the short time between the first edition and now many things happen giv-
ing the editors and me the idea not only to actualise this book but also to include 
further chapters. The changes are (among others): 

 

The subtitle. It was the goal to give readers a compact and practical course with 
theoretical background only as far as necessary. Therefore we changed the subtitle 
from “Theory and Applications” to “A practical course”. Nevertheless, and this 
was a remark of several reviewers, some more theory than before is included. 

 
More about close-range photogrammetry. The first edition dealt mainly with 

aerial photogrammetry, now the field of terrestrial or close-range applications is 
expanded. For instance, an automatic handling of image sequences (time series) 
was developed and will be presented. 

 
In this context we also take a special look to digital consumer cameras which 

now are available for low prices and which the reader may use for own projects in 

close-range applications. Regarding the lens distortion of such cameras, a chapter 
dealing with lens calibration was added. 

 
A glossary now gives the reader a quick reference to the most important terms 

of photogrammetry. All words or technical terms included there are written in 
italics in this book. 

 
Last but not least: The software which you find on the CD-ROM was improved 

and expanded, and the installation of software and data is now easier than before. 
 
 
 

Bad Pyrmont, July 2005             Wilfried Linder 
 
 



 

Preface 3
rd
 edition 

Also the second edition was sold successful. It seems that the hope I wrote about 
in chapter 6.8 (“A view into the future: Photogrammetry in 2020”) will be fulfilled 
– photogrammetric techniques are not only in use until today but even new fields 
of applications came up. One of them is stereo photogrammetry with high resolu-

tion satellite images about which we will talk and learn in a new tutorial, see 
chapter 6.6. Another interesting new chapter (6.7) deals with simple flatbed 
scanners which you can use to create anaglyph images from small objects. 

 
Again the software (included on the CD-ROM) was improved, a new program-

me (LISA FFSAT) was added, and the text in this book was actualised to the new 

possibilities of the software. 
 
This is the place to thank the publisher and in particular Dr. Christian Witschel 

for the pleasant and straightforward collaboration since nearly 10 years! 
 
 

 
Düsseldorf, January 2009             Wilfried Linder 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 
Basic idea and main task of photogrammetry 

If you want to measure the size of an object, let’s say the length, width and height 
of a house, then normally you will carry this out directly at the object. Now 
imagine that the house didn’t exist anymore – it was destroyed, but some historic 
photos exist. Then, if you can determine the scale of the photos, it must be possi-
ble to get the desired data.  

 
Of course you can use photos to get information about objects. This kind of in-

formation is different: So, for example, you may receive qualitative data (the 
house seems to be old, the walls are coloured light yellow) from photo interpreta-
tion, or quantitative data like mentioned before (the house has a base size of 8 by 
6 meters) from photo measurement, or information in addition to your background 
knowledge (the house has elements of the “art nouveau” style, so may be con-
structed at the beginning of the 20

th
 century), and so on. 

 
Photogrammetry provides methods to give you information of the second type, 

quantitative data. As the term already indicates, photogrammetry can be defined as 
the “science of measuring in photos”, and is traditional a part of geodesy, belong-
ing to the field of remote sensing (RS). If you would like to determine distances, 
areas or anything else, the basic task is to get object (terrain) co-ordinates of any 
point in the photo from which you can then calculate geometric data or create 
maps. 

 
Obviously, from a single photo (two-dimensional plane) you can only get two-

dimensional co-ordinates. Therefore, if we need three-dimensional co-ordinates, 
we have to find a way how to get the third dimension. This is a good moment to 
remember the properties of human vision (see also chapter 4.4). We are able to see 
objects in a spatial manner, and with this we are able to estimate the distance be-
tween an object and us. But how does it work? As you know, our brain at all times 
gets two slightly different images resulting from the different positions of the left 
respectively the right eye and according to the fact of the eye’s central perspective.  
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Exactly this principle, the so-called stereoscopic viewing, is used to get three-
dimensional information in photogrammetry: If we have two (or more) photos 
from the same object but taken from different positions, we may easily calculate 
the three-dimensional co-ordinates of any point which is represented in both pho-
tos. Therefore we can define the main task of photogrammetry in the following 
way: For any object point represented in at least two photos we have to calculate 
the three-dimensional object (terrain) co-ordinates. This seems to be easy, but as 
you will see in the chapters of this book, it needs some work to reach this goal... 

 
For the first figure, let’s use the situation of aerial photogrammetry. To il-

lustrate what we have said before, please take a look at figure 1: 

Fig. 1: Geometry in an oriented stereo model. Changing the height in point P (on the surface) 
leads to a linear motion (left – right) of the points P’ and P’’ within the photos along epipolar 
lines. 

terrain surface = object space

x
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z
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Each point on the terrain surface (object point) is represented in at least two 
photos. If we know or if we are able to reconstruct all geometric parameters of the 
situation when taking the photos, then we can calculate the three-dimensional co-
ordinates (x, y, z) of the point P by setting up the equations of the rays [P' å P] 
and [P'' å P] and after that calculating their intersection. This is the main task of 
photogrammetry as you remember, and you can easily imagine that, if we have 
reached this, we are able to digitise points, lines and areas for map production or 
calculate distances, areas, volumes, slopes and much more. 

1.2 
Why photogrammetry ? 

There are many situations in life or science in which we must measure co-ordi-
nates, distances, areas or volumes. Normally we will use tools like a ruler or a foot 
rule. This is the place to discuss situations in which photogrammetric techniques 
may be used as an alternative or in which photogrammetry is the only possible 
way to measure: 

 
In many cases the methods of measurement depend on the kind of the objects. 

As already mentioned in chapter 1.1 it may happen that the object itself doesn’t 
exist any more but only photos from the object. Similar to this are situations in 
which the object cannot be reached. For instance, imagine areas far away or in 
countries without adequate infrastructure, which then can be photographed to 
create maps. 

 
Measure in photos means also measure without a physical contact to the object. 

Therefore, if you have very smooth objects like liquids, sand or clouds, photo-
grammetry will be the tool of choice. 

 
Further, all kind of fast moving objects will be measured with photogrammetry. 

For instance these may be running or flying animals or waves. In industry, high-
speed cameras with simultaneous activation are used to get data about deformation 
processes (like crash tests with cars). 

 
In some examples, nowadays laser scanner equipment is an alternative to pho-

togrammetry. In the aerial case laser scanning is used to get information about the 
relief (terrain models), but also in the close-range case these techniques are widely 
spread especially if it is necessary to get large amounts of three-dimensional point 
data (point clouds). The advantage here is that the object can be low textured – a 
situation where photogrammetric matching techniques (chapter 4.6) often fail. On 
the other hand, laser scanning is time consuming and up to now very expensive, 
comparing with photogrammetric methods, and laser scanning cannot be used for 
fast moving objects. Therefore, these methods may be seen as a supplement to 
photogrammetry. 
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1.3 
Image sources: Analogue and digital cameras 

The development of photogrammetry is closely connected with that of aviation 
and photography. During more than 100 years, photos have been taken on glass 
plates or film material (negative or positive). In principle, specific photogrammet-
ric cameras (also simply called metric cameras) work the same way as the ama-
teur camera you might own. The differences result from the high quality demands 
which the first ones must fulfil.  

 
Beside high precision optics and mechanics, aerial cameras use a large film 

format. You may know the size of 24 by 36 mm from your own camera – aerial 
cameras normally use a size of 230 by 230 mm (9 by 9 inch)! This is necessary to 
receive a good ground resolution in the photos. As a result, the values of “wide 
angle”, “normal” and “telephoto” focal lengths differ from those you may know – 
for example, the often used wide angle aerial camera has a focal length of about 
153 mm, the normal one a focal length of about 305 mm. 

 

Fig 2: The DMC (Digital Mapping Camera) – an example of a digital aerial camera. Left: Cam-
era mounted on carrier. Right: View from below – you can see the lenses belonging to the four 

area sensors. Courtesy of Intergraph Corp., USA. 

Furthermore, the lens system of aerial cameras is constructed as a unit with the 
camera body. No lens change or “zoom” is possible to provide high stability and a 
good lens correction. The focal length is fixed, and the cameras have a central 
shutter. 
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Similar to this, also for close-range applications special cameras were devel-

oped with a medium or large film format and fixed lenses. 
 
Since long times, manufacturers like Z/I imaging (now Intergraph Corp.), Leica 

or Vexcel have been developing digital aerial cameras. As we can see today, there 
are two construction strategies. One is to keep the central perspective principle 
well-known from existing film cameras with the advantage that you can use ex-
isting software to handle the data. For this solution (called frame camera), an area 
sensor is required. Considering the fact that a high-resolution area sensor giving 
the same information like 230 by 230 mm photos taken on film would be ex-
tremely expensive, efforts are made to use four overlapping smaller sensors of 
industrial standard and then match the four image parts together (DMC from In-
tergraph, see figure 2). The other strategy is to use a line sensor across the flight 
direction and collect data continually during the flight. This is a bit similar to the 
techniques known from sensors on satellites or from hyper-spectral scanners (ADS 
40 from Leica).  

Fig. 3: Example of metric digital cameras: The medium-format AIC (left) and the small-scale d7 
metric (right) from Rollei. Courtesy of Rollei Fototechnic, Germany. 

For the close-range case the transition from film to digital cameras can be de-
scribed in the way that existing film cameras are still in use, but if a new camera 
shall be purchased it will be a digital one in any case. On the market are small-
format and medium-format cameras like those from Rollei (d7 metric, d30 metric 
or the AIC, also well suitable for the aerial case, see figure 3). 

 
Nowadays digital consumer cameras have reached a high technical standard 

and good geometric resolution and are available for low prices. Due to the fact 
that these cameras can be used for close-range photogrammetry without any prob-
lem if the accuracy to be reached is not too high, a separate chapter will deal with 
this kind of equipment. 
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1.4 
Digital consumer cameras 

As mentioned just before, various types of digital consumer cameras are on the 
market which may also be used for photogrammetric applications. The differences 
of the construction principles between metric and consumer cameras can be seen 
in general in quality and stability of the camera body and the lens. Further, con-
sumer cameras usually have a zoom (“vario”) lens with larger distortions which 
are not constant but vary for instance with the focal length, so it is difficult to 
correct them with the help of a calibration. 

 
If you want to purchase a digital camera to use it for photogrammetry please 

take the following remarks into account: 
 
General: It should be possible to set the parameters focal length, focus, expo-

sure time and f-number manually, at least as an option. 
 
Resolution (Number of pixels): Decisive is the real (physical), not an interpo-

lated resolution! The higher the number of pixels, the better – but not at any price: 
Small chips with a large number of pixels of course have a very small pixel size 
and are not very light sensitive, furthermore the signal-noise ratio is less good. 
This you will find especially with higher ISO values (200 and more) and in dark 
parts of the image. 

 

Focal length range (zoom): Decisive is the optical, not the digital (interpolated) 
range! 

 
Distance setting (focus): It should be possible to de-activate the auto focus. If 

the camera has a macro option you can use it also for small objects. 
 

Exposure time, f-number: The maximum f-number (lens opening) should not be 
less than 1:2.8, the exposure time should have a range of at least 1 ... 1/1000 sec-
onds. 

 
Image formats: The digital images are stored in a customary format like JPEG 

or TIFF. Important: The image compression rate must be selectable or, even bet-

ter, the compression can be switched off to minimise the loss of quality. 
 
Storage: Usual are SD memory cards with capacities up to 4 GB. Modern PCs / 

Laptops are supplied with SD card readers – this will save accumulator energy 
when transferring data from the camera to the computer. 

 

Energy supply: Make sure that you can use customary batteries or accumula-
tors. They are much cheaper than special ones and available everywhere. 
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Others: Sometimes useful are a tripod thread, a remote release and an adaptor 
for an external flash. Two sets of accumulators, a battery charger, additional 
memory cards, if need be a card reader and a good tripod complete the equipment. 

A final remark: As everywhere in life, “cheap” is not always equal to “good”! 
Therefore you should better proof the quality than the price… 

 
To work with image data from a digital camera you need some information like 

the focal length or the size of the pixels on the CCD chip. In the appendix you find 
a table with technical data of several CCD chips, and in the tutorials 3 and 4 you 

will see how to handle the images. 

1.5 
Short history of photogrammetric evaluation methods 

In general, three main phases of photogrammetry can be distinguished concerning 
the techniques of the equipment used for evaluation and the resulting workflow. 
The transition from one phase to the following took a time of about 20 years or 
even more. 
 

In the chapter 1.1 you saw that, if we want to get three-dimensional co-ordi-
nates of an object point, we must reconstruct the rays belonging to this point from 
the terrain through the projection centres into the central perspective photos, a 
procedure which we call reconstruction of the orientation or briefly orientation. In 
the first decades of photogrammetry this was done in a pure optical-mechanical 
way. The large, complicated and expensive instruments for this could only be han-
dled with a lot of experience which led to the profession of a photogrammetric 
operator. Not only the orientation of the photos but also any kind of the following 
work like measuring, mapping and so on was carried out mechanically. In later 
times, this phase was named the Analogue Photogrammetry. 

 
With the upcoming of computers, the idea was to reconstruct the orientation no 

more analogue but algorithmic – via formulas with their parameters (coefficients) 
being calculated and stored in the computer. The equipment became significantly 
smaller, cheaper and easier to handle, and was supplied with linear and rotation 
impulse counters to register hardware co-ordinates, and with servo motors to pro-
vide the ability to position the photos directly by the computer. Nevertheless, the 
work still was done with real (analogue) photos and still needed a high precision 
mechanical and optical piece of equipment, the so-called analytical plotter. Ac-
cording to that, this phase was called Analytical Photogrammetry. 

 
As everybody knows, in the last decades the power of computers rose at breath-

taking speed. So, why not use digital photos and do the work directly with the 
computer? Even a simple PC nowadays has power and storage capacity enough to 
handle high-resolution digital photos. That is the phase now: Digital Photogram-

metry, and that’s what we want to explain with the help of this book, the included 
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software and some examples. The only remaining analogue part in the chain of a 
total digital workflow often are the photos themselves when taken with traditional 
cameras on film, but also this will end soon. 

 
For existing photos on film or paper, we will need a high-precision scanner as 

the only special hardware periphery. And due to the fact that around the world 
hundreds of “classical” aerial cameras are in use – instruments with a lifetime of 
decades – and digital cameras are much more expensive up to now, photo produc-
tion on film with subsequent scanning may be the standard for many years 
(MAYR 2002). On the other hand we must recognise that a totally digital work-
flow has much advantages and is much faster, and no film development is neces-
sary, a fact which significantly decreases the costs. 

1.6 
Geometric principles 1: Camera position, focal length 

To explain the relation between the distance camera position – object (aerial case: 
flying height) and the focal length, we use a terrestrial example. First, take a look 
at figure 4: 

 
Our goal is to take a photo of the house, filling the complete image area. We 

have several possibilities to do that: We can take the photo from a short distance 
with a wide-angle lens (like camera position 1 in the figure), or from a far distance 
with a small-angle lens (telephoto, like camera position 2), or from any position in 
between or outside. Obviously, each time we will get the same result. Really? 
 

Figure 5 shows the differences. Let’s summarise them: 
 

• The smaller the distance camera – object and the wider the lens angle, the 
greater are the displacements due to the central perspective, or, vice versa: 

 
• The greater the distance camera – object and the smaller the lens angle, the 

smaller are the displacements. 
 
In a (theoretical) extreme case, if the camera could be as far as possible away from 
the object and if the angle would be as small as possible (“super telephoto”), the 
projection rays would be nearly parallel, and the displacements near to zero. This 
is similar to the situation of images taken by a satellite orbiting some hundreds of 
kilometres above ground, were we have nearly parallel projection rays but also 
influences coming from the earth curvature. The opposite extreme case are photos 
taken with a fisheye lens which have an opening angle of up to 180 degrees, some-
times called whole-sky-systems. 
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Fig. 4: Different positions and lens angles. The situation, view from above.  

What are the consequences? If we would like to transform a single aerial image 
to a given map projection, it would be the best to take the image from as high as 
possible to have the lowest displacements – a situation similar to satellite images 
(see above). On the other hand, the radial-symmetric displacements are a pre-
requisite to view and measure image pairs stereoscopically as you will see in the 
following chapters, and therefore most of the aerial as well as terrestrial photos 
you will use in practise are taken with a wide-angle camera, showing relatively 
high relief-depending displacements. 

camera position 1

camera position 2

Our house,

view from top
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Fig. 5: The results: Photos showing the house in same size but in different representations due to  

the central perspective. 

Photo taken from camera position 2

Photo taken from camera position 1

Photo taken from a position infinitely far away
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1.7 
Geometric principles 2: Image orientation 

As already mentioned before, the first step of our work will be the reconstruction 
of the orientation of each photo, which means that we have to define the exact 
position of all photos which we want to use within the object (terrain) co-ordinate 
system. Now please imagine the following: If we know the co-ordinates of the 
projection centre, the three rotation angles (against the x-, y- and z-axis) as well as 
the focal length of the camera (part of the interior orientation, see chapter 4.2.2), 
then the position of the photo is unequivocally defined (see figure 6). Therefore 
our first goal will be to get the six parameters of the exterior orientation (x

0
, y

0
, z

0
, 

ϕ, ω, κ; see chapter 4.2.5). 
 
In the case of aerial photos, the values of ϕ (phi) and ω (omega) will normally 

be near to zero. If they are exactly zero, we have a so-called nadir photo. But in 
practice, this will never happen due to wind drift and small movements of the 
aircraft. Always remember the rule “nothing is exact in real life”! The value of κ 
(kappa) is defined as “east = zero” according to the x-axis of the terrain co-ordi-
nate system, then counting anti-clockwise in grads, defining north = 100, west = 
200, south = 300 grads (see chapter 1.10 for the units). 

 
Please note that only exact nadir photos of a true horizontal plane would have a 

unique scale or, in other words, non-zero values of ϕ and/or ω as well as the form 
of the object (for instance the relief) lead to scale variations within the photo. 

 
If M

b
 is the mean photo scale or m

b
 the mean photo scale number, h

g
 the height 

of the projection centre above ground and f the focal length, we can use the fol-
lowing formulas (see figure 7): 

 

 
m

b
 = h

g
/f or M

b
 = 1/m

b
 = f/h

g    
1.7.1 

 

 
Now take a look at the different co-ordinate systems (CS) which we have to 

deal with. First, the camera itself has a two-dimensional CS; this may be a tradi-
tional or a digital one (image CS). Second, in case of film or paper material we 
must use a scanner which has a two-dimensional pixel matrix (pixel CS) –  the 
equivalent to the photo carrier co-ordinates of an analytical plotter (see chapter 
1.5). And finally our results should be in a three-dimensional object (terrain) CS – 
normally a rectangle system like used for the Gauss-Krueger or the related UTM  
projection, connected with an ellipsoid to define the elevation (for instance, in 
Germany the Gauss-Krueger system is related with the Bessel ellipsoid, the UTM 
system with the ellipsoid defined from Hayford).  
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Fig. 6: Focal length, projection centre and rotation angles  

As we will see later on, the values of the three rotation angles depend on the 
sequence in which they were calculated. Often used are the sequences ϕ, ω, κ and 
ω, ϕ, κ – most software packages have the option to convert the angle values 
between these sequences. 

focal length f

projection centre 

(x0, y0, z0)

principal point

κ (kappa)

0 = East

z

y

ω (omega)

ϕ (phi)

phi, omega:

0 = horizontal

rotation angles (ϕ, ω, κ)
x

film or CCD chip
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Fig. 7: Relations between focal length f, height above ground hg and the photo scale f/hg 

1.8 
Geometric principles 3: Relative camera positions 
(stereo) 

To get three-dimensional co-ordinates of object points we need at least two images 
from our object, taken from different positions, as we already said in chapter 1.1. 
This leads to the question which rules we must fulfil concerning the relative cam-
era positions. 

 
Remember figure 1: The point P (x, y, z) will be calculated as an intersection of 

the two rays [P' å P] and [P'' å P]. You can easily imagine that the accuracy of 
the result depend among others from the angle between both rays. The smaller this 
angle, the less will be the accuracy: Take into account that every measurement of 
the image points P' and P'' will have more or less small errors, and even very small 
errors here will lead to a large error especially in z when the angle is very small. 
Besides, this is a further reason why wide-angle cameras are preferred in photo-
grammetry (see next figure). 
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Fig. 8: Camera positions parallel (above) and convergent (below). MapTEC, Germany (2004). 

Let A be the distance between the cameras and the object and B be the distance 
between both cameras (or camera positions when only a single camera is used), 
then the angle between both projection rays (continuous lines) depend on the ratio 
A/B, in the aerial case called the height-base ratio. Obviously you can improve 
the accuracy of the calculated co-ordinates P (x, y, z) by increasing the distance B 
(also called base, see figure 1). If then the overlap area (stereo model, see next 
chapter) is too small you may use convergent camera positions – “squinting” in 
contrast to human vision (parallel). The disadvantage of this case is that you will 
get additional perspective distortions in the images. Please keep in mind: The 
parallel (aerial) case is good for human stereo viewing and automatic surface 
reconstruction, the convergent case often leads to a higher precision especially in z 
direction. 

A

B

P
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1.9 
Some definitions 

Before starting with the practical work, we want to introduce some standard tech-
nical terms of photogrammetry. 

 
• Photo: The original photo on film 
• Image: The photo in digital representation – the scanned film or the photo 

directly taken by a digital camera 
• Model (stereo model, image pair): Two neighbouring images within a strip 
• Strip: All overlapping images taken one after another within one flight line 
• Block: All images of all strips 
• Base: Distance between the projection centres of neighbouring photos 

 
To illustrate what we mean, please take a look at the next figure: 
 

Fig. 9: Photos, models and strips forming a block 

An image flight normally is carried out in the way that the area of interest is 
photographed strip by strip, turning around the aircraft after every strip, so that the 
strips are taken in a meander-like sequence. The two images of each model have a 
longitudinal overlap of approximately 60 to 80% (also called end lap), neighbour-
ing strips have a lateral overlap of normally about 30% (also called side lap). As 

flight direction

photos (images) …

model formed by image 1 and 2 (overlap area)

... forming a strip  

next strip

...
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we will see later on, this is not only necessary for stereoscopic viewing but also 
for the connecting of all images of a block within an aerial triangulation (see fig-
ure 32). 

1.10 
Length and angle units 

Normally, for co-ordinates and distances in photogrammetry we use metric units, 
the international standard. But in several cases, also non-metric units can be 
found: 

 
• Foot ( ' ): Sometimes used to give the terrain height above mean sea level, for 

example in North American or British topographic maps, or the flying height 
above ground. 

 

• Inch ( " ): For instance used to define the resolution of printers and scanners 
(dots per inch). 

 

 
1' = 12" = 30.48 cm   1" = 2.54 cm 
1m = 3.281'   1 cm = 0.394"   1.10.1 

 

 
You will surely know angles given in degrees. In mathematics also radians are 

common. In geodesy and photogrammetry, we use grads. In the army, the so-
called mils are used. 

 

 
A full circle has 
 
360 degrees = 400 grads = 2π (pi) = 6400

—
 (mils)

   
1.10.2 

 

 

1.11 
A typical workflow in photogrammetry 

Before starting our practical work let’s take a look at the next figure, showing us 
the typical workflow for photogrammetric applications. Beginning with the cap-
ture of the images, we have then to calculate the orientation parameters of all 
images we want to use. After this we can measure co-ordinates, create several 
kind of image products like surface models, and finally we may use the results in 
additional cartographic or GIS software. 
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Fig. 10: A typical workflow 

 

 

 

 

 

Images from an

analogue camera
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2 Included software and data 

2.1 
Hardware requirements, operating system 

If you want to use the software included on the CD-ROM and work with the ex-
ample data or even use your own materials, it is necessary to have an adequate PC 
supplied with sufficient main memory (RAM), storage capacity (hard disk) and 
high resolution graphics. In particular, you need: 

 

 
   Minimum  Recommended 
 

Processor frequency  400 MHz  >> 1 GHz 
Main memory (RAM) 256 MB   >> 512 MB 
Hard disk  1 GB   >> 10 GB 
Graphics resolution 1024 x 768 pixels 1280 x 1024 pixels 
Screen size  17"   21" 
Mouse   3 (!!) buttons  central wheel 

 

 
Furthermore, to handle (aerial) photos on paper or film material, you need a 

scanner (see chapter 3). For stereoscopic viewing you need red-green glasses, a 
simple example is included in this book. You need a mouse with 3 buttons or with 
a central wheel which, when pressed down, also serves as middle mouse button. 

 
It is urgently recommended to use a professional operating system like MS 

Windows NT (with service pack 6), 2000, XP or Vista. Nevertheless, you may 
also use MS Windows 95, 98, ME and other MicroSoft Windows 32 bit systems, 
but then no guarantee can be given for full functionality! In particular, older 
operating systems like Windows 95 and 98 didn’t support the FREEIMAGE 
library used in some parts of the software (for instance, see chapter 7.6.4). 
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2.2 
Image material 

In the first tutorials we will process aerial photos which were taken by an analogue  
aerial camera (see chapter 1.3) in the usual format of 23 by 23 cm (9 by 9") which 
must be converted into a digital format using a scanner. Nevertheless, also images 
from non-metric, réseau or digital cameras, and not only aerial but also terrestrial 
photos can be handled. 

 
From a practical point of view, for the following tutorials all image material is 

prepared in digital representation on the CD-ROM. To help you handle your own 
examples, chapter 3 will discuss the basic principles of scanning paper or film 
photos. Beside this, you may of course use images taken with a digital camera. 

 
The aerial photos used in chapter 4 and 5 are owned by the Corporación Auto-

noma del Valle del Cauca (CVC), Cali, Colombia. Thanks to Ing. Carlos Duque 
from the CVC who managed everything to give me the rights using these photos 
here. 

 
The photos used in chapter 6 are owned by the Institute of Photogrammetry and 

GeoInformation (IPI) of the University of Hannover, Germany. Thanks to Dr.-Ing. 
Folke Santel for her patience and help. 

 
A new chapter in the 3

rd
 edition, 6.6, deals with high resolution satellite images. 

For our tutorial we will use images from the Cartosat-1 satellite, showing an area 
south-west of Warszawa, Poland. Thanks to the Space Application Centre ISRO, 
Ahemdabad, India, and to GEOSYSTEMS Polska, Warszawa, for the courtesy to 
use the data (images and control points) in this book! 

2.3 
Overview of the software 

On the CD-ROM delivered with this book you find a small but really useful digital 
photogrammetric software package with which you can make everything de-
scribed in the following chapters and much more. In particular, the software is not 
limited to the example data but can be used for a wide range of photogrammetric 
tasks. The package is divided into three parts: 

 
LISA BASIC: A raster GIS software with a lot of possibilities in image proc-

essing, terrain modelling and more. A complete programme description will be 
copied onto your PC during the installation (see c:\lisa\text). You can choose 
between the English, German or Spanish language version. Copyright by the au-
thor. 
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LISA FOTO: Extension of LISA BASIC, digital photogrammetric workstation. 
This is the main software used in the following chapters. The programme descrip-
tion is given in chapter 7 of this book but will also be copied onto your PC during 
the installation (see c:\lisa\text). You can choose between the English, German or 
Spanish language version. Copyright by the author. 

 
LISA FFSAT: Digital photogrammetry for stereo satellite data. Developed by 

the author in cooperation with Dr.-Ing. Karsten Jacobsen, University of Hannover. 
 
The LISA programmes delivered with this book are special versions with 

slightly reduced functionality: The maximum size per image is limited to 10 MB, 
only grey scale (not colour) images can be processed, and the tools to create and 
handle a data base for geocoded images are not available. See chapter 2.7 for 
information about the complete software. 

 
BLUH: A professional bundle block adjustment software optimised for aerial 

triangulation. A “light” version including the central five modules of this pro-
gramme system with reduced functionality will be installed on your computer. 
Only available in English but with manuals also in German and Spanish (see 
c:\lisa\text). Copyright by Dr.-Ing. Karsten Jacobsen from the Institute of Photo-
grammetry and GeoInformation, University of Hannover, Germany. 

 
According to HEIPKE (1995) and SCHENK (1999), the following functional-

ity of a digital photogrammetric workstation (DPW) is provided: 
 

• Stereo DPW: Interactive stereo plotting, optional elevations from a DTM 
• Mono DPW: Planimetric plotting, optional elevations from a DTM 
• Aerial triangulation DPW: Manual and automatic aerial triangulation 

measurement, block adjustment with BLUH 
• DTM DPW: Automatic derivation of terrain models, contours etc. 
• Ortho image DPW: Creation of ortho images and mosaics 

 
All programmes are mostly written in Fortran 95, few parts in C++. Using 

inline code programming and other functions of the powerful FTN95 Fortran 
compiler, real-time zooming and roaming was realised and an easy-to-use design 
could be created. 

 
If you still like to use the software after reading this book, may be for your own 

applications, it is a good idea to look onto my homepage and to download actual 
software versions from time to time (http://www.lisa-geosoftware.de). 
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2.4 
Installation 

Important: If you use a professional operating system like MS Windows NT, 
2000, XP or Vista, it might be necessary to log in with full rights, usually select 
user = administrator! 

 
Put the CD-ROM into your PC. Start a file manager like MS Windows Ex-

plorer, Norton Commander or similar, and go to the CD drive. Now click onto 
SETUP. The rest is standard and self-explanatory. The default values given by the 
installation software should be used if possible. For consistency with the data on 

the CD-ROM it is urgently recommended to use the proposed installation path 

c:\lisa! Now all of the software we need is ready-for-use, and all directories for 
the tutorial data are created. Finally we have to copy the data which normally will 
be done by the setup; if not, simply click onto SET_DATA. 

 
Now click successively onto Start, Settings, System control, then onto the icon 

Display and again onto Settings.  Control / set the following parameters: 
 

• Colours: 65536 colours (“high colour”, 16 bit) or higher. 
• Resolution: At least 1024 x 768 pixels. 
• Fonts: “Small fonts”. 

 
Now click above onto Representation. Within windows (active or inactive) as 

well as the dialogue box the following parameters may not be exceeded: 
 

• Pixel: Size 18 
• Text: Size 10 

 
In case you have less than 512 Mbytes main memory (RAM) available on your 

computer and/or you want to process large raster images a certain part of the hard 
disk capacity can be made available in addition. Therefore a correspondingly large 
paging file is to be defined within the Windows system control: successively click 
Start, Settings, System controls, then onto the icon System and there onto Perform-

ance data. In the menu Virtual storage you can define the size of the paging file 
using the button Modify. For more details, please refer to the Windows manual. 

 
After the installation has finished, you will find the following additional direc-

tories on your PC: 
 
c:\lisa  LISA and BLUH programme files, fonts,  
   runtime libraries etc. 
c:\lisa\text  LISA and BLUH manuals, PDF format 
c:\lisa\common\pal directory for palettes 
c:\lisa\common\sig directory for area symbols 
c:\lisa\common\cam directory for cameras 
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c:\lisa\cameras some standard aerial camera definitions 
 
c:\lisa\tutorial_1 data prepared for tutorial 1 
c:\lisa\tutorial_2 data prepared for tutorial 2 
c:\lisa\tutorial_3 data prepared for tutorial 3 
c:\lisa\tutorial_4 data prepared for tutorial 4 
c:\lisa\tutorial_5 data prepared for tutorial 5 
 
If you prefer to use the German or Spanish programme versions of LISA, just 

copy the executables (*.EXE) and the descriptions (*.PDF) from the CD-ROM 
into the respective directories on your PC (c:\lisa, c:\lisa\text). 

2.5 
Additional programmes, copyright, data 

Beside the software mentioned before, some further programmes are used: 
 

• For the development of the LISA programmes: Products from the Salford 
Software Ltd. company, England, now purchased by SilverFrost Ltd. (compil-
ers FTN95, CPP and SCC, editor SIDE, ClearWin+ library etc.). See also 
http://www.silverfrost.com/ 

 
• For the installation of the software: InstallUs from Schellhorn media produc-

tions, Germany. See also http://www.media21.de/ 
 
• For the import and export of some raster image formats, the FREEIMAGE 

library is used. See also http://freeimage.sourceforge.net/ 
 
• For the real-time display of 3D data, my friend Dr. Michael Braitmeier wrote 

a plug-in called IMA3D. 
 
• This book was written using MS Word, all graphics have been created using 

MS PowerPoint from MicroSoft, USA. See also http://www.microsoft.com/ 
 
All software used for the tutorials or mentioned in this book, including the 

brand names, are under copyright of the respective authors and/or companies!  

2.6 
General remarks 

During the standard installation process, you have only those data files copied 
onto your hard disk which are used as input files in the following tutorials (see 
chapter 2.4). Besides, many of the intermediate and final results are also prepared 
on the CD-ROM (sub directory data\tutorial_x\output, see below) and can be used 
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for control purposes or, if you would like to skip some steps and go on later, to get 
intermediate results necessary for the following steps. Therefore, at the end of any 
tutorial chapter all created files are listed. 

 
For consistency it is a really good idea to use the file names proposed in the 

tutorials. In general, it is of course possible to choose any output name. 
 
The CD-ROM has the following directory structure: 
 
deutsch    (… if you prefer to work with the German 
espanol   or the Spanish LISA versions) 
 
data\tutorial_x\input   (… directory with input data, x = 1 … 5) 
data\tutorial_x\output   (… directory with some intermediate and  

final results for control purposes, x = 1 … 5) 
 
figures   all figures of this book, stored as 
    MS PowerPoint files 
 
To make the work a bit clearer in the following tutorials, special fonts are used: 
 

• Options and parameters: For instance, Image No. refers to the corresponding 
text in an input window.  

• Menu entries: Separated by “>”, for example: Processing > Stereo measure-

ment means that you first have to click onto Processing, then onto Stereo 

measurement. 
• Definitions or key words are printed in italics.  
• Any results stored in a file and listed here for control purposes are printed in 

this font.  
• File names are always printed in UPPERCASE letters. 
• Units are printed in [square brackets], example: [µm]. 
• Vectors are also printed in square brackets with an arrow showing the direc-

tion like [start point å ending point]. 
 
See also chapter 7.4 for some remarks about the programme handling. 

2.7 
Software versions, support 

The software presented here is distributed by LISA Geo-Software, Germany, and 
by the Institute of Photogrammetry and GeoInformation (IPI), University of 
Hannover, Germany. For details about unlimited or student programme versions, 
update downloads, news and prices please look at our homepage (http://www.lisa-
geosoftware.de). If you have questions or need support don’t hesitate to mail to 
info@lisa-geosoftware.de. 
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Note: To purchase an unlimited version you must use the Registration button 

right-hand in the main window, fill out the form and send us the file t2v_reg.txt 
(see the LISA BASIC programme description). Students also may purchase a 
“student version”. 

 
Within LISA BASIC, FOTO or FFSAT you can use the buttons Info and then 

Homepage or E-Mail to contact these addresses from within the software. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

3 Scanning of photos 

3.1 
Scanner types 

A lot of scanners exist on the market with differences in construction, geometric 
and radiometric resolution, format size and last but not least price. For use in 
photogrammetry, some basic requirements must be fulfilled: Format A3, trans-
parency unit (for film material), high geometric and radiometric resolution and 
accuracy. 

 
The format A3 is necessary because for photogrammetric purposes the photos 

must be scanned in total, in particular including the fiducial marks (see chapter 
4.2.1), and most of the aerial photos usual today have the format 23 by 23 cm (9 
by 9") which exceeds the A4 format. On the other hand, the side information bar 
(mostly black; contains additional information like altimeter, clock, film counter) 
should not be scanned to save storage capacity. Remark: If you only have an A4 
scanner, you may use a special option of the software (see chapter 6.1) according 
to our principle “Something is more than nothing”. 
 

In low-cost photogrammetry often flatbed (DTP) scanners are used with a geo-
metrical accuracy of about 50µm (see for instance BALTSAVIAS & WAEGLI, 
1996 or WIGGENHAGEN, 2001). For a better understanding, three important 
aspects of influence shall be mentioned: 
 
• Accuracy along the CCD array (charge coupled device; under the moving 

bridge beneath the glass plate): Constancy of size, distance and linear 
arrangement of the CCD elements. 

 
• Accuracy across the CCD array (in moving direction of the bridge): Con-

stancy of step width and linearity of the moving. 
 
• Angle between bridge and moving direction: Deviations from a rectangle.  
  

Some words about the radiometric resolution: The absolute minimum a photo-
grammetric scanner must have is the possibility to scan grey scale (panchromatic) 
photos with 8 bit which means 256 grey levels. In case of colour photos, normally 
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we need a radiometric resolution of 24 bit which means 8 bit or 256 levels for 
each of the three base colours (red, green, blue), scanned in single-pass mode.  

3.2 
Geometric resolution 

The geometrical scan resolution is given in the units “dots per inch” [dpi] or mi-

crometers [µm] and reflects on the maximum accuracy to attain. For simple pho-

togrammetric investigations as shown in this book, a value of 300 or 600 dpi may 

be used. A scan resolution of 600 dpi (42µm) is near to the geometric accuracy of 

most flatbed scanners (about 50µm, see above). The conversion from [dpi] to 

[µm] is based on the formula:  

 

 

 pixel size in [µm] = 25400 / resolution in [dpi]  3.2.1 

 resolution in [dpi] = 25400 / pixel size in [µm] 

 

 

The table below serves to illustrate the relation between scan resolution in [dpi] 

or [µm], the image size in [MB] (grey scale / 8 bit photo), the aerial photo scale 

and the ensuing pixel size in terrain units, usually [m]: 

 
 
Resolution [dpi] 150 300 600 1200 2400 4800 
Pixel size [µm] 169.3 84.7 42.3 21.2 10.6 5.29 
Image size ca. [MB] 2 8 32 128 512 2018 
 
Photo scale 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
1:  5000  0.847 0.423 0.212 0.106 0.053 0.026 
1:  7500  1.270 0.635 0.318 0.159 0.079 0.040 
1:10000  1.693 0.847 0.423 0.212 0.106 0.053 
1:12500  2.117 1.058 0.529 0.265 0.133 0.066 
1:15000  2.540 1.270 0.635 0.317 0.159 0.079 
1:17500  2.963 1.482 0.741 0.370 0.175 0.093 
1:20000  3.386 1.693 0.846 0.424 0.212 0.106 
1:25000  4.233 2.117 1.058 0.529 0.265 0.132 
1:30000  5.080 2.540 1.270 0.634 0.318 0.159 
1:40000  6.772 3.386 1.693 0.846 0.424 0.212 
1:50000  8.466  4.234  2.116  1.059 0.530 0.265 
 
   Pixel size in terrain units ca. [m] 
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For the geometrical scan resolution it is a good idea always to follow the rule 
“As high as necessary, as low as possible”! On the other hand, the maximum at-
tainable accuracy in z (altitude) depends, among other factors, on the scan resolu-

tion. The accuracy in z can reach a value of 0.1 ‰ (per thousand) of the flying 
height above terrain, using an analytical plotter and photos with an end lap of 
60%. 

3.3 
Radiometric resolution 

Only grey scale photos (8 bit / 256 grey values) can be used with the software 

versions prepared on the CD-ROM (see chapter 2.3). Colour images may be 

scanned also with 8 bit and stored as grey scale images, or with 24 bit and subse-

quently be separated into three colour extracts of 8 bit each, one of which will be 

used. A further possibility is to scan with 24 bit and calculate a “mixed” mono-

chrome image using the well-known formula 

 

 
Grey value = 0.3*red + 0.11*green + 0.59*blue  3.3.1 
 

 
For instance, this formula is used if you import a 24 bit image in LISA BASIC, 

using File > Import raster image > BMP 24 bit, then activating the option Mixed image 
(see also the programme description). 

3.4 
Some practical advice 

As a general rule the photos should be put onto the glass plate in the way that the 
direction of the strip (flight) is parallel to the CCD array of the scanner (see figure 
11). It is suggested that all photos are first arranged on a table in the same position 
and orientation in which they form the block. This means that, for example, all 
photos are situated with “top = north” independent from the position of the side 
information bar. Then every photo is scanned “west-east parallel to the CCD ar-
ray” (see figure 12). This method has the advantage that the resulting digital im-
ages are arranged in the same way as they follow in the strip. 
 

• If at all possible only master film material should be used as scan sources. If 

film is not available prints must be used instead. They should be processed on 

plain (non-textured) paper of high geometrical stability. 

 

• Please note that the whole aerial photo must be scanned – in particular, the 
fiducial marks must be included, which we will need to establish the interior 
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orientation (see chapter 4.2.2). On the other hand, the photo borders and the 
side information bar should not be scanned to save memory space. 

 

• Grey scale images must be stored as “grey scale”, not as “colour” images! 

The standard file formats to choose for storing and later to import into LISA 

FOTO are BMP, JPEG or TIFF (8 bit, grey scale, uncompressed). Please note: 

The file extensions used by LISA are JPG (not JPEG) or TIF (not TIFF)! 

 
• Image names: As a general rule, the image names should be identical with the 

image numbers with no other or further text. Example: Image No. 137 will be 
stored, depending on the format, as 137.BMP, 137.JPG or 137.TIF, but not as 
LEFT.BMP, FOTO_137.BMP or anything else. 

 
• Some general remarks for scanning: Switch on the scanner without a photo on 

the glass plate! Let the equipment run at least 5 minutes to warm up. After 
that, put the photo onto the glass plate and cover the unused area of the plate 
with a black cardboard. In this way, the radiometric self-calibration of the 
scanner is supported. 

 

Fig. 11: Flatbed DTP scanner and suggested positions of the photos. See also figure 55. 
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Fig. 12: All photos of a block should be scanned in the orientation in which they form the block, 

regardless to the flight direction. 

3.5 
Import of the scanned images 

LISA use a special image format with the extension IMA. Within in programme, 
you can directly use also image data in one of the formats BMP, JPG or TIF. Nev-
ertheless, it may be more comfortable to have all data in the same format, there-
fore let’s take a look onto the import option: 

 
Of course this can be done manually image by image, for example using the 

option File > Import raster image from the LISA BASIC module. But often you will 
have a great amount of images within one directory. In this case it is much easier 
to import all files one by one automatically (batch mode). 

 
Please start LISA FOTO by clicking on Start > Programmes > LISA > FOTO, 

then go to the option File > Import raster images. Choose the format (BMP, JPEG or 
TIFF). As you will see, you have some additional options used simultaneously for 
all images which shall be explained here: 
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• Turn by 180 degrees: If the photos where scanned against our general rule 
concerning the position on the glass plate. 

 
• Half resolution: If the original data are too large, the resolution can be reduced. 

 
• Delete originals: To save storage capacity, each original image file can be 

deleted immediately after the import. 
 

• Negatives å Positives: If the photos are film negatives. To work with them, in 
particular for interpretation, it is better to transform them into positives. 

 
• Numerical output name: Automatic creation of a numerical name according to 

our advice (chapter 3.4). Image files containing a number will be processed 
like FOTO_137.BMP å 137.IMA, files without any number will be stored 
with an increasing number (1.IMA, 2.IMA, 3.IMA, …). 

 
• 24 å 8 bit: True-colour images (24 bit) can be converted to 8 bit grey-scale 

images directly during the import to the IMA format. Please note that the 
software versions coming with this book on CD-ROM are limited in function-
ality – therefore, if you want to use your own images you should use this op-
tion if your images have 24 bit radiometric resolution. 

 
Now click onto the OK button. A protocol window appears showing each im-

ported image. After the last file is processed, the window will be closed. 
 
Remark: For these import routines, parts of the FREEIMAGE library are used. 

Several tests have shown that the import may fail in older semi-professional oper-
ating systems like MS Windows 95 / 98, but work properly in MS Windows NT / 
2000 / XP / Vista. 



 

4 Example 1: A single model 

4.1 
Project definition 

To work with the LISA programmes, it is necessary first to define a project or to 
select one already existing. All projects which we will use during the following 
tutorials are prepared and have been copied onto your computer in the installation 
process. Nevertheless, this is a good moment to take a look at this topic. 

 
Start LISA FOTO by clicking on Start > Programmes > LISA > FOTO. In the first 

appearing window you will be asked if you want to 
 

• Use the last project 
• Select an existing project or 
• Define a new project 

 
Please select the project TUTOR_1.PRJ, then click onto the OK button. Now go 

to File > Edit project. In the appearing window you will see some entries – let’s talk 
about their meaning: 

 
Project name: This is also the name of the project definition file which has the 

extension PRJ and is at all times located in the LISA main directory, usually 
c:\lisa. 

 
Working directory: All data we need will be searched by the programme in this 

directory (folder, path). In the same way, all data which we create will be stored in 
this directory. The button beside the input field can be used to open a directory 
tree view useful to browse to the desired path. If you key in a directory which did 
not yet exit it will be created. Important: All projects used here are prepared for 
the drive (hard disk) C. If you use a different drive against our advice, let’s say D, 
you have to correct the path in all PRJ files before starting LISA! 

 
Image data base: Optional for the handling of geocoded images in large pro-

jects. We will not need this option in our tutorials, therefore it is not necessary to 
define a data base. 
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Furthermore, a project is defined by a co-ordinate range in x, y and z and a 
pixel size (= geometric resolution, in terrain units). The border values of x and y 
usually should be multiples of the pixel size. In particular: 

 
The co-ordinate range in x and y should be set to the outer boundaries of the 

whole project area. In special cases they can be set to extremely large values using 
the Reset button – don’t do this here! Then, they will not be taken into account. 

 
The z value range is of importance wherever digital terrain models (DTMs) will 

be created. Because of the fact that DTMs are 16-bit raster images with a defined 
relation between the pixel grey values and the corresponding heights, it is necess-
ary to fix this relation within the project, for example when single DTMs shall be 
matched or mosaicked. 

 
To help to find the border co-ordinates of x, y and z, a reference file (geocoded 

image or vector file) may be used. For this, the buttons Reference raster and Refer-

ence vector are prepared. Beside that you have the option to set a fixed relation 
between the grey values and the heights as grey value = z. In that case, a grey value 
of 538 will represent a z value (height) of 538m or, in other words, we will have a 
z resolution of one metre. 

 
The length units (terrain units) can be selected: µm, mm, m or km. For this ex-

ample all values are given in meters. 
 
Remark: The values of pixel size, minimum and maximum height are fixed for 

all data within one project! Therefore it is really necessary to set values that make 
sense for these parameters. 

 
In our first example, we will use the following values (all in [m]): 
 
X from 1137300 to 1140000 

Y from  969900 to 971700 

Pixel size 5 

Z from 1000 to 1700 

 

Length unit: Select m [meters]. 
 
If you want to create a new project, you can use the described option when the 

programme starts, or use File > Define project from within the programme. In our 
case, just close the window, for example with the Esc key, or, if you have changed 
something (for instance, the path), click onto OK. 

 
Created file: TUTOR_1.PRJ. 
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4.2 
Orientation of the images 

4.2.1 
Camera definition 

If we have image material coming from a film camera and then was scanned, the 
first step to orient an image is the so-called interior orientation which means es-
tablishing the relation between (1) the camera-internal co-ordinate system and (2) 
the pixel co-ordinate system (see chapter 1.7). The first relation is given by the so-
called fiducial marks superimposed in the image and their nominal co-ordinates, 
usually given in [mm] in the camera calibration certificate. In this certificate you 
will also find the calibrated focal length in [mm]. After measuring (digitising) the 
marks, the software will be able to calculate the transformation coefficients for the 
relation between both systems.  

Fig. 13: Shapes (first and second row) and positions (third row) of fiducial marks in aerial pho-

tos. 
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Some information about the fiducial marks: Older cameras have only 4 marks, 
situated either in the middle of the image borders (e.g. cameras from the Zeiss 
company, RMK series) or in the corners (e.g. cameras from the Wild company, 
RC series). Newer cameras have 8 marks, situated both in the middle of the bor-
ders and in the corners. 

 
For the camera definition we need the nominal co-ordinates of the fiducial 

marks and the focal length, all given in [mm]. Usually we can get these data from 
the camera calibration certificate, see above. If this is not available, we can get the 
focal length from the side information bar of the images or, if this is not possible, 
we can set the focal length to standard values. In case of aerial cameras these are  
153 mm (wide angle) or 305 mm (normal angle). For the fiducial marks we will 
then also use standard values (some of them are prepared for you, see directory 
c:\lisa\cameras) or create a pseudo camera definition (see chapter 6.2). 
 

In our first example we will use the following standard (nominal) data: 
 

Fiducial No.  x value  y value 
 

1         113.000       0.000 

2           0.000    -113.000 

3        -113.000       0.000 

4           0.000     113.000 

 
The focal length is 152.910 mm. In this example, we have images taken by a 

Zeiss RMK A 15/23 camera with 4 marks. Please start the option Pre-programmes 

> Camera definition > Analogue. In the appearing window, key in the values of x 
and y for each of the 4 fiducial marks, set the principal point to 0 for x and y, set 
the focal length and after that the name of the output file – in our case, please take 
RMK_1523.CMR. Or, just click onto the Open file button and load the prepared 
file into the window. 

 
After clicking the OK button, the camera definition file will be created. For 

control purposes, start the text editor (for example, by clicking onto the Text but-
ton right-hand in the main window) and open the file RMK_1523.CMR. The con-
tent must be like this: 

 
 1   113.000     0.000 

 2     0.000  -113.000 

 3  -113.000     0.000 

 4     0.000   113.000 

 152.910 

DP   -0.9999990000E+06    0.0000000000E+00 

DP    0.0000000000E+00    0.0000000000E+00 

PP    0.0000000000E+00    0.0000000000E+00 

CS   5.000   5.000 159.806 
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Remarks: The camera definition must only be done once and is valid for all im-

ages taken with the same camera. The last four lines are without meaning here. 
 
Created file: RMK_1523.CMR. 

4.2.2 
Interior orientation 

As mentioned before, the next step will be measuring (digitising) the fiducial 
marks to set up the transformation between camera and pixel co-ordinates. This 
must be done once for each image which you would like to use in further work. 

 
Please start the option Pre programmes > Orientation measurement and select the 

file 157.IMA in the file manager. After loading this image, the measurement inter-
face will appear. Now go to Measure > Interior orientation. The next window will 
ask you for the camera definition file – please use the just created one, 
RMK_1523.CMR. Three further options are offered: 

 
Turn by 180 degrees: Remember the way of taking aerial photos. In most cases, 

the area of interest is photographed in parallel strips with each second strip taken 
when “flying back” (see chapter 1.9 / figure 9). For example, strip 1 is taken flying 
from west to east. Then the aircraft turns around and takes the second strip flying 
from east to west, strip 3 again from west to east, strip 4 from east to west and so 
on like a meander. Now let’s say the camera definition is done with respect of the 
side information bar on the right side. Then, when measuring the interior orienta-
tion of strips 2, 4, 6 and so on, the option Turn by 180 degrees must be activated. In 
our case, don’t use this option. 

 
Subpixel improvement: If the fiducial marks have the form of a white dot within 

a dark background, it is possible to let the programme make an automatic centring 
onto the marks with subpixel accuracy. In our example we have such marks, so 
please activate this option (see figure 14). 

 
Use existing orientation: If an interior orientation was already carried out, the 

data can be loaded here. Please deactivate this option. 
 
Now click onto the OK button and move the cursor into the main window 

showing a part of the image. The programme will automatically move the image 
near to the first fiducial mark. Please note the measurement principle: Fixed 
measuring mark, moving image like in analytical plotters! So, if you keep the 
middle mouse button pressed down and move the mouse, the image will move 
simultaneously “under” the measuring mark (default: red cross). Now move the 
image until the first fiducial mark lies exactly under the measuring mark, then 
click onto the left mouse button. If nothing happens, just move the mouse a little. 
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Fig. 14: Result of automatic centring of a fiducial mark.  

In this and all other display modules, you may vary the brightness and the con-
trast to get a better impression of the image(s). We will explain the theory about 
this in the next chapter (4.2.3). 

 
In the list window below you can see the measured co-ordinates, marked with 

M, and in the main window you can recognise that the programme has moved the 
image near to the second fiducial mark. Again move the image until fiducial and 
measuring mark are in the same position and click onto the left mouse button. In 
the same way measure the third fiducial mark. And now a first test of accuracy: 
The pre-positioning of the fourth fiducial mark should be very good, the displace-
ment should not exceed a few pixels. What is the reason? 

 
After three fiducial marks are measured, the programme starts calculating the 

transformation parameters (plane affine transformation, see chapter 4.3). If both 
the nominal values from the camera definition and the measurements were exact 
enough, the pre-positioning should be quite good. And an additional remark: This 
calculation is done after each measured mark beginning with the third one. So, if 
we would have 8 fiducial marks, then the pre-positioning should be better and 
better until the last mark is reached. 

 
Back to our example: Measure the last (fourth) mark, move the mouse a little, 

and see the listing below which should be more or less like the following: 

Left: Fiducial mark of a

Zeiss RMK camera (white,

point-shaped)

Right: Result of the automatic

centring (strongly zoomed)
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No.       x [mm]     y [mm]     Res. x     Res. y  

 

   1    113.000      0.000      0.014     -0.015 

   2      0.000   -113.000     -0.014      0.015 

   3   -113.000      0.000      0.014     -0.015 

   4      0.000    113.000     -0.014      0.015 

  

Standard deviation [mm] :       0.014      0.015 

 
Let’s take a short look at the residuals (remaining errors after the adjustment): 

You can see that all of them have the same absolute values in x as well as in y or 
in other words, they are symmetrical. The reason is that with 4 points we have 
only a small over-determination for the plane affine transformation (at least 3 
points are necessary). If you carry out an interior orientation of an image with 8 
fiducial marks, the residuals will vary. 

 
Now click onto the Ready button (checkmark). The programme will inform you 

about the calculated scan resolution in [dpi] and [µm] – in our case about 300 dpi 
or 84.7 µm. By this, you have a further check if the interior orientation was 
successful. Click onto OK, then close the window, for example with the Esc key. 

 
For training purposes, please repeat this chapter with our second image, 158. 
 
Created files: 157.INN, 158.INN. 
 
Before going on, this is a good moment to talk about two different ways to 

complete the orientation. From the era of analytic photogrammetry you may know 
the three steps interior – relative – absolute orientation. Within the relative ori-
entation the two images are “connected” by the calculation of model co-ordinates. 
Then, these are transformed to terrain co-ordinates in the absolute orientation. 

 
In the following chapters we will take a different way: For each image we will 

first carry out the exterior orientation independently, may it be manually by meas-
uring control points (see chapter 4.2.5) or automatically, using a method called 
aerial triangulation (see chapter 5.1). After that, neighbouring images are “con-
nected” to form a model in a model definition (see chapter 4.3 for instance). 

 

4.2.3 
Brightness and contrast 

It is one of the advantages of digital stereo photogrammetry that you can easily 
improve brightness and contrast “on the fly” when measuring within images. This 
is sometimes called a photo lab at your fingertips. Now, what happens? 
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The grey values of an image (range 0 … 255) are displayed with exactly these 
values used to set the brightness of each pixel. But, establishing a linear equation 
between image and display, brightness and contrast can easily be changed. Figure 
15 shows the results. 

 

 
Let g be the grey value of a pixel in the image, then 
 

f(g) = c*g + b      4.2.3.1 
 
defines the grey value on the screen with contrast (c) and brightness (b). 
 

 

Fig. 15: Relations between grey values in the image and on the screen.  

4.2.4 
Control points 

As described before, the final step within the orientation process will be calculat-
ing the relation between image and object co-ordinates, the so-called exterior 
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orientation. For this we will have to measure ground control points, as you will 
see in the next chapter. 

 
A ground control point (GCP) is an object point which is represented in the im-

age and from which the three-dimensional object (terrain) co-ordinates (x, y, z) are 
known. In our case of aerial photogrammetry, this means that we have to look for 
points in our image, find these points in a topographic map and get their co-ordi-
nates out of the map, x and y by manual measurement or by digitising, z by inter-
polating the elevation between neighbouring contours. 

 
If you have a digitiser (tablet), you can use the LISA BASIC programme which 

supports data input from such a device. Or, you scan the map, import the image 
file to LISA, geocode it and use the image display of LISA BASIC for on-screen 
digitising. See the respective manual for detailed advice. 

 
For each image we need at least 3 well-distributed GCPs (or, more exactly, 2 

full GCPs x, y, z and one additional height control point, z). A basic rule is “the 
more, the better” to get a stable over-determination, therefore we shall look for at 
least 5 points (see also chapter 4.2.6). “Well-distributed” means that a minimum 
of 3 points should form a triangle, not a line. Furthermore, best accuracy will be 
achieved in areas surrounded by GCPs. Last but not least it is not necessary but a 
good idea to use as many identical points as possible in neighbouring images 
forming a model later. 

 
We can distinguish two kinds of GCPs, called signalised (targeted) and natural 

points. Often, before taking the photos, topographic points are signalised on the 
ground by white bars (size e.g. 1.2 by 0.2 m) forming a cross with the point itself 
marked with a central “dot” of e.g. 0.2 m diameter (all dimensions depending of 
course on the photo scale). The corresponding terrain co-ordinates are available 
from the Land Surveying Office or sometimes from the company taking the pho-
tos. 

 
But often we have no signalised GCPs. Then we must look for real object (ter-

rain) points which we can clearly identify in the image as well as in a topographic 
map mentioned before. But not every point is really good to serve as a GCP: As 
far as possible, choose rectangle corners (e.g. from buildings) or small circle-
shaped points. These have the advantage to be scale-invariant. Take into account 
that we need also the elevation – this might be a problem using a point on the roof 
of a building, because it is not possible to get its elevation from the map! There-
fore, if possible, prefer points on the ground. 

 
Please remember that points may “move” during time, e.g. when lying on the 

shore of a river or at the border of a non-paved road. And also remember that the 
corresponding GCP position in a topographic map may be displaced as a result of 
map generalisation. Some idea which are good or poor points is shown in figure 
16. 
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Fig. 16: Examples for natural ground control points. 

Nowadays, a powerful alternative to getting co-ordinates from a map is to use 
GPS equipment (Global Positioning System). The advantage is that you can use 
nearly every terrain point represented in the images and that you have no problems 
due to map generalisation. The disadvantage is of course that you have to go to 
your area and, to get really good results, carry out differential measurements 
(DGPS) with one receiver on a topographic point (base) and a second one used in 
the field at the same time (field or rover). The problems of “moving” points men-
tioned before also may occur, the greater the time difference between the dates of 
taking the images and your GPS campaign. This is not the place to discuss GPS 
measurements – please use appropriate literature and the equipment’s manual if 
you want to use this technique. 

 
To prepare the input of GCPs you can use the option Pre programmes > Control 

point editor. You can open an existing file or create a new one. Using the respective 
buttons you may edit, add or delete points. With the button Ready you will close 
and store the file. In this way you can handle a maximum of 900 control points per 
image. 
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There are two important aspects concerning the GCP terrain co-ordinates: 
 

• In geodesy, the x axis shows to the north, the y axis to the east in a right-hand 
system. In photogrammetry, we use a mathematical co-ordinate system defi-
nition with x to the east, y to the north in a left-hand system. Whenever you 
get co-ordinates in form of a listing, labelled “x” and “y”, make sure that this 
refers to the photogrammetric order! Furthermore, topographic maps of sev-
eral countries also show the geodetic reference – please take this into account 
if you want to define the GCP co-ordinates from such maps. 

 
• At all times you create a GCP file, key in the co-ordinates in base units, nor-

mally in meters, not in kilometres! This reflects to the kind of storage: All 
values are stored as real numbers with 3 digits after the decimal point. For in-
stance, if you have a value of let’s say x = 3250782.023 and you key in ex-
actly this, the (nominal) accuracy is one millimetre. Imagine you would key 
in 3250.782023 or in other words you would use the unit kilometre, the soft-
ware would only use 3250.782 meaning a (nominal) accuracy of only one 
meter. 

4.2.5 
Exterior orientation 

In our first example, we will use natural control points. In the following two fig-
ures you can see their approximate positions. For each point a sketch was prepared 
as you will see during the measurement. 

 
Before starting, the object co-ordinates from our GCPs must be prepared in a 

file, each with No., x, y and z in a simple ASCII format. Go to Pre programmes > 

Control point editor (see above). In the next window use the Add button for each 
point and key in the following values (the BLUH section is not relevant here): 

 
 Point No.        X             Y          Z 

 
     15601  1137768.212   969477.156   1211.718 

     15602  1138541.117   969309.217   1245.574 

     15603  1139550.021   969249.250   1334.405 

     15701  1137534.649   970320.150   1251.964 

     15702  1138573.149   970388.650   1171.448 

     15703  1139623.149   970359.457   1158.972 

     15801  1137848.958   971643.004   1142.964 

     15802  1138601.712   971220.373   1157.148 

     15803  1139761.651   971315.870   1130.292 

     15901  1137598.525   972308.940   1128.694 

     15902  1138667.551   972228.208   1141.743 

     15903  1139767.051   972325.708   1144.467 
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After the last point is entered, click on the Ready button and store the file as 

CONTROL.DAT, then close the window. Or simply load the file from the CD-
ROM (…\data\tutorial_1\output). 

 
Like for the interior orientation, the exterior orientation must be carried out 

once for each image. For the first image (No. 157) we will do this together step by 
step – for the second image (No. 158), again you will do this alone for training 
purposes. If you have problems with this, as all times you may copy the prepared 
results from the CD-ROM (…\data\tutorial_1\output). 

Fig. 17: Positions of the control points in the left image (No. 157) 

Please start Pre programmes > Orientation measurement and key in 157 as name 
of the input image. After loading this file, the measurement interface will appear. 
Now go to Measure > Exterior orientation. The next window will ask you for the 
control point file; use the file CONTROL.DAT just created before. The button 
Reset can (and should here) be used to reset the projection centre co-ordinates to 
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“unknown” (–999999) if they are already existing. The options Use existing orien-

tation, Create point sketches and Adjust focal length should be de-activated. 
 
Now it is your turn to digitise the control points: You can select a point in the 

list below – in our case, simply start with the first one, No. 15601. Use figure 17 
to find the approximate position of the point. In the small sketch window on the 
bottom left side of the screen you will see the neighbourhood of the GCP which 
may help you to find its exact position (this is the already prepared point sketch, 
see above – a nice tool, but not necessary!). Move the image in the main window 
with the mouse, middle mouse button depressed, until the GCP lies exactly “un-
der” the measuring mark – you will remember this process from the interior ori-
entation (chapter 4.2.2). Now click onto the left mouse button. The point and its 
number will be superimposed in the image and marked with M in the list below. In 
the same way go on point by point until the last one for this image (No. 15803) is 
measured. If necessary, use the slider at right in the list window to scroll up or 
down. 

 
After the fourth point is measured, a so-called resection in space from object to 

pixel co-ordinates is calculated by setting up the collinearity equations (see chap-
ter 4.3). As a consequence, for each further point a pre-positioning will be done by 
the programme and residuals as well as the standard deviation are calculated and 
shown in the list window.  

 
When the last point was measured, click onto the Ready button and close the 

window, for example with the Esc key. The results in the list window are stored in 
the file RESIDU_157.TXT and may be like the following: 

 
No.       x [mm]     y [mm]     Res. x     Res. y 

  

15601    -67.027     71.969      0.024     -0.041 M 

15602    -81.847     10.645     -0.063     -0.021 M 

15603    -90.674    -73.878     -0.069      0.020 M 

15701      0.166     91.835      0.009     -0.047 M 

15702      5.048      7.430      0.002     -0.041 M 

15703      2.418    -72.617     -0.014      0.053 M 

15801    100.316     61.913      0.043     -0.007 M 

15802     68.421      4.983      0.048      0.011 M 

15803     73.802    -81.715      0.030      0.079 M 

  

Standard deviation [mm]:         0.040      0.042 

 
The residuals in x and y at every point as well as the resulting standard devia-

tion are given in [mm] referring to the image. Remember the scan resolution of 
300 dpi = 84,7 µm to see that the residuals are about half a pixel. In contrary to the 
results of the interior orientation (chapter 4.2.2) you can see that the residuals are 
no more symmetric. We have measured 9 well-distributed points, much more than 
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the minimum (3 points), and therefore a good over-determination is achieved (see 
next chapter). 

 
For training purposes, please repeat the procedure of this chapter with the sec-

ond image, 158. Use figure 18 to find the approximate positions of the GCPs. In 
this image start with point No. 15701. Again, point sketches are already prepared 
to help you to find the exact position. 

Fig. 18: Positions of the control points in the right image (No. 158) 

Created files: CONTROL.DAT, 157.ABS, 158.ABS, RESIDU_157.TXT, 
RESIDU_158.TXT. 
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4.2.6 
Over-determination and error detection 

Fig. 19: Calculated versus correct graph of the function f(x) = ax + b using two, three or more 

observations (r = residuals). 

the correct graph

the calculated graph
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With figure 19 we want to explain the principles of over-determination. Let’s 

imagine that we want to determine the parameters of a one-dimensional linear 
function, the general form given by f(x) = ax + b, by measuring values f(x) at two 
or more positions of x. Mathematically such a function can unequivocally be fixed 
by only two points (observations). Part (a) shows this, but you can also see that 
wrong observations lead to a bad result. Part (b) illustrates an over-determination 
by three measured points, and as a result, the parameters of the function can be 
calculated using a least squares adjustment, furthermore the residuals r can be 
calculated for every point. These gives us an idea about the quality of the obser-
vations, but in most cases we cannot decide what point is really bad because the 
residuals vary not very much. The result is better but not good. Part (c) shows the 
solution: With seven points we have a very good over-determination, and now it is 
clear to see that the central observation is wrong (a so-called peak). Deleting this, 
the adjustment gives us a good result. 

4.3 
Model definition 

It is our goal to measure three-dimensional object co-ordinates, as you will re-
member from chapter 1.1. Therefore all of the following steps will be done si-
multaneously in two neighbouring images, called the stereo pair or the model (see 
chapter 1.9 and figure 9). 

 
Before going on, the particular (actual) model must be defined. Please start Pre 

programmes > Define model. In the next window please set / control the following 
parameters: 

 
Left image 157, right image 158, maximum y parallax 3 pxl, correction affine, 

border size 100 pixels. Exterior orientation: Parameters from ABS files (see chap-
ter 4.2.5), Object co-ordinates CONTROL.DAT. Further, activate the option Test 

image, then click onto OK. 
 
After a short time, a property sheet window with several information will ap-

pear. Before explaining what happened, let’s check the data: 
 
Sheet 1 / Co-ordinate range: This is the model area (ranges of x, y and z) calcu-

lated by the programme. The values should be more or less like the following: 
 
X from   1137185 to 1140038 

Y from    969875 to  971776 

Z from      1000 to    1700  (all values in [m]) 
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In fact, the elevation range is not calculated but taken from the project defini-
tion as well as the pixel size (5 m, not displayed here; these values are fixed within 
the project, see chapter 4.1). 

 
Sheet 2 / Geometry: Pixel size in the digital image, resulting from photo scale 

and scan resolution, about 1.11 m. Ratio distance/base about 1.99. Maximum 
attainable accuracy in z, resulting from both values before, about 2.21 m. Photo 
scale about 1:13229. Please note that all values listed here are only given for con-
trol purposes and may differ a bit from those on your computer! 

 
May be you remember the (ideal) value “0.1‰ of height above ground” (chap-

ter 3.2): The mean flying height is about 3100 m, the mean terrain height is about 
1100 m, therefore we have more or less a value of 1‰. To save CD-ROM space, 
our photos were scanned with 300 dpi – if we would have scanned them with 600 
dpi, the maximum attainable accuracy in z would be about 0.5‰ in this example. 

 
Sheet 3 / y-parallaxes: No. of certain points 6, mean y parallax 0.02 pixels, mean 

window size 15 pixels, mean correlation coefficient 0.924. 
 
Now click onto OK again – the model is defined. But not only this: In between, 

a lot of calculations and logic tests were carried out, and this is a good place to 
explain some of them in addition with a bit of theory. 

 
As you will remember from chapter 1.1, 1.7 and figure 1, after the orientation 

of our two images we have reconstructed the complete geometry. This means that 
if we have three-dimensional object (terrain) co-ordinates of a point inside of the 
model area it is possible to calculate the pixel co-ordinates of this point in the left 
and the right image using the well-known collinearity equations (see below). The 
programme uses this fact in the way that for each point of our control point file 
CONTROL.DAT a test is made if this point is represented in both images. As a 
result, the model area can be calculated (section Co-ordinate range). 

 

 
Collinearity equations (see ALBERTZ & WIGGENHAGEN 2005 for instance) 
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, … the coefficients of the rotation matrix.   

        4.3.1 
 

 
By comparing the distances between different points in object and pixel co-

ordinates, the mean pixel size of our aerial images in terrain units [m] and the 
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approximate scale of the original photo are determined. The ratio between flying 
height and image base (= distance between both projection centres, see figure 1) is 
an indicator for the maximum attainable accuracy in z, calculated as a product of 
the first two parameters (section Geometry). 

 
If the orientations of our two images would be exact, then each individual ob-

ject point within the model area together with both projection centres should form 
a so-called epipolar plane (see figure 1). In particular, this means that the intersec-
tion points of the projection rays [object point å projection centre å film plane] 
are homologous; there are no y parallaxes. But, as you remember, nothing is exact 
in real life! And indeed, due to the geometrical situation of the scanner or the CCD 
sensor of a digital camera, geometrical resolution of the image, errors in the fidu-
cial marks and control point co-ordinates as well as their measurement results and 
other influences, usually even in a completely oriented model we will have y par-
allaxes in a range of some pixels. This will be disturbing for viewing, interpre-
tation and automatic processing steps. Therefore, the programme tries to correlate 
both images in well-known positions taken for example from the control point file. 
Each position where the correlation fits is called a certain point and used for a y 
parallax correction – at least 3 points are necessary for a (linear) plane affine ap-
proach, at least 6 points for a (non-linear) polynomial approach (section y-paral-

laxes). 
 
The equation systems can be written like following: 
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with (x, y) given co-ordinates, (x’, y’) new co-ordinates and 
a

0
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, … coefficients of the equation system  4.3.2 

 

 
Now, please remember the activated option Test image (see above). Start the 

image display (for example using the button Image in the Display menu top right 
in the main window), open MOD_TEST.IMA and click onto OK. You will see an 
image showing somewhat like a mounting plate, left and right image mounted in 

correct relative position (figure 20). May be you know this from the interpretation 
of paper photos with the help of mirror stereoscopes. The certain points are 
marked as little white squares, the remaining y parallaxes marked as lines in the 
left image (error vectors). 

 
Close the display window. 
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Created files: 157158.MOD, MOD_TEST.IMA 

Fig. 20: Test image, model 157 / 158, showing the relative position of the images and the posi-

tions of the control points. 

4.4 
Stereoscopic viewing 

From now on we are able to view the model stereoscopically, measure three-
dimensional object co-ordinates and digitise objects like points, lines or areas, 
sometimes called feature collection. 

 
Before going on with practical exercises, let’s talk about some basics of stereo-

scopic viewing. May be that you are more familiar with the term “stereo” in asso-
ciation with music: It gives you a spatial impression like sitting in front of an 
orchestra. The reason is that you receive the sound with two ears, sounds coming 
from the right primarily with your right ear, sounds coming from the left primarily 
with your left ear. As a result, both acoustic signals are slightly different and are 
combined in your brain to obtain a spatial impression. 

 
From this well-known experience we can directly go over to stereo vision. We 

see the world around us with two eyes, and due to the fact that they receive the 
optical information as a central perspective with a distance of about 6.5 cm (about 
2.6") between the two images, they are slightly different. These again are com-
bined in our brain to obtain a spatial impression. 

 

Control point

Cross mark on the „mounting plate“
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This is one important reason why we are able to estimate distances. But it is not 
the only one. Perspective – farther objects seem to be smaller than nearer ones –, 
experience, background knowledge and more helps us to get a spatial view. May 
be you know this test: Put a glass of beer on a table in front of you, close one eye, 
an try to touch the border of the glass with a finger... Repeat the test with both 
eyes opened (before drinking the beer…). 

 
So far about real life. In our case we would like to see images of the real world 

with the same spatial impression like the world itself. The problem is that to reach 
this goal we must take care that the left image will only be seen by the left eye, the 
right image only by the right eye. Once again remember stereo listening: The best 
way to separate both channels of acoustic information is to wear headphones. 
Analogue to this, the best way to separate both channels of optic information, the 
left and the right image, is to use special optics like a mirror stereoscope to view 
paper images. 

 
For the stereo vision of digital images there exist a couple of possibilities. For 

example, the images can be viewed with so-called shutter spectacles, having a 
small LCD screen for each eye. Here, a high speed switching between left and 
right image on the screen and simultaneously the left and right part of the specta-
cle will be carried out – at each time, only one glass of the spectacle is switched to 
opaque. Or, each image is projected separately, one horizontally polarised, the 
other vertically. In all cases you need special hardware. A very interesting method 
is to use a special colour coding based on the psychological effect that, for in-
stance, red objects lying in the same plane as blue objects seems to be closer to the 
viewer. Simple prism spectacles can enhance this effect (see PETRIE et al. 2001, 
for instance). 

 
A very simple and more than 150 years old method is often used for viewing 

stereo printings and is also used here. It is called the anaglyph method (developed 
by ROLLMANN, 1853). The idea is to print or display both images overlaid, the 
right in one base colour (usually red), the left in a complementary base colour 
(usually green or blue). Wearing a simple spectacle with a red glass left and a 
green or blue glass right, acting as filters, your left eye will only see the left 
image, your right eye only the right one. The advantage of this method can be seen 
in the costs, no special hardware is necessary, and in the fact that several persons 
can use this cheap method simultaneously. The only disadvantage is that it is 
nearly impossible to use colour images because colour is used for separation of the 
two images, as described. 

4.5 
Measurement of object co-ordinates 

Please start Processing > Stereo measurement. Until now, we have no terrain model 
of our area, and consequently the option with start height is suggested, the start or 
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initial height here been set by the programme to the mean z value of the height 
range given in the project definition (ca. 1350 m). Set this value to 1200 m, the 
mean height of our central area, then click onto OK. 

 
The stereo display appears with a similar look and handling like already known 

from the orientation measurement. Holding the middle mouse button pressed you 
can move the model in x and y direction. For rapid movement, you may use the 
rectangle border (showing the actual position) in the overview image, also with 
the middle mouse button depressed. In fact, moving the mouse means moving 
within the object space: The programme calculates the intersection points (as 
described in chapter 4.3) using the collinearity equations and is able to move the 
images simultaneously. Viewing may be done for both images side by side or 
using the red-green glasses with the anaglyph method. 

 
You will recognise that the positions “under” the measuring marks for the left 

and the right image are not exactly identical. The reason is that with exception of 
our control points we have no height information. Therefore we must set the 
height manually: Press the right mouse button and move the mouse forward (= 
increasing z) or backward (= decreasing z) until both measuring marks lies “over” 
corresponding positions, or use the central mouse wheel. In the status line bottom 
left on the screen you can pursue the result of your actions by changing the x, y 
and z values. Eureka!1: The main task of photogrammetry is solved! 

 
Attention, theory: If you are a sharp observer you will recognise that, moving 

the mouse in z direction, not only the z value will change but also the x and y 
values by small amounts. The reason is that we are moving within the epipolar 

plane (see figure 1) defined by the left and the right projection ray, along a vector 
from our actual start position x, y, z (terrain) to the middle of both projection 
centres, and that we have no nadir images. 

 
Obviously, now we are able to measure (digitise, register, collect) the three-

dimensional object co-ordinates of every point within our model, a work which is 
called feature collection in more sophisticated software packages. You can imag-
ine a lot of applications for this tool, let’s mention only two of them here: 

 
• Cartography and GIS: Digitising roads, rivers, buildings and similar objects 

and use these data for example within a cartographic or GIS software package. 
 
• Terrain models: Collection of points and morphologic data like break lines, 

using these data to interpolate a DTM (see chapter 4.6.1). 
 
For both possibilities we want to give a little example here. As you can see on 

the display, the central part of our model shows the beautiful city of Caicedonia, a 
typical Spanish founded settlement in Colombia (South America) with a chess-
board-shaped ground-plan. Let’s digitise some of the housing blocks, called 

                                                           
1
 Greek: I have found it!, © Archimedes, 3

rd
 century before Christ 
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cuadras (squares), with a surrounding polyline. To do this, choose Digitise > Points 

/ lines from the main menu. In the appearing window set the parameter Code to 
General lines and the name of the output file to REGIS.DAT, then click onto OK. 

 
Now go near to the first point which should be a corner of a square, using the 

middle mouse button, set the correct height with the right mouse button pressed 
down, correct the position and then click onto the left mouse button. Go to the 
next point, set the height, and so on. Close the polyline with a click onto the Close 
button right hand in the Digitise menu segment, in this way creating a polygon (= 
closed polyline). A window appears in which you may change the code (don’t do 
it here) and go to the next polyline with Continue, or finish the measurement with 
Ready – in the latter case, the programme will inform you about the number of 
digitised points. 

 
If you want to increase or decrease the moving speed, just click onto one of the 

Move buttons. The speed can be set for x / y and z movement independently. 
 
You will feel that this kind of digitising is a bit complicated and time-consum-

ing: In more or less any position setting x and y, then correcting the height, fine 
correction of x and y, in some cases final correction of z ... You will agree: There 
must be a way to make the work more comfortable. Indeed, there are several 
ways, and in our next example we will see the first of them: 

 
Choose Digitise > Grid from the main menu. With this option it is possible to 

digitise a regular grid of points semi-automatically in the way that the x-y-posi-
tions are set by the programme, and the user has only to correct the height. In the 
window you see the proposed area (range of x and y). Please key in the following 
parameters: 

 
X from 1138000 to 1140000 

Y from  969900 to  971500 

Grid width 250 m 

 

Maintain all other parameters, set the output file name again to REGIS.DAT, 
then click onto OK. May be a warning message “File already exists” appears – in 
this case click onto Overwrite. 

 
Now the programme sets the images to the first position, given by the minimum 

x and y values of your grid‘s border. Set the height using the right mouse key or 
the central mouse wheel in the same way like in the last example, then click onto 
the left mouse button. The programme goes automatically to the next position, you 
just have to set the height and click onto the left mouse key and so on until the last 
position is reached (= the maximum values of x and y). As you will see it may 
happen that a position is a bit outside of the model area or that a point cannot be 
measured, for instance because it is covered by a cloud. Then go to the next posi-
tion by clicking onto the Skip button in the Digitise menu segment or simply use 
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the F3 key until the next position is reached where a measurement is possible. 
Continue until the last point is measured, or click onto Ready to finish this exam-
ple. 

 
Remark: In any of the measurement windows, you can use Info > Mouse buttons 

to see the options associated with the mouse buttons and function keys. 
 
Obviously this is a way to make the digitising easier if the goal is to collect 

regularly-spaced data. Let’s keep it in mind to look for more comfort also if we 
want to digitise individual objects like lines... 

 
More or less all we have done until now is also possible with analytic instru-

ments – of course, they are much more expensive and complicated to handle. But, 
why not use some of the powerful tools of digital image processing to get even 
more automatic and comfortable? In the next chapter you will learn something 
about the possibilities of image correlation (matching). With this step we will 
enter the field of methods which are typical for digital photogrammetry and not 
available in (traditional) analytical work. 

 
Created file: REGIS.DAT. 

4.6 
Creation of DTMs via image matching 

4.6.1 
Some theory 

Please remember what we have done just before: Automatic pre-positioning in x 
and y, then manually setting the height. We considered the height to be OK just in 
the moment when the measuring marks were lying exactly “over” corresponding 
(homologous) positions in the left and the right image. If we can find an algorithm 
telling the computer what we mean saying “corresponding positions”, the pro-
gramme should be able to do all the work automatically over the whole model 
area, forming a digital terrain model (DTM). 

 
In general, a DTM can be seen as a digital representation of the terrain, given 

by a more or less large amount of three-dimensional point co-ordinates (x, y, z). 
There exist various methods to get these data, one of them we will see in the next 
chapter. From the input (primary) data, may they be regularly distributed or not, 
then an area-covering data set (secondary data) is created by interpolation (for 
instance, see LINDER 1994). 
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Before going on, this is the moment to remember what kind of elevations we or 
the programme are able to measure: For each given position (x, y) the uppermost z 
value and only this! Depending on the land use, this may be directly on the terrain 
but also on top of a house or a tree. For instance, image parts showing a dense 
forest will lead to a surface on top of the trees. Therefore, we know two different 
definitions of elevation models (see figure 21). 

 

Fig. 21: Situation in the terrain and kinds of digital elevation models 

• Digital terrain model (DTM) or sometimes digital elevation model (DEM): 
Contains z values situated on top of the real terrain (earth). Such a model can 
be used to derive contour lines. 

 

What we have: The real situation...

... what we can get by image matching: Surface model,

needed for the production of ortho images

... and what we would like to have sometimes: Terrain model,

needed for the derivation of contour lines
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• Digital situation (or surface) model (DSM): Contains z values at the top of 
objects situated on the terrain. Such a model is needed when ortho images 
should be created (see chapter 4.7). 

 

During the past, a lot of efforts have been made developing methods for this. 
We will use one of them, well-known as area based matching (ABM) which in 
general leads to good results if we have good approximations. To give you an idea 
about this approach, please take a look at figure 22. 

Fig. 22: Relation between image positions and correlation coefficient 

Images too dense together,

must be moved ← →

k = 0,133

Correct position

k = 0,780

Images too far apart, 

must be moved → ←

k = 0,209
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The programme compares the neighbourhood of a point in the left image 
(sometimes called reference matrix) with the neighbourhood of the approximate 
corresponding position in the right image (sometimes called search matrix), mov-
ing the right position and matrix for a given number of pixels left-right and up-
down. In any position a value is calculated giving a measure of correspondence. 
For this the correlation coefficient has been proven to be useful. 

 
As you may know, the absolute value of the correlation coefficient ranges be-

tween 0 meaning that both pixel matrices are completely different, and 1 meaning 
that they are identical. So, the programme will recognise the correct corresponding 
position by the maximum of all coefficients. For more details about this topic see 
HANNAH 1988 or HEIPKE 1996, for instance. 

Fig. 23: Parts of the left and the right image, strongly zoomed. The grey values are similar but 

not identical. Therefore, the correlation coefficient will not be equal but will be near to 1. 

The movement of the search matrix, displacing pixels left-right and displacing 
pixels up-down as mentioned just before, is the standard method in most matching 
programmes because they are working in the image space. The software we use 
here works in the object space as we already have seen before, a technique called 
vertical line locus if we have more or less nadir images (see also figure 1). As a 
consequence, we have no classical reference or search matrix. The programme 
simply moves within a given interval along the vector from our actual start posi-
tion x, y, z (terrain) to the middle of both projection centres (see chapter 4.5), as a 
consequence the intersection points between the projection rays and the image 
planes are moving along epipolar lines, and neighbourhoods of the intersection 
points serve as reference / search matrices. 
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So far theory was covered. In practise, there may occur a lot of problems due to 
the fact that the programme has to compare parts of two different images showing 
the same object from different positions. Besides different brightness and contrast 
conditions we remember that the relief leads to radial-symmetrical displacements 
of the objects (see figure 24). As a result, neighbourhoods of corresponding points 
in neighbouring images are normally not completely identical or, in other words, 
the correlation coefficient will never reach the value 1. Nevertheless, in areas with 
good contrast and flat terrain values of more than 0.9 may occur. 

Fig. 24: Displacements caused by the relief, grey value differences from reflections. Area: Ne-

vado de Santa Isabel, Colombia. 

On the other hand, in areas with low contrast and / or strong relief like high 
mountainous regions it can happen that the correlation coefficient will not be 
higher than 0.3 even in exactly corresponding positions. Concerning the influence 
of the relief you can imagine that the size and the form of the neighbourhoods to 
be compared also have an effect on the results: For instance, a smaller matrix will 
show a smaller influence of the relief. But we cannot establish the rule that smaller 
matrices are better as we can see looking at a problem known as “repetitive struc-
tures” or “self-similarity”: 

 
Imagine a field with crops, let’s say potatoes, usually situated in parallel rows. 

Depending on the aerial photo’s scale and the scan resolution, a matrix of 21 by 21 
pixels may contain two or three rows, and moving the search matrix over the field 
you will find a lot of similar samples all giving a relatively high correlation coeffi-
cient. If we increase the size of the matrices to 51 by 51 pixels we will have a 
better chance to get the correct result because the programme may find enough 
small differences (see also figure 22). 
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As a general rule we can say that large matrices are more stable but less accu-
rate, small matrices are less stable but, if the corresponding position is found, more 
accurate (for instance, see HANNAH 1989, JORDAN / EGGERT / KNEISSL 
1972 or MUSTAFFAR & MITCHELL 2001). 

 

4.6.2 
Practical tests 

Enough of theory for the moment – let’s begin with an example. Please start Proc-

essing > Stereo correlation. In the next window control and/or set the following 
parameters: 

 
Z range ± 5 m, Correlation coefficient 0.8, Correlation window 13 pxl, Iterations 3. 

Band: red. Resolution 5 m, Interpolation and Subpixel improvement de-activated. 
Remark: The default value of the resolution (= pixel size) is that defined in our 
project. Because of the fact that in flat or moderate terrain it is not necessary to 
match any point for a high resolution DTM it is possible to choose a multiple of 
the pixel size defined in the project. Then, after correlation the missing values are 
calculated via interpolation, the correlated pixels in such a method are sometimes 
called anchor points. In our case we take the project resolution of 5 m.  

 
Files: Object co-ordinates CONTROL.DAT, Additional vector data none, Output 

image (DTM) GITT_TST. IMA, maintain all other parameters as given by default. 
 
Be a bit patient, because this step will need a few minutes. After the approxi-

mate DTM is created, you can observe on the screen the results of the improve-
ment as a graphical preview, more and more filled in every iteration. 

 
When the DTM is ready, the programme gives you some statistical information 

like the following, stored in the file REPORT.TXT: 
 

Approxim. DTM .... :          6 sec 

Z range +/- ...... :      5.000 

Threshold r ...... :      0.800 

Window size ...... :   13 

  

Improvement ...... :         41 sec 

Z range +/- ...... :      5.000 

Threshold r ...... :      0.800 

Window size ...... :    7 

  

Correlated ....... :     109208 points 

Interpolated ..... :          0 points 

Correl. per sec.   :       4266 points 
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Remark: There are no interpolated points because we de-activated the respec-
tive option, see above. 

 
Of course, time and speed data depends on the power of your computer and will 

vary. Close the information window. In the last step the programme now calcu-
lates an additional 8-bit image from the DTM. 

Fig. 25: DTM derived from image matching 

Now start the raster display, for instance by clicking onto Image in the Display 
section right-hand of the main window, and load the image just created 
(GITT_TST_8BIT.IMA). Choose Palette > Colour 1 to get a better impression of 
the terrain structures – as you can see, even the streets and buildings of Caicedonia 
were found by the programme. Most parts of the model area are covered with 
pixels, nevertheless some gaps are remaining. Please close the display window, for 
example using the Esc key. The size of the gaps or, in other words, the amount of 
DTM pixels on which the correlation failed, may be reduced by several methods: 

 
• Increase the z range: But this only makes sense if the terrain is mountainous. 
• Decrease the correlation coefficient threshold: We can do this in images with 

good contrast and low relief influences like here, but be careful in other cases. 
• Decrease the size of the correlation window to reduce relief influence (see 

also chapter 4.6.1). 
• Increase the number of iterations. 
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Which parameter(s) we may change depends on many aspects, for instance the 
accuracy we want to get – remember our discussion in the last chapter concerning 
the correlation window size, for instance. Because of the fact that we have moder-
ate terrain and images with good contrast, let’s try the following in our case: 

 
Start Processing > Stereo correlation again and change the following parameters 

with respect to our first attempt: Correlation coefficient 0.7, Correlation window 7 pxl. 
De-activate Interpolation like before, activate Quality image, maintain all other pa-
rameters, set the name of the output file again to GITT_TST.IMA and start the 
matching process. After the programme is ready, display the 8-bit image 
GITT_TST_8BIT.IMA on screen – you will see that in more pixels (DTM posi-
tions) than before the correlation process was successful. 

 
For a first evaluation of the results, we use the following method: You already 

know the stereo measurement option – so start Processing > Stereo measurement. 
In contrary to chapter 4.5, now we have a DTM (GITT_TST.IMA) which is pro-
posed to be used in the first window. Click onto OK. 

 
When the stereo display appears, move a bit inside of the model with the mid-

dle mouse button depressed. You can see that in nearly all positions or, specifi-
cally, in positions with known height, the corresponding image parts fit together 
perfectly. In the status line lower left the z value is changed dynamically during 
the movement according to the DTM position. 

 
Please click onto the DTM button in the overview window (the upper one, 

showing a small grid) – the DTM area is now marked in red. Further activate 
Overlay > DTM points from the main menu with the result that all DTM positions 
are superimposed red-coloured in the left and the right image.  

 
Let’s keep in mind that the amount and quality of the correlated points depends 

on the quality of the images and the image orientations, the correlation coefficient 
limits, the window size and the number of iterations. We will discuss some more 
aspects of quality in chapter 4.6.4. 

 
In standard cases, the option Interpolation is active and the gaps are filled. But, 

for instance, if you have images with larger areas of very low contrast and as a 
result larger areas with no correlated points but only filled via interpolation, the 
quality of the final DTM in this areas may not be good. To handle this problem 
you have the possibility of measuring additional points manually and include them 
into the DTM before the interpolation of gaps is carried out, as we will see in the 
next chapter. 

 
Created files: GITT_TST.IMA, GITT_TST_8BIT.IMA, QUALITY.IMA 
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4.6.3 
Additional manual measurements 

Stay within the stereo measurement interface, GITT_TST.IMA loaded as DTM. 
Finish the point overlay with Overlay > New drawing, then go to Digitise > Grid and 
set the following parameters: Grid width 50 m, Point No. 1, activate the options Only 

at gap and Square mark, set the name of the output file to ADDI_PNT.DAT, then 
go on with OK. 

 
In the same way as you may remember from chapter 4.5, the programme will 

pre-position the images in a 50 by 50 meter grid but only if no elevation is known 
in the respective DTM position. 

 
Now try to set the correct elevation by moving in z direction with the right 

mouse button depressed. If in a proposed position you are not able to do this (may 
be, the point lies outside the model on the border of an image), use the F3 button 
to skip the measurement and go to the next position. 

 
Remark: The programme will use the mean project height of 1350 m for the 

pre-positioning, but this is about 100 m more than the mean height within the 
model we use at the moment. Therefore, you have to change the height for every 
point in a large range (from 1350 m to the actual value), and this it not very com-
fortable. To prevent this, do the following: After you have set the elevation of the 
first point, activate the Z --- option (z = constant) with the result that the last z 
value will be maintained when going to the next point. 

 
After the last point is measured, the programme stops giving you information 

about the number of measured points. 
 
Now you can join the DTM with gaps (raster image) and the file just created 

(vector data) to obtain a final DTM: Select Processing > DTM interpolation and set 
the input files: DTM raster image GITT_TST.IMA, vector data ADDI_PNT.DAT, 
de-activate Only model area, then click onto OK. The result is a DTM without gaps. 
Again, an additional 8 bit image (GITT_8BIT.IMA) is created which you may 
display afterwards for control purposes. 

 
This is the moment to remember chapter 4.5, digitising individual objects like 

lines in the stereo model: We found it not to be efficient that in any point we first 
had to set the position in x and y, then set the height, correct the position etc. If 
you like, you may repeat chapter 4.5, using our DTM instead of a (constant) start 
height in the first window. Now, if you move around in the model or if you digi-
tise points or lines, the height is most always set to the correct value, and it is 
much easier to collect data. Another possibility will be presented in chapter 4.7.5. 

 
Created files: ADDI_PNT.DAT, GITT.IMA, GITT_8BIT.IMA 
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4.6.4 
Quality control 

It would be good to get an idea about the quality of the DTM derived by matching. 
In general, we must divide between interior and exterior accuracy: 

 
The interior accuracy can easily be controlled using the option Processing > 

Stereo measurement which you already know, loading the model and the DTM, 
then moving around in the model area and observe the positions of the measuring 
marks in the left and right image. If they are at all times in homologous positions, 
the interior accuracy is good – a manual measurement will not lead to better re-
sults. Or, use the Overlay > DTM points option and control the points in both im-
ages. 

 
As you may remember from chapter 4.6.3, we have created a quality image 

named QUALITY.IMA. Start the image display and load this image. You will see 
that the grey values are all in a range between 66 and 99 – if you like, use Palette > 

Colour 2 to get a better impression. Please note the following: The grey values are 
set as 100 times the correlation coefficient, therefore, for instance a grey value of 
92 indicates a correlation coefficient of 0.92 at this position. If necessary, we can 
calculate statistics about all values: 

 
Close the display and the FOTO programme, then start LISA BASIC. Go to 

Management / Analysis > Statistics 8 bit > Grey value statistics, set the name of the 
input image to QUALITY.IMA. In the appearing window set the following pa-
rameters: Grey values from 1 to 255, interval 5, maintain all others. The programme 
presents the results in an editor window, we will interpret some of them: 

 
   Minimum value > 0  ........ :         66 

   Medium > 0 ................ :     87.161 

   Standard deviation > 0  ... :      9.336 

 
The minimum correlation coefficient was 0.66, the mean value is 0.87 with a 

standard deviation of 9.336. Grey values of 0 indicates positions where the corre-
lation failed, and should not be taken into account here. 

 
 Range     Area  [m²]   ... [%]     S [%]  * = 2% 

  

 ...  70   140475.000     3.331     3.331  * 

 ...  75   365375.000     8.665    11.997  **** 

 ...  80   468475.000    11.110    23.107  ***** 

 ...  85   621375.000    14.736    37.843  ******* 

 ...  90   817600.000    19.390    57.233  ********* 

 ...  95  1064800.000    25.252    82.485  ************ 

 ... 100   738525.000    17.515   100.000  ********        
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 Total    4216625.000   100.000 

  
For most of  the DTM positions the correlation coefficient has a value between 

0.90 and 0.95 – see the histogram of asterisks right-hand. This is a very good 
result. The information given here is stored in the file STAT.TXT. 

 
Depending on the quality of the image orientations, nevertheless it is possible 

that the corresponding terrain (object) co-ordinates are not very accurate. To check 
this – let’s call it exterior accuracy –, there exist several methods. 

 
If you have reference data like terrain points from geodetic or GPS measure-

ments which have not been used as ground control points we may compare their 
elevations with those found by correlation in the corresponding positions. For this 
you can use the option Processing > Compare nominal-real in the LISA FOTO 
module. 

 
In case you have digital contour lines from a different source, for instance from 

digitising a topographic map, you may use them with the same option. But, be 
aware of the fact that they are generalised and, very important, show the shape of 
the real terrain (DTM, not DSM, see chapter 4.6.1)! On the other hand, you can 
display the DTM from correlation and overlay the contour lines to make a coarse 
visual control. 

 
Created file: STAT.TXT 

4.7 
Ortho images 

It is a simple thing to geocode or rectify a digital (scanned) topographic map. Just 
search a few control points (x, y), measure their positions in the map, and use a 
simple plane affine transformation (you can do this, on-screen or using a digitizer, 
for instance with LISA BASIC). The reason that such a simple 2D approach leads 
to good results is the fact that the map was created with a so-called stereographic 

projection where all projection rays are parallel and rectangular (orthogonal) to 
the projection plane. 

 
But if we want to rectify an aerial image we have to deal with some problems, 

most of them resulting from the (natural or artificial) relief and the central per-
spective projection, leading to radial-symmetric displacements (see chapter 1.6). 
These are pre-requisites for stereoscopic viewing and 3D measurement as we saw 
before but makes rectification more complicated. The solution is called ortho 

photo or ortho image, a representation in the same projection like a topographic 
map, and again we will  start with some basic theory.  
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Fig. 26: Central projection (images) and parallel projection (map, ortho image) 

4.7.1 
Some theory 

Please take a look at figure 26. If we have one or more completely oriented im-
age(s) and information about the terrain surface – like our DTM created before –, 
then the only thing we have to do is to send a ray from each image pixel through 
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the projection centre down to earth. The intersection of the ray and the terrain 
surface gives us the correct position of the start pixel in our output image. This 
process, carried out pixel by pixel, sometimes is called differential rectification. 

 
The theory is easy, but even here problems may occur. For example, very steep 

slopes, may they be natural or artificial (walls of houses etc.), will lead to hidden 
areas in the image. Obviously this effect increases with stronger relief, greater lens 
angle and greater distance from the image centre – the effect is not only a hidden 
area in the image but also a gap in the ortho image. On the other hand, objects 
situated in or close to the terrain nadir point will have no or nearly no displace-
ment in the image. 

 
There exist several methods to handle the situation. First, we will change the di-

rection of the projection rays: [ortho image å terrain surface å projection centre 
å image], sometimes called the indirect resampling method. By this process we 
will get a grey value for all ortho image pixels, no gaps will occur. Second, in the 
case that we have more than one single image (for example a stereo model), we 
will follow the rule “nearest nadir” which means that we will use that image in 
which the corresponding point of our actual object position is situated as near to 
the image centre as possible (see MILLER & WALKER 1995, for instance). 

 
Please note that the geometric accuracy of an ortho image is highly dependent 

on the accuracy of the DTM: Let’s take an object point with its representation near 
the image border (= far away from the nadir point), the image taken with a wide 
angle camera, then a height error of dz will lead to a position error of more or less 
the same size! 

 
To get an optimal accuracy, LISA uses a rigorous pixel-by-pixel method con-

trary to several other programmes which only calculate the exact position for some 
regularly spaced anchor points, then filling the gaps with an interpolation. 

 
Therefore you can easily imagine that an optimal rectification must be done 

with a digital situation model (DSM), and that’s just what we got via stereo corre-
lation. 

4.7.2 
Resampling methods 

Using the rays [ortho image å terrain surface å projection centre å image] like 
mentioned before, we will find an aerial image pixel when starting within our 
ortho image. But, as you may imagine, normally the aerial image pixel matrix will 
not be parallel to the ortho image pixel matrix and the pixel sizes of both images 
will differ. This leads to the question how to handle the resampling process in 
particular. 
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Figure 27 illustrates what we mean. There exist several methods to determine 
the grey value for the new (ortho) image, and each of them has typical advantages 
and disadvantages: 

 

Fig. 27: The resampling problem: Find the grey values for the pixels in the new image 

• Nearest neighbour: This method is the fastest one. If the geometric resolution 
of the aerial images is significantly higher than that of the ortho image, select 
this option. In our example (figure 27), the ortho image pixel will get the grey 
value of pixel 3 from the original image. 

 
• Bilinear: This method may be used if the geometric resolution does not differ 

very much. The bilinear approach calculates the new grey value from 4 pixels 
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surrounding the intersection point, weighted by the distance from the intersec-
tion point (marked with x) to the pixel centres (marked with o). This leads to 
a “smoother” result, due to the fact that the resampling method has a mean fil-
ter effect! Like for every mean filter, the resulting grey values are not identi-
cal with the original ones. This must be taken into account if the result should 
be classified afterwards. 

 
• Cubic convolution: Similar to bilinear, but 16 surrounding pixels are used, 

leading to a stronger smoothing (and more time for calculation). This method 
is not offered in our software. 

4.7.3 
Practical tests 

OK, enough of words, let’s start with LISA FOTO again. First we want to make 
sure that we have a correct DTM without gaps: Go to Processing > Load / change 

DTM and choose GITT.IMA as the actual DTM. As a standard, the last created / 
used DTM should be presented as default here. 

 
Then start Processing > Ortho image. The parameter Source gives us three alter-

natives, Single image (the exception), Actual model (default and our case) or All 

images which we will use later on (chapter 5.3.3). What about the other parame-
ters? 

 
Only model area: If this is much smaller than the project area you should use 

this option. If it is de-activated the ortho image is calculated within the project 
boundaries. 

 
Grey value adjustment: If the same object area is represented in different images 

it often happens that there are differences in brightness. Sometimes, especially in 
older photos, you will recognise a brightness decrease near the borders (vignet-
ting). So, if we will calculate a mosaic of ortho images we may get sharp bright-
ness changes along the seams which are the “nearest nadir” borders of neighbour-

ing images mentioned before. Using the option described here, the programme 
will calculate a correction function for every image with which brightness differ-
ences will be minimised (figure 28). 

 
Files: Keep the names as they are suggested. As an alternative which we will 

not use here it is possible to create the ortho image using a horizontal plane (z 
value constant) instead of a DTM. 

 
Keep all parameters and click onto OK. After the programme has finished, you 

can take a look onto the result using the image display (see also figure 29). 
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Fig. 28: Effect of the grey value adjustment 

Created file: ORTHO.IMA 

4.7.4 
Creation and overlay of contours 

As you may know it is possible to derive contour lines directly from a DTM, and 
that’s what we want to do now. But stop, a short brainstorming will be helpful 
before: What we have until now from the stereo correlation is not really a DTM 
but a DSM (see chapter 4.6.1) containing more or less the real surface structure 
with a lot of peaks like houses, trees and others.  

 
Imagine we will use this to calculate contours, then we will get really a lot of 

lines running around this peaks, and this is surely not what we want. Contours are 
always created from DTMs! Therefore we need to filter the DSM with a mean 
filter. This will not lead to a real DTM but will smooth our DSM – and this is at 
least more than nothing. In fact, during the past and for instance in connection 
with DTMs derived from laser scanning, efforts have been made to develop more 
sophisticated filter strategies (see JACOBSEN 2001 or LOHMANN 2001, for 
instance). 

 
For this and the contour creation we will use the LISA BASIC module. Please 

start this programme, then go to Terrain models > Filtering. We will use all options 
of this tool and the following parameters: 
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Fill local minima with a window size of 30 pixels, Remove peaks with a tile size 

of 10 pixels and a threshold of z = 2 m and Filter with the method Mean and a win-
dow size of 5 x 5 pixels. Input file is GITT.IMA, output file as suggested 
GITT_FLT.IMA. De-activate the option Additional 8 bit image, then click onto OK. 

Fig. 29: Ortho image, 10-m contours overlaid 

Now start Terrain models > Graphics evaluation > Base image > Contours vector. 
Set the parameters Equidistance to 10 meters and Tolerance to 1 meter and use as 
name for the output file CONTOUR.DAT. After OK the programme starts creating 
the contours in a vector representation, and when this is done, a data reduction 
procedure (tunnelling) will be carried out. A message informs you about the 
amount of points in the output file – again click onto OK. If you like you can con-
trol the result within LISA BASIC using the graphics editor: For example, start 
this by clicking on the Vector graphics button right in the main window (Display 
section). Especially when enlarging the graphics you may find several artefacts – 
as mentioned above, we have no real DTM, and these artefacts result from peaks 
not completely eliminated by the filtering process. 
 

Stay within the LISA BASIC programme and display the ortho image, then 
choose Overlay > Vector. Input file is CONTOUR.DAT, overlay colour for instance 
255 (white) or 1 (black), as you like. After OK, the contours are shown overlaid to 
the ortho image (see figure 29). 

 
Created files: GITT_FLT.IMA, CONTOUR.DAT 
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4.7.5 
Simple 3D data collection 

We want to remember the topic of data collection (digitising). There is a quite 
easy way to get three-dimensional data if we have an ortho image and a DTM, and 
we want to explain it here: 

 
Use again the LISA BASIC module and display the ortho image ORTHO.IMA 

in the standard image display (Display > Raster image or with the popup menu). 
Now go to Measure > Digitise > Register, set the name of the output file in the ap-
pearing window to REGIS_2D.DAT and the code in the next window to General 

lines, then OK. 
 
Now you can digitise points and lines very simply in a mono image, just click-

ing onto the desired positions with the left mouse button and using the Close or 
End button right-hand in the window to finish a line – see the programme descrip-
tion of LISA BASIC for more details. When you are ready, click onto the Ready 
button in the window always appearing after Close or End, in the next window 
onto OK, then close the display. 

 
Until now, we have only collected the x and y co-ordinates of our objects. We 

can control the results using Display > Text, finding that all z values are set to 1, or 
using Display > Vector graphics to see a graphical representation. 

 
Now go to File > Export raster image. Choose DAT / vector and set the first input 

image to our DTM, GITT.IMA, then OK. In the next window choose Single point 

data and set the name of the output file to REGIS_3D.DAT, again OK. And fi-
nally, in the window appearing now the name of the point file must be 
REGIS_2D.DAT (just created before, only 2D data), click onto OK again. What’s 
going on? 

 
The programme reads the x and y values from the file REGIS_2D.DAT, finds 

the corresponding position within our DTM and adds the z value to it. Therefore, 
the output file REGIS_3D.DAT has similar contents like REGIS_2D.DAT, in par-
ticular the x and y values are identical, but the z values now give us the DTM 
heights. 

 
Let’s summarise what we have seen during data collection: 
 

• If you have to digitise 3D data from a stereo model, you can do this directly 
within the stereo measurement option. 

 
• If the amount of data to be digitised is large, it is much more comfortable first 

to derive the DTM, then loading it into the stereo measurement module to get 
an automatic setting of the z value in any position. 
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• It is also possible to create an ortho image from our (original) image(s) and 
the DTM, then measure data very simply in 2D, after that adding the heights 
like described above. 

 
And what’s the best way? The last method should only be used if the DTM is 

very precise and/or the heights must not be of high accuracy. Remember that the 
DTM creation by matching may fail in some areas, for instance due to low con-
trast – therefore, if you need really good elevation values in all positions, the sec-
ond method is the better one because you see if points are homologous, and if they 
are not, you can correct this directly during digitising. 

 
Besides, photogrammetric experiences show that a maximum accuracy of digi-

tising especially concerning the height will be reached in a “real” stereo measure-
ment, for instance using the anaglyph method instead of the side-by-side repre-
sentation of our images. 

 
Created files: REGIS_2D.DAT, REGIS_3D.DAT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

5 Example 2: Aerial triangulation 

5.1 
Aerial triangulation measurement (ATM) 

If LISA FOTO is still running, go to File > Select project and choose the project 
TUTOR_2.PRJ or, if you have to start LISA FOTO anew, select this project. If 
necessary, go to File > Edit project and change the path of your working directory 
(see chapter 4.1). 

 
Within this tutorial we will work again with a ground resolution of 5 m to save 

time and disk space. Of course, if you have time enough, a strong computer and 
sufficient storage capacity (RAM and hard disk), you can go to a higher resolution 
of let’s say 2.5 m using the option File > Edit project, changing the pixel size to this 
value. 

5.1.1 
Common principles 

Remember the exterior orientation in our first example: For both images forming 
the model we used some ground control points (GCPs) to establish the orientation 
via a resection in space. To do this we needed at least (!) 3 well distributed points 
forming a triangle. 

 
Now imagine the case that we have much more than two images, let’s say a 

block formed of 3 strips each containing 7 images as we will use in this example, 
and we have no signalised points but only a topographic map, scale 1:50,000. 
Greater parts of our area are covered with forest, so we can only find a few points 
which we can exactly identify. It may happen that for some images we are not 
even able to find the minimum of 3 points. 

 
This may serve as a first motivation for that what we want to do now: The idea 

is to measure points in the images from which we do not know their object co-
ordinates but which will be used to connect the images together. These are called 
connection points or tie points. In addition, we will measure GCPs wherever we 
will find some. Then, we will start an adjustment process to transform all meas-
ured points (observations) to the control points. In this way we will only need a 
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minimum of 3 GCPs for the whole block – it is not necessary to have GCPs in 
each image. On the other hand, a standard rule is to have one GCP in every 3

rd
 

model at least near the borders of the block, and if necessary additional height 
control points inside of the block (see figure 30). 

 

Fig. 30: Proposed positions of control points in the block. From JACOBSEN, 2007. 

May be you can get a better impression of this with the help of figure 31. All 
images of a block are connected together using corresponding points, “gluing” 
them to a mosaic which is then transformed to the GCPs. Of course this two-
dimensional scheme is not exactly what an aerial triangulation will do – neverthe-
less, it is very useful to understand the rules we must fulfil in our work. The aerial 
triangulation, today usually carried out in form of a bundle block adjustment (see 
chapter 5.2), can be seen as a method to solve an equation system, containing all 
measured image co-ordinates as well as the GCP terrain co-ordinates. 

 
Remark: After the interior orientation of all images (next step), we will take a 

look into the principles of manual aerial triangulation measurement (ATM) and 
carry out an example. This is a good possibility to understand the way how ATM 
works, and is necessary for the measurement of ground control points. Nowadays 
usually automatic approaches are used, and we will do this in chapter 5.1.8 as 
well. But even for understanding the problems or errors occurring in the automatic 
processing it is valuable to know the basics of manual ATM. 

vertical control point (only z)

x, y, z - control point
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Fig. 31: Scheme of a block adjustment 
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5.1.2 
Interior orientation 

Before starting the measurement, we need the interior orientation of all images 
used in the block. You already know this from our example before – if you want 
to make it now, please refer to chapter 4.2.2 and take into account that the first 
two strips, images No. 134 ... 140 and 155 ... 161, are taken in “normal” order 
whether the last strip, images No. 170 ... 164, were taken when “flying back”. This 
means that you have to use the option Turn by 180 degrees when starting the inte-
rior orientation. The images from our first example are parts of this block, there-
fore the camera definition is the same as before. 
 

May be you will find it easier to use the already prepared files, 134.INN ... 
170.INN from the CD-ROM (…\data\tutorial_2\output). 

5.1.3 
Manual measurement 

Let’s start this chapter with some general rules (see figure 32): 
 

 
• In any model, at least 6 well-distributed object points must be measured. It is 

an old and good tradition to do this in a distribution like a 6 on a dice, the 
points are then called Gruber points in honour of Otto von Gruber, an Aus-
trian photogrammetrist. 

 
• Neighbouring models must have at least 2 common points. In standard, we 

will use 3 of the Gruber points (the left 3 for the left model, the right 3 for the 
right model). 

 
• Neighbouring strips are connected together with at least one common point 

per model. As a standard, we will use 2 of the Gruber points (the upper 2 for 
the upper strip, the lower 2 for the lower strip). 

 
• Each object point must have a unique number. In particular this means that a 

point has the same number in any image in which it appears. On the other 
hand, different object points have different numbers. 

 

 
The first step in practice is the preparation of the images. You should have (or 

make) paper copies of all images. Put them on a table in the order in which they 
form the block. Now look for the 6 Gruber points within the first model: This 
should be done in accordance with the advice given for natural ground control 
points in chapter 4.2.4. Take into account that the 3 points at right are also repre-
sented in the next model to the right, the 3 points at left are also represented in the 
neighbouring model on the left. Also take into account that the 2 points on the 
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bottom of the model are represented in the neighbouring strip below of the actual 
one, the 2 points on the top of the model in the neighbouring strip above the actual 
strip. 

 
Mark each point in the paper copies for instance with a small coloured circle, 

and give it a number using a logical scheme: This may be the left image number 
multiplied with 1000 plus an additional incremental digit. Example: The image 
number is 134, then you may label the points with 134001, 134002, 134003 and so 
on. Remember that the stated number of points in the rules are minimum values –  
whenever you find it useful, take more to receive a good connection of images, 
models and strips. 

 

Fig. 32: Principles of point transfer within a block 

In the same way mark all existing GCPs, for instance with a small coloured tri-
angle, and give them also a unique number which is different from all others. For 
example, use the numbers 80001, 80002, 80003 etc. 

 

134 135 136 137

155 156 157 158

134006 134006 134006

134006 134006

etc.

etc.

134006

Overlap between neighbouring strips (side lap)

Overlap between neighbouring images (end lap, model area)

134001

...002

Connection point (tie point)

Control point

80001
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When everything is prepared, you may begin with the measurement. Start ATM 

> Manual measurement, key in (or control) the image numbers of our first model in 
the first (uppermost) strip: Left 134, right 135. Set the approximate End lap (= 
longitudinal overlap between both images) to 65%, the name of the output file to 
IMA_COORD.DAT and activate the option Create point sketches. After OK, a 
stereo display appears similar to that you already know from the stereo measure-
ment. In the same way you can move both images simultaneously with the middle 
mouse button pressed down. Using the right mouse button instead you can move 
only the right image while the left is kept in its actual position (this option is 
sometimes called “fixed photo” in analytic instruments). In this manner it is possi-
ble to put both images together with corresponding points. Please do this in the 
actual position. It might be helpful to zoom out before by clicking once or twice 
onto the minus magnifying glass button, then bring both images together, after that 
set the zoom to standard by clicking onto the central zoom button. 

 
Now start Measure > Gruber points. The programme sets both images to the first 

Gruber position, top left. Hold the middle mouse button pressed, look for a useful 
position near to the one you are now (for example, a corner of a building), set the 
desired position in the left image, then hold the right mouse button pressed and do 
the same for the right image. If the corresponding positions are reached both in the 
left and the right image, you may use the F2 key to get an improvement by corre-
lation. Then click onto the left mouse button to digitise the point. The programme 
will give the number 134001 automatically and, after moving the mouse a little, 
go to the next Gruber position, middle left. Continue the described steps until the 
last Gruber point (bottom right) is digitised, then click onto the Ready button on 
the right side of the window and close the display, for instance with Esc. 

 
Again start ATM > Manual measurement. Use the  >  button to switch to the next 

model, 135 / 136. The output file name keeps IMA_COORD.DAT as suggested, 
and again the option Create point sketches should be activated. Attention: After 
OK, the warning message “File already exists: IMA_COORD.DAT” appears – use 
the Append button as suggested, not the Overwrite one! 

 
When the stereo display is ready you will see the positions of 3 Gruber points 

coming from the model before marked with small green squares in the overview 
image. If you move to these positions in the main (stereo) window you can also 
find them overlaid and labelled in the left image – in analytic photogrammetry this 
is called automatic point transfer –, and of course we will measure these points in 
our actual model. Besides, 3 new Gruber points in the right part of our model must 
be measured. It is your decision what you would like to do first. 

 
OK, let’s begin with the “old” points marked here. Start Measure > From model 

before, and the programme sets the actual position to point 134004 (top left). The 
position within the left image of course cannot be changed, so just correct the 
position in the right image with right mouse button pressed down. If you like, use 
again the F2 key to refine the position via correlation. Something is new: In the 
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small window bottom left on the screen you see a neighbourhood of the point 
which may help you also to find the correct position in the right image. This was 
created due to the option Create point sketches we activated. These “sketches”, 
already known from chapter 4.2.5, are stored in files named in the form <point 
number>.QLK, for example 134001.QLK (“quicklook”). 

 
After the 3 existing points are measured, start Measure > Gruber points. Now we 

already have points in the left part of the image, therefore use the F3 key (skip) 
three times until the Gruber position top right is reached. From this position on 
continue in the same way like in the last model: Set the point in the left image 
with the middle mouse button depressed, then set the point in the right image with 
the right mouse button depressed, optional use F2 to get a fine positioning, then 
click onto the left mouse button, and so on. 

 
Finish the measurement with a click onto the Ready button, then leave the win-

dow. For control purposes, display the output file IMA_COORD.DAT using Dis-

play > Text or simply the respective button on the right side of the main window. 
The results should be more or less like the following: 

 
   134000135   152.910 RMK_1523.CMR 

         1  2752.538  1390.028  2736.462  1389.510 

         2  1421.543    54.974  1406.990    54.475 

         3    82.058  1381.911    64.985  1376.989 

         4  1412.492  2715.526  1392.023  2713.014 

    134001  1418.000  2563.600   373.000  2562.600 

    134002  1536.000  1383.000   433.000  1361.000 

    134003  1471.000   291.400   508.000   249.400 

    134004  2262.880  2570.600  1335.880  2572.600 

    134005  2225.880  1477.000  1255.880  1465.000 

    134006  2383.880   277.400  1515.880   249.400 

       -99 

   135000136   152.910 RMK_1523.CMR 

         1  2736.462  1389.510  2739.509  1409.530 

         2  1406.990    54.475  1414.581    71.081 

         3    64.985  1376.989    68.991  1388.488 

         4  1392.023  2713.014  1393.083  2726.904 

    134004  1335.880  2572.600   490.880  2573.600 

    134005  1255.880  1465.000   348.880  1465.000 

    134006  1515.880   249.400   694.880   230.400 

    135004  2283.600  2507.600  1532.600  2520.600 

    135005  2359.600  1411.000  1601.600  1411.000 

    135006  2271.600   224.400  1484.600   196.400 

       -99 

 

Please note the numbers marked with boxes: Here you can see an example of 
the automatic point transfer we mentioned above.  
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In this way you can continue with manual image co-ordinate measurement until 

the last model of our block is reached. 
 
This is the traditional method, identical to that commonly used in analytic 

photogrammetry. In the past, a lot of efforts have been made to establish auto-
matic methods which are based on image matching techniques similar to our ex-
ample for automatic DTM extraction (chapter 4.6). In the next steps we will learn 
something about this. 

 
Created file: IMA_COORD.DAT 

5.1.4 
Automatic measurement via image matching: Introduction 

A programme which shall measure image co-ordinates for an aerial triangulation 
automatically has to deal with several goals and/or problems. These are, in in-
creasing difficulty: 

 
• Find homologous points within a single model 
• … in neighbouring models (point transfer) 
• … in neighbouring parallel strips 
• … in lateral strips or images of different scale and/or date 

 
The first two goals can be reached more or less easily. But to connect strips, the 

programme needs some information about their relative position. One possible 
way is to define the image centre co-ordinates (for instance with the help of a 
topographic map), but this may be a problem if you only have small-scale maps, 
greater areas covered by forest etc. 

 
A different way is to measure some points for connection manually, serving as 

initial values. For this, we can use a fast and simple way as described in chapter 
5.1.7. And, of course we must measure the GCPs manually and with high accu-
racy – this is what we will do in the next chapter. 

5.1.5 
Co-ordinate input and measurement of ground control points 

As we will see, a huge portion of aerial triangulation measurement can be done 
automatically. Nevertheless, a few steps remain to be done manually: 
 
• Input of control point object co-ordinates 
• Measurement of the ground control points 
• Strip definition (chapter 5.1.6) 
• Measurement of strip connections (5.1.7) 
• … and then: Automatic measurement of image co-ordinates (5.1.8) 
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Fig. 33a: Position and terrain co-ordinates of the control points 

No. 80001

134, 135

x = 1136080.500   y = 968916.500   z = 1427.800

No. 80002

134, 135, 136, 155, 156, 157

x = 1137755.400   y = 969523.500   z = 1212.200

No. 80003

136, 137, 138, 139

x = 1135875.000   y = 971998.000   z = 1089.800

No. 80004

136, 137, 138, 157, 158, 159

x = 1137860.000   y = 971648.000   z = 1149.000

No. 80005

139, 140

x = 1135318.500   y = 974301.400   z =1056.200

No. 80006

138, 139, 140, 160, 161

x = 1137369.500   y = 973844.200   z = 1120.400
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Fig. 33b: Position and terrain co-ordinates of the control points (continued) 

 

No. 80010

155, 156, 157, 170, 169, 168

x = 1139516.400   y = 969242.000   z = 1327.200

No. 80011

157, 158, 159, 168, 167, 166

x = 1139925.700   y = 971286.900   z = 1118.800

No. 80012

159, 160, 161, 166, 165, 164

x = 1139862.300   y = 973097.900   z = 1108.700

No. 80013

170, 169, 168

x = 1141648.200   y = 969138.500   z =1133.800

No. 80014

166, 165, 164

x = 1141901.100   y = 973031.800   z = 1080.900

No.

x = y = z = 
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The input of the control point co-ordinates may be done in the way described in 
chapter 4.2.5. Their values are: 

 
 Point No.        X             Y          Z 

 
     80001  1136080.500   968916.500   1427.800 

     80002  1137755.400   969523.500   1212.200 

     80003  1135875.000   971998.000   1089.800 

     80004  1137860.000   971648.000   1149.000 

     80005  1135318.500   974301.400   1056.200 

     80006  1137369.500   973844.200   1120.400 

     80010  1139516.400   969242.000   1327.200 

     80011  1139925.700   971286.900   1118.800 

     80012  1139862.300   973097.900   1108.700 

     80013  1141648.200   969138.500   1133.800 

     80014  1141901.100   973031.800   1080.900 

 
Store the data in a file with the default name CONTROL.DAT, or load this file 

from the CD-ROM (…\data\tutorial_2\output). 
 
We will continue with the measurement of the control points. For each model 

which includes one or more GCPs (and, in our case, this is true for all models), 
start ATM > Manual measurement, key in the image number and the name of the 
output file, here suggested to be CP_ICOOR.DAT. Click onto the Append button 
if the message “File already exists” appears. After the display is loaded, go to 
Measure > Individual and measure the control points in the way described in chapter 
5.1.3. Figure 33 a and b inform you about the co-ordinates just stored and the 
precise position of each point. Use the figures in the Appendix to find the ap-
proximate positions of the GCPs. 

 
Created file: CP_ICOOR.DAT 

5.1.6 
Strip definition 

The next step is the definition of the strips in our block, that means giving the first 
and the last image of each strip. Start Pre programmes > Strip definition. In the ap-
pearing, until now empty window click onto the Add button to enter the needed 
data. In our case, the first and last images are: 

 
       134       140 

       155       161 

       170       164 

 
After the last strip was defined, click onto the Ready button to store the results. 
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Created files: STRIP_FOTO.DAT, STRIP_BLUH.DAT. 

5.1.7 
Measurement of strip connections 

The fourth and last preparatory step is to create strip overview images and meas-
ure tie points within them: Go to ATM > Calculate strip images. For each strip 
within the strip definition, an image is created showing all aerial images side by 
side in a size of 300 by 300 pixels. Their names are ST_134140.IMA, 
ST_155161.IMA and ST_170164.IMA. 

Fig. 34: Part of the graphics interface for the measurement of strip connections. Click with the 
left mouse button for instance onto the position of point No. 1 in all of the 6 images in which this 

point is represented, the sequence is without any meaning. Then, after the last position is digi-

tised, click onto the right mouse button to finish this point and to increase the internal point 

number by 1. 

Now start ATM > Measure connections. In the appearing window, load the first 
strip (ST_134140) into the upper graphics area and the second strip (ST_155161) 
into the lower one, each time using the drop-down menus on the right side of the 
window. You can set the brightness for each strip individually, move each strip 
with the middle mouse button depressed, and go to the first or last image of the 
strip with a click on one of the arrow buttons. 

 
Some words before about the measurement process: Digitise a point in all im-

ages of both strips in which it appears by clicking with the left mouse button, then 
click onto the right mouse button to finish the measurement for this point, then do 
the same with the next point and so on. If necessary, move the strips like de-

 

1 1 1

1 1 1
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scribed. The points then are numbered automatically and stored in the output file, 
default name TIEPOINT.DAT, after clicking onto the Ready / End button. 

 
Concerning the amount and position of the points, you should follow the rules 

in chapter 5.1.3. In particular, make sure to measure enough points situated in 
neighbouring strips to establish a good strip connection. As an advice, try to meas-
ure at least two points in any model to any neighbouring strip. 

 
The results may look like the following: 
 

 777770001      210.000      250.000        134 

 777770001      115.000      255.000        135 

 777770001       26.000      254.000        136 

 777770001      211.000       56.000        155 

 777770001      121.000       49.000        156 

 777770001      274.000      272.000        135 

 777770002      193.000      275.000        136 

 777770002       98.000      281.000        137 

 777770002      101.000       95.000        158 

 777770002      194.000       94.000        157 

 777770003      139.000       48.000        157 

 777770003       42.000       53.000        158 

 777770003      283.000      237.000        136 

... 

 
First column = internal point number, second column = x value, third column = 

y value (each pixel co-ordinates, measured in the 300 by 300 pixel images), fourth 
column = image number.  

 
Once again: If you have problems within this step or if you are not sure whether 

the results are good enough, you may copy the file TIEPOINT.DAT from the CD-
ROM, directory …\data\tutorial_2\output. 

 
Created files: ST_134140.IMA, ST_155161.IMA, ST_170164.IMA, TIE-

POINT.DAT 

5.1.8 
Automatic image co-ordinate measurement (AATM) 

Now everything is prepared and we can start with the automatic measurement of 
image co-ordinates, a process sometimes called AATM (Automatic Aerial Tri-

angulation Measurement). This will need some time, therefore it is a good idea to 
prepare a cup of coffee and buy a newspaper to use the time. 

 
Start ATM > Automatic measurement and take a look at the parameters and op-

tions in the window. Set the values in the standard deviation section as following: 
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Image co-ordinates 100 µm, transformation of strips 150 µm, control points in x, y 
and z each 1 m, activate the option Cut border and set the border size to 100 pixels. 

 
For each model the processing is done in two steps. For the first step (approxi-

mation) we use a larger correlation window (17 by 17 pixels) and, if need be, a 
low threshold value for the correlation coefficient (in our case, use the default one, 
0.7). For the second step, the improvement, we select a smaller window (11 by 11 
pixels), a higher threshold value of 0.8 and, for both steps, 3 iterations. For the 
correlation of points which only appear in two (neighbouring) images, the so-
called 2-ray-points, we set the threshold value to 0.8. Maintain all file names and 
click onto OK. Now the coffee should be ready... 

Fig. 35: Automatic search of connection points (tie points) starting with already measured points 

Let’s use the time for some theory. Internally the images are subdivided into 
900 squares – the programme will try to find one point in each square. Depending 
on the end lap (see chapter 1.9), the maximum number of points can be calculated. 
For instance, an end lap of 60% we lead to a maximum of 60% from 900 = 540 
points. Now remember that we already have several points with known positions 
in both images: The control points and the points of the strip connection (last 
chapter). In each of the let’s say 540 squares in the left image the programme 
looks for a position with good contrast. Then, starting with a known point A a 
trace to point B is followed in the left image, going the same direction in the right 
image (see figure 35). 

Manually measured point (control- or tiepoint)

Position with good contrast, found in the left image

Borders of the interior squares

A‘

B‘

A‘‘
B‘‘ ?

dx

dy
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During the work, the programme will inform you about the progress in an info 
window, showing the model, the amount of correlated points within this model 
and to the model before and other data. All this is stored in the file AATM.TXT 
which is also finally displayed and may contain information like the following: 

 
===== searching connection points ===== 

  

model              total   prev. model 

  

134135               260         - 

135136               299        84 

136137               273       171 

137138               317       181 

138139               279       207 

139140               296       180 

  

155156               291         - 

156157               291       105 

157158               300       152 

158159               308       156 

159160               264       166 

160161               303       121 

  

170169               243         - 

169168               263        54 

168167               321       114 

167166               317       112 

166165               321       108 

165164               289       107 

 
After this first step is done, using only the manually measured connection 

points for the strip connection, a two-dimensional transformation to the control 
points is carried out as a first check. After this, a block adjustment is done using 
the programme BLOR (part of the software package BLUH, © Dr.-Ing. K. Jacob-
sen, Hannover), integrated in LISA FOTO. With the results of this adjustment the 
programme check for every point in which images it may appear – with this 
method the strip connections then will be improved. 
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===== 3D-adjustment with BLOR ===== 

  

 strip  1:   6 horizontal,  6 vertical control points 

 strip  2:   6 horizontal,  6 vertical control points 

 strip  3:   5 horizontal,  5 vertical control points 

  

 2D handling of strip    1 

 2D handling of strip    2 

 2D handling of strip    3 

  

 3D handling of strip    1 

 3D handling of strip    2 

 3D handling of strip    3 

 
Beginning with the information from BLOR (adjusted object co-ordinates for 

each point, parameters of the exterior orientation for each image) the final search 
for connection points is started. Also this is done in two steps: First in images with 
reduced resolution which were used until now in all previous work, then finally in 
the original images (full resolution). This method is known as image pyramids. 

 
If everything is finished, another block adjustment is calculated using BLOR 

again, and as the last step the image co-ordinates found by the programme are 
converted into the BLUH format, now prepared for high-precision block adjust-
ment (see next chapter). 

 
The results (image co-ordinates) are stored in the file AATM.DAT which has 

the same structure as the file IMA_COORD.DAT (see chapter 5.1.3.) and in the 
BLUH format file DAPHO.DAT. The approximate parameters of the exterior 
orientation calculated by BLOR are stored in AATM_AOR.DAT, the approximate 
object co-ordinates in AATM_ATC.DAT. 

 
Please note for your own applications that LISA FOTO can only handle parallel 

strips with images from the same flight (same scale). Until now, lateral strips or 
images with different scales cannot be processed in the AATM. 

 
Created files: AATM.DAT, AATM.TXT, DAPHO.DAT, AATM_AOR.DAT, 

AATM_ATC.DAT. 
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5.2 
Block adjustment with BLUH 

5.2.1 
Introduction 

In the next step we will calculate the object (terrain) co-ordinates of all measured 
image points and also the parameters of the exterior orientation for each image. 
For this, we will use a so-called bundle block adjustment which handles all bun-
dles of rays [object point å image point] together in one adjustment process. In 
our case, we will take the BLUH software package from the University of Han-
nover, but of course you may use a different programme. For instance, an interface 
is prepared in LISA to cooperate with BINGO (see chapter 5.2.5). 

 
Some information cited from the BLUH manuals, copied onto your PC (direc-

tory c:\lisa\text) during the installation, shall give you a first idea about the meth-
ods (see also chapter 7.11.10): 

 
“The bundle block adjustment is the most rigorous and flexible method of 

block adjustment. The computation with self calibration by additional parameters 
leads to the most accurate results of any type of block adjustment. Even based on 
the same photo co-ordinates an independent model block adjustment cannot reach 
the same quality; this is due to the data reduction by relative orientation, the com-
paratively inexact handling of systematic image errors and the usual separate 
computation of the horizontal and the vertical unknowns.  

 
The programme system BLUH is optimised for aerial triangulation but not lim-

ited to this. Even close-range photos taken from all directions (with exception of ω 
= 80 … 120 grads) can be handled. A camera calibration for close-range applica-
tions is possible even with special optics like a fisheye lens. Also panoramic pho-
tos can be handled in the adjustment. 

 
Special possibilities for the controlled or automatic elimination of a greater 

number of blunders like it occurs in AATM are included. 
 

The programme system is subdivided into several modules to ensure a flexible 
handling. For computation of a bundle block adjustment only the modules BLOR, 
BLAPP, BLIM and BLUH are necessary, they can be handled as one unique set or 
separately. The other modules can be used for special conditions, for analysis of 
the data and for other support of the data handling” (JACOBSEN 2007). 

 
The principle of bundle block adjustment is based on the collinearity equations, 

a method to calculate the orientation parameters from ground control points and 
their positions in the image (see also chapter 4.3). All point measurements as well 
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as all available control point co-ordinates are handled simultaneously in one single 
adjustment process which gives the guarantee of high precision results. 

Fig. 36: Workflow and interchange files in BLUH. Simplified from JACOBSEN, 2007. 

5.2.2 
Running the block adjustment 

Please start the programme BLUH_WIN and use the same project like before. The 
graphics interface is similar to that of LISA, therefore you should not have general 
problems. The following text will inform you about the single steps and the pa-
rameter settings for the main BLUH modules BLOR (Pre 1), BLAPP (Pre 2) and 

input: image co-ordinates, 

control point co-ordinates (x, y, z)

BLOR
approximate photo orientations,

data check by data snooping

BLIM
dialogue for BLUH

BLAPP
sorting of photo co-ordinates

BLAN
analysis, plot

BLUH
bundle block adjustment

daaor.dat dapno.dat

dablim.dat

dabluh.dat

bliblu.dat

bluinf.dat

results: image orientations,

adjusted object co-ordinates

dapor.dat,

daxyz.dat
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BLIM / BLUH (Main; see figure 36). In the following chapter we will discuss the 
results. 
 
Select Block adjustment > Pre 1 (BLOR). Check the following parameters:  

 
Photo co-ordinates DAPHO.DAT, Control points CONTROL.DAT, below that 

line activate the option Control points. For the arrangement of the photos in the 
strips activate the option automatic. The last two lines (file names) remain empty. 
Normally, all these parameters should already be selected when starting this part 
of BLUH. Now click onto OK. 
 

Next window: Maintain all parameters as they are in the section Parameters. 
Some information about the standard deviations: For the image co-ordinates we 
can start with a value between 1 and 2 pixels. Remember our scan resolution of 
300 dpi which produce pixels of about 84.7 µm size, so key in a value of 100 µm. 
For the transformation of the strips a value of about 2 pixels is a good start, there-
fore set it to 150 µm. And finally, the values for the control points depend on their 
approximate accuracy concerning the terrain co-ordinates and on the accuracy of 
the measurements. The image pixel size is about 1.2 m, the terrain co-ordinates 
have an accuracy of approximately ± 2 m, so set both values to 2 m. 

 
Within this first module, BLOR, a check on large errors (blunders) will be car-

ried out using a method called data snooping. As a result, an internal file of de-
tected errors is created (DACOR.DAT). Based on this file, we can create an error 
correction file for an automatic elimination of incorrect measurements in the fol-
lowing modules. The errors are internally classified with asterisks from * = small 
error to **** = large error. In correspondence to this, the user can set the range of 
automatic elimination independently for three classes of points (control p., tie p. 
and others). We suggest to activate the correction option for each of these groups 
and select the range as following: Control points ‘****’ (delete only large errors), 
tie points ‘***’ (a medium value to establish a sufficient strip connection) and ‘*’ 
for all other points (delete even small errors). Because of the fact that we have a 
really large amount of points in each image we can use ‘*’ for all other points – of 
course, many of them will be eliminated now, but we have more than enough. 
This is a typical setting for error correction when points are found via AATM. 

 
After clicking onto the OK button, for a short time a black (DOS) window will 

appear, then the results are shown in the editor window. Please close this. 
 
Created file: BLOR.LST, DACOR.DAT 

 
Now select Block adjustment > Pre 2 (BLAPP). Check the following parameters:  

 
Error correction list: Activate this option – the file name should be 

DACOR.DAT (see above). Maintain all other parameters, click onto OK and close 
the results shown in the editor window like before. 
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Created file: BLAPP.LST 
 
And finally select Block adjustment > Main (BLUH). Again please check or select 

the following options: 
 
Control points CONTROL.DAT, Approximate photo orientations DAAOR.DAT, 

GPS/IMU positions remains empty, Photo orientations (output) DAPOR.DAT, Object 

co-ordinates (output) DAXYZ.DAT. In the section Parameters set Listing of residuals 

to 100 µm, Warnings in iteration to 100 mm, maintain all other parameters in this 
section. Finally, set the standard deviations of the photo co-ordinates to 100 µm 
and those of the control points to 2 m each in x, y and z. Click onto OK. 

 
Created files: BLIM.LST, BLUH.LST, DAPOR.DAT, DAXYZ.DAT 
 
All protocol information and results of BLUH are stored in simple text files, the 

protocols in files of the form <module name>.LST, for instance BLOR.LST, the 
final results in the file DAXYZ.DAT (adjusted object point co-ordinates) and 
DAPOR.DAT (orientation parameters of all images in the block). If you like you 
may open a file using the popup menu (right mouse key) or just by clicking onto 
the Text button right side in the main window to open the text editor. 

5.2.3 
Discussion of the results 

Let’s begin with the results of the first modules, BLOR. Please open the file 
BLOR.LST and take a look at some of the text which may be more or less like the 
following: 
 

NUMBER OF POINTS PER PHOTO 

========================== 

134 190    135 457    136 629    137 763    138 784 

139 708    140 428    155 198    156 464    157 653 

158 706    159 679    160 559    161 315    164 301 

165 520    166 611    167 634    168 561    169 376 

170 158 

 
For each image of the block, the number of points is listed, ranging from 185 to 

784 in this example. 
 
Strip by strip, in the next section errors found by the programme are listed. The 

particular values may vary from those on your computer due to your manually 
measured tie points and other influences but will look similar to the following: 
 
RELATIVE ORIENTATION MODEL  139 140  SIGMA0 = 103.12 µm 

446 POINTS    BX = ..  BY = ..  BZ = .. 
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PHIR = ..  OMEGAR = .. GRADS  KAPPAR = .. 

 
MODEL   139   140 

POINT NO.  XL  YL  XR  YR  Y-PARALLAX   W   R  NABLA 

139003     ..  ..  ..  ..     -1202.2  ..  ..     .. 

139071     ..  ..  ..  ..      -579.8  ..  ..     .. 

139084     ..  ..  ..  ..      -858.4  ..  ..     .. 

139265     ..  ..  ..  ..       331.2  ..  ..     .. 

 

RELATIVE ORIENTATION: 

POINT  139003 DELETED FROM       139       140    *** 

 
(To save space, only the point No. and the y parallaxes are listed here). De-

pending on the y parallaxes, a check was made to detect bad points. From all 
points in the model, containing in total 446 points, the worst ones are listed, and 
you can easily see that point No. 139003 is surely not correct. Therefore the pro-
gramme suggests to eliminate this point. The option Error correction which we 
activated in the parameters setting leads to an automatic elimination in the fol-
lowing BLUH modules (BLAPP, BLUH). 

 
Near to the end of the list, you will see something like this: 
 

ARRANGEMENT OF PHOTO NUMBERS, INTERNAL CAMERA NUMBERS 

======================================================= 

STRIP  1:   134 1   135 1   136 1   137 1   138 1 

            139 1   140 1 

STRIP  2:   155 1   156 1   157 1   158 1   159 1 

            160 1   161 1 

STRIP  3:   164 1   165 1   166 1   167 1   168 1 

            169 1   170 1 

 

18 MODELS, MEAN NUMBER OF POINTS 354, MEAN SIGMA OF 

REL. OR. 88.9 

 
The programme sets up the strips (image number, internal camera number; the 

latter one all times equal 1, because all photos were taken with the same camera). 
In this example, the mean number of points per image is 354, the mean sigma 
naught (σ

0,
 standard deviation of unit weight) of the relative orientation is 88.9 

µm. 
 
Further information is given, for instance the approximate values of the abso-

lute orientation of each image, a photo number list and a final listing of the located 
blunders (errors). 

 
Please close the file BLOR.LST and open the file BLAPP.LST, created from 

the second module. At the beginning, the error correction is listed, for instance: 
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134065               0       134       135    1 

134066               0       134       135    1 

136007               0       137       138    1 

137388               0       137       138    1 

137098               0       138       139    1 

139003               0       139       140    1 

139084               0       139       140    1 

139071               0       139       140    1 

... 

 
This list was prepared by the automatic error correction in BLOR. The next list-

ing reports whether the correction was successful: 
 
134065 IN MODEL 134 135 REMOVED BY ERROR CORR. LIST 

134066 IN MODEL 134 135 REMOVED BY ERROR CORR. LIST 

136007 IN MODEL 137 138 REMOVED BY ERROR CORR. LIST 

137388 IN MODEL 137 138 REMOVED BY ERROR CORR. LIST 

137098 IN MODEL 138 139 REMOVED BY ERROR CORR. LIST 

139003 IN MODEL 139 140 REMOVED BY ERROR CORR. LIST 

139071 IN MODEL 139 140 REMOVED BY ERROR CORR. LIST 

... 

 
Again, a list of numbers of points per photo follows: 

 
NUMBER OF POINTS PER PHOTO 

========================== 

134 190    135 457    136 629    137 762    138 783 

139 708    140 428    155 197    156 461    157 651 

158 704    159 678    160 558    161 314    164 301 

165 517    166 609    167 633    168 560    169 376 

170 157 

 

IN PHOTO  170   157 POINTS = LOWEST NUMBER 

IN PHOTO  138   783 POINTS = HIGHEST NUMBER 

 

As you can see, the amount of points differs slightly from the list above. This is 

due to the eliminated points in the error correction process. Nevertheless, we still 

have between 157 and 783 points per image – much more than necessary (9). A 

similar listing follows, showing a statistic of the number of photos in which a 

single point was measured. For instance: 
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NUMBER OF PHOTOS/OBJECT POINT 

PHOTOS/POINT    1     2     3     4     5     6 

POINTS:         0  1690  1846    88   145   113 

 

Most of the points are determined in only two (1690) or three (1846) 
neighbouring images. Points that occur in more than 3 images, in one single strip 
or in neighbouring strips, are not so many.  

 
Now please close the file BLAPP.LST and open the file BLUH.LST, created 

from the last (main) module. After some statistical information and the list of 
control points you will see something like the following (here shortened a bit): 

 
NO.ITER   MS CORR X    MS CORR Y   MS CORR Z   SIGMA 0 

                                              [microns] 

======================================================= 

0  .334863E+02   .748947E+01   .247178E+02     3469.9 

1  .345870E+01   .249954E+01   .162938E+02      120.0 

2  .172475E+00   .363416E-01   .410919E+00      119.9 

 

The last column is of special interest, showing the ı0, changing from iteration 
to iteration. As already mentioned before, this value is the standard deviation of 
weight unit and can be seen in case of bundle block adjustment as standard de-
viation of the accuracy of image co-ordinates. In the parameter setting (see above) 
we defined a maximum of 10 iterations, but, if no more significant improvement 
of ı0 is reached, the process terminates. 

 
The next two listings show the standard deviations of photo orientations and the 

photo orientations themselves, also stored in the file DAPOR.DAT. 
 
Once again remember the scan resolution of 300 dpi or about 84.7 µm. A final 

result of more or less one pixel can be seen as sufficiently good. Nevertheless, this 

is only a standard deviation value, therefore let’s take a look at the following re-
sults in the file. For the maximum of object points the remaining errors (residuals) 
are less than the limit for listing defined above (200 µm). But some few points 
show larger errors – this may look like the following: 
 
168489    1141900.239   970948.637   1142.801     3 

D.I.     168    429.1    -50.6   -37.2    -430.4 *    

D.I.     167   -863.7      5.5    -2.2     863.8 ***  

D.I.     166    429.7     20.7    29.6    -429.2 * 
 
The amount of asterisks right-hand symbolises the size of the error. In our ex-

ample you can see that point No. 168489 was found during the AATM in the 
images No. 168, 167 and 166. In image 167 there is a greater displacement in x, 

the values given in µm. As you know, we have many more points than necessary, 
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so we will simply delete points with large errors completely. A bit more compli-
cated is a situation like the next: 

 

777770009  1137445.050  969699.794   1294.659     6 

D.I.     134     67.3    362.9   -362.8     67.5 * 

D.I.     155   1155.3   -208.1    205.9   1155.7 **** 

D.I.     135    -12.1    298.3   -298.4     -9.9 

D.I.     156   -386.9   -368.9    370.3   -385.6 * 

D.I.     136   -224.8    369.7   -370.6   -223.5 * 

D.I.     157   -574.2   -373.9    375.8   -572.9 **   

 
As you can see from the point number as well as from the image numbers, this 

is a connection point (strip 1 and 2). These points are very important for the strip 
connection and should not be deleted in total if ever possible. From the residuals 
we can recognise that the only really bad point is in image 155, therefore we will 

only delete this measurement. 
 
At the end of the listing, the final result of ı0 is given: 

 
OBSERVATIONS    UNKNOWNS    REDUNDANCE        SIGMA 0 

                                              ======= 

    21379          11772          9607         119.95     

                                             [microns] 

 

After this, the adjusted co-ordinates of all points are given, also stored in the 
file DAXYZ.DAT. 

 
Now, how to do an error correction? Of course we can delete the respective 

lines directly in our object co-ordinate file AATM.DAT or in the export file 
DAPHO.DAT created from it, but this will be too much work. Remember that in 

the parameter setting we had an active option Error correction which makes the 
module BLOR to create an error correction file named DACOR.DAT. Please open 
this file which contains entries like this: 

 
   136080           0       137       138    1 

   138205           0       137       138    1 

   134693           0       155       156    1 

   136387           0       156       157    1 

   136342           0       156       157    1 

777770006           0       156       157    1 

777770006           0       157       158    1 

   137342           0       158       159    1 

   160317           0       159       160    1 

      ... 

 

The sequence of the entries is: 
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Old point number, new point number, left image, right image, activation flag (0 = 
de-active, 1 = active for a flexible handling). 

 

You have the following options: 
 

• If the new point number is zero, the point is deleted in this model (left and 
right image).  

• If only the left or the right image number is greater than zero, the point is only 
deleted in that image.  

• If both image numbers are zero, the point is deleted in the whole block.  
 
With this information, you can edit this file using a simple ASCII editor, for ex-

ample click onto the ASCII button right-hand in the main window. The only thing 
you must take into account is that the entries must be arranged in the way that the 
old point numbers (column 1) are in increasing order! 

 
So, if we want to delete the two examples of bad points mentioned before using 

this file, we have to add the following two lines: 
 
  168489               0         0         0    1 

 777770009               0       155         0    1 

 
In this way, point 168489 is deleted completely, point 777770009 is deleted 

only in image 155. Attention: Before starting the block adjustment a second time, 
remember that as a standard the first module, BLOR (Pre 1), will overwrite our 
error correction file! To prevent this, don’t run BLOR again but start with BLAPP 
(Pre 2)! 

 
Now, the results of BLUH should be slightly better. If you like you can check 

the file BLUH.LST again and add more lines to the error correction list. 

5.2.4 
Additional analysis of the results 

After the block adjustment with BLUH is finished, we want to analyse the results 
and create an image, showing us for instance the positions of object and tie points. 
Use Post processing > Analysis or just click onto the respective button right-hand in 
the main window. Set the following parameters: Distance for neighbouring points 
1 m, all others remain as before. After OK and a short time, the results are pre-
sented in an editor window. Let’s again take a look at them. 

 

In a first section, the control points are listed and the ranges of image and ter-

rain co-ordinates are given. Then, neighbouring (and possibly identical) points are 

listed: 
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NEIGHBOURED OR IDENTICAL POINTS 

=============================== 

 

                          DX      DY      DZ  HOR DIST 

 

 134345       135204   -.675    .086   -.829      .680 

 137055       138044    .103    .394   -.167      .407 

 137349       138294    .439   -.079   -.932      .446 

 138286       139304    .209    .098   -.667      .231 

 157319       158310    .124    .077    .817      .146 

 158248       159230    .119    .221    .536      .251 

 159234       160246    .143    .070   -.325      .159 

 159284       166016   -.617   -.638    .223      .888 

 167261       168302   -.687    .040    .443      .688 

 

The programme looks for points within a defined distance (separately in x / y 
and z) and lists all found point pairs. It is the user’s turn to decide whether they are 
in fact identical. 

 
A special comment should be given to points which appear in neighbouring 

strips like 159284 and 166016 (8
th
 line). The horizontal distance is 0.888 m, and 

concerning the photo scale and the scan resolution leading to a pixel size of ap-
proximately 1.2 m in the aerial images, we can see that both points have a distance 
of less than one pixel. Therefore it is possible to unite the points, improving the 
strip connection in this way. We can do this also in the error correction list 
DACOR.DAT from before by including the following line: 

 
159284       166016         0         0    1 

 
Now, if you would run the modules BLAPP and BLUH again, point No. 

159284 will be renamed to 166016. The next listing: 
 

DIFFERENCES OF GROUND COORDINATES 

================================= 

 

CONTROL POINTS USED AS CHECK POINTS 

ANALYSED DATA FILE: C:\STEREO\CAICE\BLUINF.DAT 

                                                                             

    POINT    X   Y   Z PH/P    DX     DY     DZ     DS 

 

    80001   ..  ..  ..  2  -2.066   .056  -.820  2.067 

    80002   ..  ..  ..  6  -1.055  -.220  -.854  1.078 

    80003   ..  ..  ..  4  -1.246   .077  -.671  1.248 

    80004   ..  ..  ..  6   -.677   .830  1.025  1.071 

    80005   ..  ..  ..  2   -.887  -.097 -1.008   .892 

    80006   ..  ..  ..  5   1.357  -.857   .343  1.605 

    80010   ..  ..  ..  5   1.785   .578   .331  1.876 
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    80011   ..  ..  ..  6    .169   .304  -.660   .348 

    80012   ..  ..  ..  6  -1.074   .076   .403  1.077 

    80013   ..  ..  ..  3    .723  -.949  1.603  1.193 

    80014   ..  ..  ..  3   3.265  -.690 -2.201  3.337 

 

SQUARE MEAN OF DIFFERENCES 

SX = +/- 1.525  SY = +/-  .548  SZ = +/- 1.051  SS = 

+/- 1.620 

NX =       11   NY =       11   NZ =       11 

 

MAXIMAL DIFFERENCES 

MAX DX =  3.265  MAX DY =  -.949  MAX DZ = -2.201  MAX 

DS =  3.337 

 

SYSTEMATIC DIFFERENCES 

SYSTX =     .027   SYSTY =    -.081   SYSTZ =    -.228 

SQUARE MEAN OF DIFF. WITHOUT SYSTEMATIC DIFFERENCES 

SX = +/-   1.524   SY = +/-    .542   SZ = +/-   1.026 

 
(To save space, the values of x, y and z of the control points are not printed 

here). As we can see, there are no extreme errors in the control point data.  
 

NUMBER OF PHOTOS / OBJECT POINT 

 

PHOTOS/POINT     2     3     4     5     6 

POINTS:       1690  1846    88   145   113 

 
In chapter 5.2.3 we already discussed this information. 
 
After closing the window, a vector graphics (format HP-GL) is created which 

shows all information we have selected: Image numbers and area covered by each 
image, control points and error vectors in x / y and z, and further all connection 
points. The last ones are colour-coded to show the number of images in which 
they have been found (blue = 2, green = 3, cyan = 4, red = 5, magenta = 6 or 
more). 

 
Figures 37 and 38 show two examples of the graphics output, the first for con-

trol and tie points (option Photo location in the Graphics section is set to “no”), the 
second for the representation of the areas covered by each image (option Points set 
to “no”). 

 
Remark: If you prefer a raster image instead of a vector graphics you can use 

the option ATM > BLUH graphics in LISA FOTO (see chapter 7.8.10). 
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Fig. 37: Distribution of control and tie points 

Control point for x and y

error vector, residuals in x and y

error vector, residuals in z

Control point for z

Manually measured tiepoint
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Fig. 38: Area covered by each image 

134     image number

area covered by the image
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5.2.5 
Block adjustment with other programmes: Example BINGO 

There exist several other block adjustment programmes on the market like BINGO 
or PAT-B, and if you have such a software and want to use it instead of BLUH, 
you must look what kind of formats are needed there. Within LISA, options are 
prepared to use the programme BINGO. For this, just use the option ATM > Export 

> BINGO after the triangulation measurement is finished, the input file name is 
again AATM.DAT (see chapter 5.1.8). 

 
Contrary to the export for BLUH you have to define also the file with control 

point co-ordinates, in our case CONTROL.DAT. Three files will be created then: 
IMAGE.DAT containing the image co-ordinates, further PROJECT.DAT (project 
definition) and GEOIN.DAT (parameter file, control point co-ordinates etc.). 
Now, close LISA FOTO and start the BINGO manager. Go to File > Select project 
and use the directory tree to go to the directory of our current project – this may be 
c:\lisa\tutorial_2. 

 
Because all parameters are already prepared by LISA, you can go directly to 

Run > RELAX, after that to Run > BINGO and finally to Run > SKIP. May be, an 
additional improvement can be reached using the Run > Cycle process. But, be 
careful: There may be a lot of uncontrolled skipping of points! Therefore, before 
starting the Cycle process it is a good idea to look into the input file IMAGE.DAT 
where all automatically skipped points are now marked with S in front of the cor-
responding line. Skipping of a point can be de-activated by removing the S. In 
particular be careful with the skipping of control points and manually measured tie 
points (= point No. 77777001 and higher, see chapter 5.1.7)! Make sure that all 
large errors are removed or corrected in the input file IMAGE.DAT, then start the  
Cycle process. For details see the BINGO manual (KRUCK 2003). The results are 
stored in the file ITERA.DAT, protocol information in the files RELAX.LIS and 
BINGO.LIS. 
 

To use the results from BINGO (adjusted object co-ordinates, image orienta-
tions) in LISA, just take the Pre programmes > Parameters of exterior orientation > 

from BINGO option in LISA FOTO. 
 
Remark: All created files have the formats used in BINGO version 5 or higher. 
 
Created files: IMAGE.DAT, PROJECT.DAT, GEOIN.DAT, ITERA.DAT, 

RELAX.LIS, BINGO.LIS, SKIP.DAT. 
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5.3 
Mosaics of DTMs and ortho images 

5.3.1 
Model definition 

In the same way as known from our first example, for every model which we want 
to use in the following steps, a model definition must be carried out before. Go to 
Pre programmes > Define model and control / set the parameters: Activate all (to 
make the model definition for all models in batch mode). Within the exterior ori-
entation section, choose Parameters from BLUH / BINGO and set the files to 
DAPOR.DAT (orientations) and DAXYZ.DAT (object co-ordinates). These are 
the results from BLUH as you will remember (chapter 5.2.2). 

 
After OK, you will be informed about the progress in an info window. 
 
Created files: 134135.MOD, 135136.MOD, … 

5.3.2 
Creation of a DTM mosaic 

Now the whole block is prepared for further processing – we have a large amount 
of object points / co-ordinates as well as the parameters of the exterior orientation 
of all images. In the same way as we did before it is possible to create DTMs and 
ortho images from each model, one after the other, and when the last model is 
processed we should be able to match the DTMs and also the ortho images to-
gether to mosaics. 

 
But, as you already have seen in some examples before, it is nice if we can do 

the work automatically model by model in a batch mode, and this is also possible 
here. Let’s start with the creation of all DTMs and finally put them together into a 
mosaic. But beware – this is really a time-consuming process, so it is a good idea 
to start before lunch ... and after lunch, there is even time enough to drink another 
cup of coffee. 

 
Start Processing > Stereo correlation, activate the two options above in the win-

dow, All models and Create mosaic, maintain all other parameters, then click onto 
OK. Model by model, the programme will create a DTM file with a name like 
GT_<left image, right image>.IMA, for instance GT_134135.IMA when the first 
model, 134 / 135, is at work. Finally, all these files are matched together to the 
output file GITT.IMA. In between, an info window informs you about the pro-
gress of correlation. 

 
After the programme has terminated, you can display the additionally created 

8-bit image GITT_8BIT.IMA (see also figure 39).  
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Created files: GT_*.IMA, GITT.IMA, GITT_8BIT.IMA 

Fig. 39: DTM mosaic, 25 m contours overlaid 

5.3.3 
Creation of an ortho image mosaic 

Similar to the chapter before, we will create an ortho image mosaic automatically. 
This has not only the advantage of faster work but gives us also the possibility to 
adjust the grey values of the input images to get a final ortho image with (nearly) 
no visible grey value edges (see this effect also in chapter 4.7.3). 

 
Go to Processing > Ortho image, choose the option All images and let the Grey 

value adjustment be activated. File names: Terrain model GITT.IMA from our last 
chapter, output image ORTHO.IMA. Again, an info window informs you about 
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the progress of work. After the programme has finished, display the result for 
control (figure 40). 

 
Remark: The ortho image mosaic as well as the DTM mosaic from before is of 

course geocoded. To use such images for commercial GIS software you have to 
convert them into a standard format like JPEG. Use LISA BASIC, options File > 

Export raster image, select the format and the file name, and then in the next win-
dow activate the option Additional file for ArcView (worldfile). This file contains the 
geometric parameters which can be used in the GIS software. 

 
Created file: ORTHO.IMA 
 

Fig. 40: Ortho image mosaic 
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5.3.4 
Shaded relief 

Let’s play a bit with the various possibilities of DTMs and image combination: As 
an idea, we want to calculate a shaded relief image and combine this with our 
ortho image mosaic to produce a bit more spatial impression. 

 
Exit the LISA FOTO programme and start LISA BASIC which we will use for 

the rest of this tutorial. Then, carry out the following steps: 
 

• Terrain models > Graphics evaluation > Base image > Shading. Maintain all 
parameters, set the output file name to SHADE.IMA, then click onto OK. Re-
mark: The default values Light from 315 deg., Inclination 45 deg. refer to the 
shading principle in cartography, “light from top left”. 

 
• Image processing > Matching > Addition. Then Weighted, set the Weight for im-

age 1 to 70%, Image 1 ORTHO.IMA, Image 2 SHADE.IMA, Output image 
ADDI.IMA, then OK. 

 
The result shows a combined image in the way that each grey value is calcu-

lated by 70% from the ortho image and 30% from the shaded relief image. 
 
Created files: SHADE.IMA, ADDI.IMA 

5.3.5 
Contour lines overlay 

Similar to chapter 4.7.4, you may calculate contours from the DTM mosaic, useful 
for an overlay over the ortho image mosaic. As we already discussed in that chap-
ter, it is a good idea to filter the DTM before, giving smoother contours as a result: 

 
Use Terrain models > Filtering, select the filter type Mean and a 7 by 7 window, 

set the input file to GITT.IMA, the output file to GITT_FLT.IMA, option Addi-

tional 8-bit image may be de-activated. Then OK. 
 
Now go to Terrain models > Graphics evaluation > Base image > Contours vector. 

Set the parameters Equidistance to 25 m and Tolerance to 0.5 m, define CON-
TOUR.DAT as the name of the output file, then click onto OK. The result can be 
used for instance in one of the following ways: 

 
• Display the image ADDI.IMA, then go to Overlay > Vector and load the file 

CONTOUR.DAT. This is only a temporarily overlay on the screen. May be 
you would like to create a fixed overlay, then 

 
• Go to Vector data > Vector å raster. In the appearing window, choose Like 

given raster image, input file CONTOUR.DAT, raster image ADDI.IMA, then 
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OK. In the next window, choose Vector overlay, grey value 1 (black) or 255 
(white) as you like, output image ADDI_2.IMA, then again OK. Display the 
result: The overlaid contours are included within the raster image. 

 
Created files: GITT_FLT.IMA, CONTOUR.DAT, ADDI_2.IMA 

5.3.6 
3D view 

As a final graphics result we would like to calculate a 3D view of our complete 
area. Remember that we have height information (our DTM mosaic) and surface 

information (for instance our ortho image mosaic combined with 30% shading). 
From these two “layers” it must be possible to calculate a 3D view from any view-
ing direction. This is the way: 

 
Go to Terrain models > Graphics evaluation > Block image > Raster image 3D. In 

the appearing input image set the following parameters: Exaggeration 1.5 times, 
Raster image ADDI.IMA, Direction 40 degrees (=azimuth), Inclination 25 degrees, 
output image BLOC.IMA, then OK. The programme informs you about the size of 
the output image, and if it is ready, display the result on screen (see figure 41). 

 
Remark: To see the many possibilities of the LISA BASIC module, it is a good 

idea to print out the programme description (stored in c:\lisa\text\lisa.pdf). See 
also LINDER 1999. 

 
Created file: BLOC.IMA 

5.3.7 
3D view in real-time: Example for plug-ins 

In our last example we calculated a “static” 3D view – direction and inclination 
were fixed. It would be nice to set these values in real time, turning the image in 
any direction you like. For this purpose now we use a so-called plug-in, a useful 
separate programme written by Dr. Michael Braitmeier, University of Düsseldorf. 
If you would like to create your own software and integrate it into LISA in a 
similar way, use the programme description of LISA BASIC (chapter Appendix, 
Plug-Ins) to see what to do. 

 
Just go to Plug-Ins > IMA3D. The last used DTM (here: GITT.IMA) is loaded 

automatically and a first representation shows you a simple grid. Start Properties > 

Surface and choose ORTHO.IMA or SHADE.IMA, as you like. Set the parameters 
Horizontal tiles and Vertical tiles each to 3, then OK. Now go to Properties > General 
and set the parameter Exaggeration to 2, again OK. 
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Using functions from the Open-GL library, a (nearly) real-time zooming, 
panning and turning of the 3D view could be realised. Of course, the time to carry 
out these functions depends on the power of your computer! 

 
For more information see the programme description of IMA3D, stored in 

c:\lisa\text\ima3d.txt. 
 

Fig. 41: Ortho image mosaic draped over the DTM mosaic (see also the book cover) 



 

6 Example 3: Some special cases 

In this 3
rd
 tutorial, we want to learn some aspects about the handling of special or 

untypical cases and examples of close-range photogrammetry. What we did until 
now was to manage data which is typical for (digital) aerial photogrammetry and 
which of course can be processed with professional software packages – may be, 
even more comfortably and accurately with them. 

 
But, the goal of this book and the included software is to give photogrammetric 

capabilities into the hands of people who are not specialists and who didn’t have 
the money to purchase expensive hardware and software. Therefore, several op-
tions are included to process aerial photos using a simple A4 flatbed scanner, to 
handle images without any information about the camera parameters or even 
photos taken by a digital amateur camera. 

6.1 
Scanning aerial photos with an A4 scanner 

Remember the fact that, if we want to use (aerial) photos from a metric camera, it 
is necessary to scan them in total, in particular including the fiducial marks (see 
chapter 3.1). And further, remember that the format of standard aerial photos is 23 
by 23 cm (9 by 9 inch), too large for an A4 scanner. Therefore and due to the fact 
that simple flatbed (DTP) scanners have a geometric accuracy of normally not 
more than 50 µm, for professional digital photogrammetry we need a special and 
expensive photogrammetric scanner. Nevertheless, if you only possess a simple 
A4 scanner, don’t hesitate to use photogrammetry! 

 
What to do? Scan your photos in the following way (see figure 42): Put the 

photo onto the glass plate of the scanner to place the “flight direction parallel to 
the CCD array” as described in chapter 3.4. Now scan the maximum possible part 
of the photo with the left border included. Then move the photo to the left and 
scan the maximum possible part with the right border included. Both parts will 
have an overlap of about 80%. 

 
Store the left part in a suitable image format (BMP, JPG or TIF) with a name of 

the form <image number>_L.xxx, for instance 137_L.BMP, and the right part 
analogue to that, for instance 137_R.BMP. Start LISA FOTO and go to File > 

Combination to put both parts together. You can either select the image parts if you 
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want to create one single matched image, or use the option all nnn_L / nnn_R to 
match all corresponding image parts in batch mode. In the latter case, the name of 
the output image is given automatically. Select the file format, then click onto OK. 
For further details, see the programme description (chapter 7.6.6). 

Fig. 42: Scan of an aerial photo on an A4 DTP scanner 

The programme carries out an image matching algorithm using image pyramids 
and a maximum of 400 points, well-distributed in the overlap area. Of course – if 
an A3 scanner is available, you should use it. 

flight direction

flight direction

scanner

first scan the left part

of the photo...

...then the right
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6.2 
Interior orientation without camera parameters 

In chapter 4.2.1 we discussed the camera definition. For photogrammetric evalua-
tion, the calibrated focal length and the nominal co-ordinate values of the fiducial 
marks are necessary, usually taken from the camera calibration certificate. 
 

But sometimes, the latter one is not available. Usually, the focal length is given 
somewhere in the side information bar – if not, you may use 153 mm as the most 
common standard value (wide angle), or, if this doesn’t fit, 305 mm (normal an-
gle). How can we get the fiducial marks’ co-ordinates? 

 
One option is to use standard values. A directory (c:\lisa\cameras) was prepared 

during the installation which includes some camera definition files. Of course, 
they are not exactly those of the images you use, and to improve the values, a 
special option is offered here: 

 
Start LISA FOTO with our first project, TUTOR_1, and go to Pre programmes 

> Orientation measurement. Load an aerial image, for instance 157.IMA, and 
choose the option Measure > Pseudo camera definition. Now, what’s about the pa-
rameters? 

 
Scan resolution: The programme calculates a default value which you might 

have to adjust. In our example, 300 dpi is the correct value. 
 
Focal length: We use the value given in the side information bar, 152.91 mm. 
 
Subpixel improvement: The same like in the interior orientation (see chapter 

4.2.2; please activate this option). 
 
Symmetry: You can use fiducial marks situated in the middle of the image bor-

ders and/or in the image corners. The axes defined by the fiducials are considered 
to be rectangle to another. At least two opposite fiducials must then be symmetric 
to the axes. In our case, the fiducials are situated in the middle of the borders (see 
also figure 13, bottom left), and each opposite two of them are symmetric – there-
fore, simply take the default values. 

 
Output file: Use the default one, CAMERA_2.CMR. 
 
After OK, move the image until the first fiducial mark lies exactly under the 

measuring mark. As already known, you may use the marked rectangle in the 
overview image for fast movement and the middle mouse button depressed for 
fine movement. For training, let’s fix the following order of the marks: 

 
No. 1 = right, No. 2 = bottom, No. 3 = left, No. 4 = top 
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Therefore, go first to the fiducial mark located in the middle of the right image 
border, and click onto the left mouse button if the correct position was reached, 
then to the second mark on the bottom, and so on until the last one is measured. 
Now click onto the Ready button and leave the window. The content of our file 
CAMERA_2.CMR will be like the following: 

 
   1  113.063    0.030 

   2   -0.012 -112.661 

   3 -113.039    0.030 

   4   -0.012  112.600 

 152.910 

 
This file now can be used for the interior orientation. Of course, the results are 

calculated from only one single image and will surely differ a bit from image to 
image. Therefore, if you want to improve the data, you can do the same like de-
scribed here for a second image, let’s say No. 135, setting the output file to 
CAMERA_3.CMR:  

 
   1  113.145   -0.021 

   2   -0.051 -112.525 

   3 -113.042   -0.021 

   4   -0.051  112.568 

 152.910 

 
Then calculate the mean for each value (No. 1 x, No. 1 y, No. 2 x, ...) and use 

this by editing the file CAMERA_2.CMR: 
 
   1  113.104    0.026 

   2   -0.032 -112.593 

   3 -113.040    0.026 

   4   -0.032  112.584 

 152.910 

 
Please take into account that “real” values from a calibration certificate are 

more exact and should be used whenever possible! 

6.3 
Images from a digital camera 

6.3.1 The situation 

To get detailed information about soil erosion, an artificial test field was con-
structed and the surface photographed before and after several “rainfall” events. 
Figure 43 shows the test field with control points at the borders and the camera 
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position. If this method of modelling is of interest for you, see for instance 
WEGMANN et al. (2001), RIEKE-ZAPP et al. (2001) and SANTEL (2001). 
 

The tests were carried out in collaboration between the Institute of Photogram-
metry and GeoInformation (IPI), University of Hannover, and the National Soil 
Erosion Research Laboratory (USDA-ARS-NSERL), West Lafayette, Indiana, 
USA. Thanks to both organisations for the data! 

 

Fig. 43: Test field for soil erosion, a camera position, control points. From SANTEL 2001. 

The images were taken with a digital monochrome camera, type Kodak DCS 
1m with a Leica Elmarit R 2,8 / 19 mm lens. Some words about the object co-ordi-
nate system: Of course it makes no sense to use a system like Gauss-Krueger or 
UTM – therefore, in cases like this we will use a Cartesian local system, some-
times called “non-world” in commercial software packages. But – what is non-
world? Lunar? So, let’s better say local. 

 
From the complete data set we will use one stereo model showing the initial 

situation before rainfall and another stereo model of the same region after 4 rain-
fall events, showing erosion on the whole area as well as a linear runoff (drainage) 

CameraControl points

Soil surface
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system. From both cases, we will create a DTM, then calculate a differential DTM 
afterwards to evaluate the amount of eroded soil. 

6.3.2 Interior and exterior orientation 

Fiducial marks are only used to establish the interior orientation for photos taken 
from a traditional metric film camera. Digital cameras applied with an area CCD 
sensor do not need them because each CCD element gives the same image pixel 
every time. 

 
Therefore, the method of camera definition differs a bit from that you already 

know, and the interior orientation is given directly and must not be carried out 
image per image. Start LISA FOTO with the project TUTOR_3_1.PRJ, then go to 
Pre programmes > Camera definition > Digital, and key in the following parameters: 
No. of columns 2036, rows 3060, principal point in x and y each 0 mm, focal 
length 18.842 mm, pixel size in columns and rows each 9 µm. These data you can 
get usually from the camera’s manual. As name for the output file choose 
CAMERA_1.CMR. 

 
After a click onto OK, in fact two files are created: CAMERA_1.CMR, the 

camera definition, and CAMERA_1.INN containing the interior orientation data 
for all images. 

 
The next step will be the exterior orientation, similar to our first tutorial (chap-

ter 4.2.5). The control points near the upper and lower photo borders are signalised 
and labelled, their co-ordinates stored in the file CONTROL.DAT. If you like you 
can make the orientation work for both images of both situations (No. 1005 left, 
1004 right before rain, 5005 left, 5004 right after rain) now, use chapter 4.2.5 for 
advices. If not, simply load the files 1004.ABS, 1005.ABS, 5004.ABS and 
5005.ABS from the CD-ROM (…\data\tutorial_3\output). 

 
The control points and their co-ordinates (all values in [mm]): 
 

Point No.      X             Y             Z 

 
  2003      3806.904      2828.597      1095.195 

  2004      3369.888      2829.467      1273.887 

  2005      3021.855      2825.091      1274.496 

  2006      2549.527      2819.946      1380.263 

  2008      1875.663      2803.879      1530.468 

  2023      3882.687       878.742      1142.570 

  2024      3546.677       871.331      1202.315 

  2025      3144.343       865.521      1266.954 

  2026      2693.791       856.243      1328.317 

  2027      2253.322       852.145      1410.972 

  2028      1822.189       844.232      1526.819 
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 Created files: CAMERA_1.CMR, CAMERA_1.INN, 1004.ABS, 1005.ABS, 
5004.ABS, 5005.ABS 

6.3.3 Geometric problems 

As usual, our next step is to define the model. Go to Pre programmes > Define 

model and set the following parameters: Left image 1005, right image 1004, de-
activate Cut border, use exterior orientations from ABS files, as object co-ordinates 
file take CONTROL.DAT. Maintain all other values (defaults) and go on with OK.  

 
Two messages will appear, the first one telling you that a parallax correction is 

not possible, the second one inform you that 6 points are outside of the model 
area. The latter is clear: Some control points appear only in the left image, some 
others only in the right one. But what’s about the first message? 

 
Five control points (2004, 2005, 2006, 2025, 2026) were measured in both im-

ages, but the points 2004 and 2006 are located very near to one of the image bor-
ders so that only the remaining three points can be used. From a practical point of 
view at least four well distributed points must exist to set up the parallax correc-
tion. In our case it is not good to work without a correction as we will see: 
 

Start Processing > Stereo measurement, start height is 1200 [mm]. Now try to 
set homologous points by adjustment of the z value (right mouse button depressed 
or, if existing, with the central mouse wheel) in several positions, near the model 
edges, in the model centre etc. You will find that in some positions the y paral-
laxes will reach five or more pixels, and this will give a negative influence for 
example if we want to generate a DTM by image matching.  

 
We must deal with a second problem: It is a good idea to delimit the area of 

DTM creation to the soil covered part, but then the control points are outside of it. 
And last but not least, as you remember, for the matching process we need start 
points inside of our area. 

 
Now, what are the reasons for our problems and what can we do? 
 
Simple digital cameras are equipped with area CCD arrays of low geometric 

accuracy. Furthermore, for shock absorption these arrays are not really fixed with 
respect to the camera body but are built into a soft frame. And above all, as we 
will see in detail later (chapter 6.5), the lens usually has geometric distortions. 
Especially these distortions normally should be corrected by carrying out a camera 
calibration before taking the images.  

 
If we have not the possibility to do that, the only remaining way is a parallax 

correction via a non-linear polynomial approach, but for this we need a great 
amount of well-distributed homologous points – also serving afterwards as start 
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points for the matching process. To get them we can use the Stereo measurement 
and within that the option Digitise > Grid to get regularly distributed points, but 
often it is a better way to measure suitable points without a pre-positioning. Before 
we will do so let’s talk about what “suitable” means in this context. 

 

Fig. 44: Schematic drafts of points with good contrast. Left: Suitable for all purposes. Middle: 
Suitable only for y parallax correction. Right: Suitable only for measurement of the x parallax 

(å height or z value). 

Keep in mind that with the help of these points the programme shall try to find 
and correct y parallaxes. Therefore we need points with good contrast especially 
in y direction. On the other hand we want to use these points also as start points 
for the stereo correlation where we need good contrast in x direction to calculate 
precise heights. Therefore try to find points with a good contrast in all directions. 
A file with such points is already prepared for you (START_1000.DAT). For 
instance, you can use the Processing > Stereo measurement option and then Overlay 

> Vector data, then select this file to see what we mean. But of course you may 
measure points for yourself using the Digitise > Points / lines option (see chapter 
4.6.3 for instance). 

 
As a result, we have a file with a sufficient number of points to improve the 

model definition. First we reduce the project area to the soil covered part like 
mentioned before: Go to File > Select project and select TUTOR_3_1.PRJ. Again, 
start Pre programmes > Define model. Contrary to the first start of this option, set 
the parameter Maximum y parallax to 8 pixels, the Correction of y parallaxes to poly-

nomial, and activate the option Test image. In the Exterior orientation section of the 
input window set the file Object co-ordinates to START_1000.DAT, then click 
onto OK again. 

 
Now, within the y-parallaxes section of the result window we see that these 

parallaxes could be reduced to 0.14 pixels using 51 certain points for the polyno-
mial approach (the values depending on the file with start points you have used). 
The values of Mean window size and Mean correlation coefficient may be used in the 
stereo correlation (next chapter). If you now will start the Processing > Stereo 

measurement option again and try to set homologous points, you will see that the 
remaining y parallaxes are significantly smaller than before. With this result not 
only stereo viewing is easier but also the DTM generation via image matching 
(stereo correlation) will work properly. 
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In the same way we have to prepare the model “after rainfall”, the images 5005 

(left) and 5004 (right). The point file START_5000.DAT is also prepared for you, 
but again and for training you may measure own points. After that carry out the 
model definition with the same parameters like used before. The parallaxes here 
are reduced to 0.07 pixels using 61 certain points (again depending on the file with 
start points you used). 

 
Created files: START_1000.DAT, START_5000.DAT, 10051004.MOD, 

50055004.MOD 

6.3.4 DTM creation 

First go to Pre programmes > Select model and choose 10051004. Then start Proc-

essing > Stereo correlation and set the following parameters: Z range ± 15 [mm], 
Correlation coefficient > 0.8, Correlation window 13 by 13 pxl, number of iterations 
10. Set the name of the output image (DTM) to GITT_1000.IMA, activate Filter-

ing, maintain all other parameters as set by default, then click onto OK. If neces-
sary, see chapter 4.6.2 for further information. 

 
Now go to Pre programmes > Select model and choose 50055004. Start Process-

ing > Stereo correlation. Set the following parameters: Z range ± 20 [mm], Correla-

tion coefficient > 0.8, Correlation window 7 by 7 pxl, number of iterations 10. As 
name of the output image (DTM) use GITT_5000.IMA, then click onto OK. 

 
Some remarks concerning the parameters we have used: As you can see, the 

images 1004 and 1005 have low contrast in some areas. Therefore we selected 
relatively large windows (13 by 13 pixels) to get a better statistical base, and a 
high number of iterations (10). With this we can improve the result – in particular, 
we get a high number of correlated points, remaining only few positions filled by 
interpolation. In the second model (after rainfall) the contrast is better due to the 
relief. Therefore the windows can be smaller, and besides there is a the rule “the 
more relief, the smaller the correlation windows” (see also chapter 4.6.1). 

 
May be you find the z range very high, especially in comparison to our former 

examples were this value was usually like the ground resolution (pixel size de-
fined in the project definition). Within the Stereo measurement option you can 
control the movement of the images depending on height changes. 

 
Created files: GITT_1000.IMA, GITT_1000_8BIT.IMA, GITT_5000.IMA, 

GITT_5000_8BIT.IMA 
 
With the just created DTMs of both situations we are able to calculate a differ-

ential DTM, showing us the effect of erosion and giving us the possibility to cal-
culate the amount of soil washed out during four rainfall events. 
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6.3.5 Differential DTM 

Please close LISA FOTO and start LISA BASIC, use TUTOR_3_2.PRJ like be-
fore. Go to Terrain models > Matching > Differential DTM and set the first file name 
to GITT_1000.IMA, the second to GITT_5000.IMA, keep the name of the output 
image to DIFF.IMA and maintain all other parameters, then click onto OK. The 
next window informs you about the minimum and the maximum value of height 
difference. Just click onto OK again and display the result DIFF_8BIT.IMA, if you 
like. This is the 8-bit representation of the differential DTM. 

 
Both DTMs as well as the differential DTM are shown in figure 45. For a better 

representation of the terrain surface, 10 mm contours were created and overlaid 
(see chapter 4.7.4 how to do this). 

Fig. 45: Situation before rain (left) and afterwards (middle), 10 m contours overlaid, differential 

DTM (right) 

Now, as a last step in this example, let’s calculate the amount of soil washed 
out: Use Terrain models > Load / change DTM to control whether the differential 
DTM (DIFF.IMA) is our actual one. Then start Terrain models > Numerical evalua-

tion > Volume differences, the name of the output file keep as STAT.TXT. The 
result will look more or less like following: 
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Volume differences: 

Decrease      21992615.0285 mm³ 

Increase             0.0000 mm³ 

Saldo        -21992615.0285 mm³ 

in average          19.5560 mm height change. 

  

Resolution:          3.0000 mm in xy, 

resp.                0.0038 mm in z. 

 
The results are given in [mm

3
] and [mm] according to the length unit selected in 

the project definition. Within our model area about 21.99 dm
3
 of soil was eroded 

with an average height change of 19.6 mm between the terrain models. 
 
Finally, let’s talk about some problems we can find in the relief “after rain”: As 

you may have seen, the valleys have very steep slopes in some regions, caused by 
heavy erosion of the soil which is not protected by vegetation. This effect is 
known in reality as “gully erosion”. As a consequence, we have hidden areas in 
some parts (see also figure 26). This in conjunction with the dark, nearly contrast-
free bottom of the valleys may lead to problems in the matching process and the 
derived DTM, for example unrealistic holes and peaks within the valleys. Such 
incorrect DTM heights have of course an influence on the differential DTM as 
well as on the volume differences calculated from it. 

 
Created files: DIFF.IMA, DIFF_8BIT.IMA, STAT.TXT 

6.4 
An example of close-range photogrammetry 

6.4.1 The situation 

The last example already belongs to so-called close-range photogrammetry but in 
fact, it has a geometric situation similar to the aerial case (vertical images). The 
next example shows a more typical close-range or terrestrial case. 
 

For coastal protection, it is necessary to know as much as possible about wave 
movement and wave energy. Therefore, stereo images of waves rolling onto the 
shore were taken from two buildings situated in Norderney, an East-Friesian is-
land in northern Germany, using four digital cameras, type Ikegami SKC-131 with 
a Cosmicar / Pentax 12.5 mm lens (wide angle). Figure 46 gives you an impres-
sion about the area and the camera positions. For our example we will use images 
from cameras I and II. 
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Fig. 46: The test area (above) and the camera positions on top of two houses (below). From 

SANTEL et al., 2002) 

The interdisciplinary project “WaveScan” was carried out by the Institute of  
Fluid Mechanics (ISEB) and the Institute of Photogrammetry and GeoInformation 
(IPI), both University of Hannover, and sponsored by the Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research (BMBF), code 03KIS026. All rights of the image data are 
owned by the IPI. 
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The cameras were activated simultaneously in time intervals of 1/8 seconds by 
a wireless equipment, developed by Dr.-Ing. D. Pape. This is necessary because 
the object (water surface) is moving. The differences between this and all previous 
examples concerning the geometric situation are: 

 
• The images were not taken “camera looking down” giving us vertical images, 

therefore, we have oblique images with a large variation of the scale. As a re-
sult, the values of the rotation angles ϕ and ω are no more near zero. 

• The cameras were situated on top of a building of only 45 m height, our field 
of interest has an extension of some 100 meters in front. This leads to several 
hidden areas, the backward sides of greater waves. 

• The projection rays [projection centre å image centre] are not parallel but 
slightly convergent. 

 
As you will see, there are further problems: The images are not very sharp as a 

result from the misty weather and a resolution of only 1296 by 1031 pixels. And, 
the rolling waves produced linear parallel forms in the images which lead to the 
effect of repetitive structures, already discussed in chapter 4.6.1. 

 
The goal is to calculate a “DTM” of the water surface. In principle, this is noth-

ing new for us, and therefore we will only take a look at the differences in the 
work flow, and what it means in particular to the exterior orientation. 

 
From the complete data set collected in the project, a sub sequence is prepared 

for this example with the images 100001 … 100005 (left) and 200001 … 200005 
(right). The images were taken with camera I and II from the right building (see 
figure 46). 

6.4.2 Interior and exterior orientation 

Start LISA FOTO using the project TUTOR_4.PRJ, then go to Pre programmes > 

Camera definition > Digital. With the file open button you can see that two cameras 
are already prepared: CAMERA_1.CMR and CAMERA_2.CMR, both calibrated 
which means that we have values for the principal point and the radial-symmetric 
lens distortion for both cameras (see chapter 6.5). The image names (6 digits) 
serve to connect them to the respective camera: 100001 … 100005 å camera 1, 
200001 … 200005 å camera 2 (see chapter 7.9.7). 

 
Remember chapter 6.3.2: The interior orientations for all images taken with 

these cameras are also defined now. 
 
The control points we will use for the exterior orientation are shown in the fig-

ures 47 and 48, their co-ordinates are listed below and prepared in the file 
CONTROL.DAT. 
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Point No.      X             Y             Z 

 
    100  2575400.404  5953951.649      9.008 

    101  2575400.130  5953951.787      4.435 

    104  2575400.128  5953951.799      2.634 

    105  2575431.675  5953971.315      7.275 

    106  2575431.682  5953971.309      4.443 

    109  2575431.683  5953971.298      2.630 

    110  2575406.817  5953976.222     11.862 

    111  2575310.374  5954111.996      8.712 

    144  2575489.288  5953866.850      7.414 

    145  2575490.007  5953867.365      7.417 

    146  2575514.772  5953884.686      7.433 

    147  2575518.685  5953887.285      7.423 

    153  2575490.736  5953867.634     10.188 

    154  2575512.349  5953882.868     10.197 

 
Like in our example before, we must carry out the exterior orientation by 

measuring the control points manually. Go to Pre programmes > Orientation meas-

urement, load image No. 100001, and choose Measure > Exterior orientation. Select 
CONTROL.DAT as the name of the control point file. Now, here comes the first 
difference with our examples before: Due to the fact that we have no vertical im-
ages, it may happen that the orientation process will have some difficulties to 
converge. In this case is advisable to select the first three or four points in the way 
that they cover a maximum part of the image. In our example these may be the 
point sequence 110, 144, 147 and then 154. 

 
Alternatively you may enter the (approximate) co-ordinates of the projection 

centre in the input window. This will also help the programme to calculate the 
parameters of the exterior orientation: 

 
Image No.                 X          Y       Z 

 

100001 … 100005 (left):     2575527.7  5953793.9    45.3 

200001 … 200005 (right):     2575541.6  5953807.3    45.3 

 
Now use figures 47 and 48 to find the correct GCP positions – this may cause 

some problems because the images are not very sharp, see above. But, try to do 
your best, it’s a good training! See chapter 4.2.5 for more details if necessary. 

 
After the last point is measured, take a look at the results below (residuals, stan-

dard deviation). If they are bad, you may mark the worst point in the list window 
and click onto the (De)activate button. The point is now marked with an S (= 
skipped) instead of the M (=measured). If you are satisfied, save the orientation 
data using the Ready button and close the window. 
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Fig. 47: Approximate positions of the control points 
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Fig. 48: Positions of the control points in detail 

Remark: Concerning the results, always remember the pixel size. In case of 
scanned images this means the scan resolution, in case of images from a digital 
camera (like here) it means the resolution of the sensor. The camera used here has 
a sensor with pixels of about 6.7 µm length / width (see the camera definition). 
Even if we take into account the situation (oblique and not very sharp images) the 
standard deviation should not be more then 3 or 4 pixels. 

 
In the same way like before carry out the exterior orientation for image No. 

200001, the right one of our stereo model. 
 
Now remember that with each camera a lot of images were taken in time inter-

vals of 1/8 seconds. All images taken with the same camera from the same posi-

101 top of the upper ring

104 bottom of the lower ring

106

109

110 top of the bowl

111 top

100 top

105 top

... similar:

153

(154 similar)

144

(146 similar)

145

(147 similar)
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tion of course have identical exterior orientations, therefore it is not necessary to 
measure (calculate) the orientation parameters for the other images of our se-
quence. In chapter 6.4.5 you will see how to handle all of the following images 
automatically. 

 
Created files: CAMERA_1.CMR, CAMERA_1.INN, CAMERA_2.CMR, 

CAMERA_2.INN, 100001.ABS, 200001. ABS. 

6.4.3 Model definition 

As already pointed out in chapter 6.3.3, we can help the programme to correct the 
y parallaxes by the measurement of several well-distributed points, either manu-
ally or automatically. For this example, a file with manually measured points 
(START_PNT.DAT) is prepared and may be used here: 

 
Select Pre programmes > Define model and set the following parameters: Left 

image 100001, right image 200001, maximum y parallax 5 pxl, correlation coefficient 

> 0.7, correction of y parallaxes affine. Deactivate Cut border, activate Test image, 
choose Parameters from ABS files and set the name of the object co-ordinates file to 
START_PNT.DAT, then click onto OK. 

 
If you like, take a look at the test image to control number and position of the 

points used for the correction of y parallaxes. 
 
Created files: 100001200001.MOD, MOD_TEST.IMA. 

6.4.4 DTM creation 

First go to Pre programmes > Select model and choose 100001200001. Then start 
Processing > Stereo correlation. Before going on, let’s remember the difficulties of 
the situation, low contrast and repetitive structures. To handle them we will use 
the manually measured points as start points, a low z range and a high correlation 
coefficient threshold value. 

 
Set the following parameters: Z range 0.2 m. This seems to be small, but re-

member that the programme will move within the epipolar plane (see chapter 4.5 
and figure 1) and we have oblique images! Set the Correlation coefficient to 0.8, the 
Correlation window to 7 by 7 pxl, number of iterations 3. 

 
Object co-ordinates START_PNT.DAT. Additional vector data BORDER.DAT 

(already prepared for you; you may create a border polygon within the stereo 
measurement module using Digitise > Points / lines, there choosing the code Free cut 

area polygons, and after that setting some Delete start points. See chapter 7.9.2 and 
the appendix, part 1, for further details). Set the name of the output image (DTM) 
to GITT_TST.IMA. Please activate the option Filtering and de-activate the option 
Additional 8-bit image. If necessary, see chapter 4.6.2 for further information. 
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Fig. 49: Points found by correlation, showing the wave structures. The cameras are looking from 

bottom right. 
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After OK, the matching process already known from previous examples begins. 
When the DTM improvement is calculated, you can see the wave structure dis-
played on the screen, looking somewhat like figure 49. 

 
Please recognise that the points found by correlation are concentrated in some 

areas, showing front and top of the waves. Large areas without points are located 
on the backward slopes of the waves, parts of them hidden in the images as a 
result of the relatively low height of the camera positions, other parts with very 
low contrast. 
 

Created files: GITT_TST.IMA, GITT_TST_8BIT.IMA. 

6.4.5 Image sequences 

In this chapter we want to see how sequences of stereo pairs (time series) can be 
handled automatically. Remember that we have fixed camera positions – interior 
and exterior orientations as well as the model definitions (y parallax correction) 
can be seen to be constant. 

 

 
• Prepare the first model and calculate the first surface (DTM) 
• Extract a set of well distributed points from this surface, serving as start 

points for the following model 
• Calculate the next surface with these start points 

 
As an option, the generated start points of all models can be stored. Also, an 

ortho image may be produced from every surface model. 
 
In the following we will use five models from the whole data set: Images 

100001 … 100005 (left) and 200001 … 200005 (right). Please select Processing > 

Image sequence and set the following parameters: 
 
First model, left 100001, right 200001; Last model, left 100005, right 200005; Start 

points for 1
st
 model START_PNT.DAT; Grid width (output) 1 m. Let the option store 

be deactivated but activate the option create ortho images, then OK. 
 

The main idea is that, depending on the time interval t, changes in the surface 
model between t

i
 and t

i
+ t are not too large. Therefore, if the time interval is small 

enough (depending on the speed of changes / movement), we can use the 
following strategy: 

ǻ
ǻ

The next window you know from the stereo correlation in the previous chapter 
– please take the same parameters like there. It is not necessary to define the name 
of the output image (the surface model) because all names are generated automatically. 
The DTMs will get names like GT_100001200001.IMA, the ortho images names 
like OR_100001200001.IMA and so on. Make sure that the option Interpolation is 
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Created files: GT_100001200001.IMA … GT_100005200005.IMA, 

OR_100001200001.IMA … OR_100005200005.IMA. 

6.4.6 Visualisation of wave movement 

Finally we want to see the changes during time. Let’s follow the idea to calculate 
3D-views of the ortho images and bring them together. To save time and space we 
will only use every 2

nd
 model: 100001200001, 100003200003, 100005200005. 

Close the LISA FOTO programme and start LISA BASIC.  
 
Terrain models > Load / change DTM and choose GT_100001200001.IMA. Start 

Terrain models > Graphics evaluation > Block image > Raster image 3D and set the 
following parameters: Exaggeration 2 times, View direction 210 deg., View inclination 
25 deg., Input image OR_100001200001.IMA, Output image WAVE_1.IMA. 
Maintain all other parameters and go on with OK. If you like, you can control the 
result using the raster display. 

 
Repeat all steps with GT_100003200003.IMA, OR_100003200003.IMA, Out-

put WAVE_3.IMA and GT_100005200005.IMA, OR_100005200005.IMA, Out-

put WAVE_5.IMA. 
 
To match the  images together, you can use the option Image processing > Image 

geometry > Mounting. Set the names Image 1 to WAVE_1.IMA, Image 2 to 
WAVE_3.IMA, Image 3 to WAVE_5.IMA and the output image to 
DIFF_3D.IMA, then OK. The next window offers you the possibility to set the 
relative positions of the images. Set No. 1 (= WAVE_1.IMA) in the upper left 
field, all fields right of it to zero, No. 2 (= WAVE_3.IMA) as first field in the 
second row and No. 3 (= WAVE_5.IMA) as first field in the third row which 
means that the images are mounted one below the other: 

 
1 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 

3 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

 
After OK, the combined image will be created (see figure 50), showing us the 

movement of the values in a time interval of 0.25 seconds. 
 
Created files: WAVE_1.IMA, WAVE_3.IMA, WAVE_5.IMA, DIFF_3D.IMA. 

activated, necessary for the creation of the ortho images. After a click on OK, the 
programme starts and will inform you in a window about the progress. 
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Fig. 50: Wave movement, time interval 0.25 seconds. 
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6.5 
Some remarks about lens distortion 

To explain the various effects of lens distortion let’s start with the following figure 
showing a garage door. Both images were taken with a consumer camera, type 
Rollei dp 3210.  

Fig. 51: Effects of lens distortion. Above: Focal length 5.7 mm (wide angle), barrel-shaped 

distortions. Below: Focal length 24.5 mm, very few distortions. 
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The camera is equipped with a zoom lens (like most consumer cameras), the fo-
cal length can be set between 5.7 (wide angle) and 57 mm (telephoto). A typical 
effect in wide angle mode are the barrel-shaped distortions, that means, straight 
lines near the image borders are shown bended to the borders. This effect usually 
will be less or zero in medium focal lengths and may turn into the opposite form 
(pincushion-shaped) at telephoto mode (see figure 52). 
 

Fig. 52: Barrel-shaped (left) and pincushion-shaped (right) distortions. 

Beside these so-called radial-symmetric distortions which have their maximum 
at the image borders there are more systematic effects (affine, shrinking) and also 
non-systematic displacements. The distortions depend among others on the focal 
length and the focus. To minimise the resulting geometric errors efforts have been 
undertaken to find suitable mathematical models (for instance see BROWN 1971).  

 
In most cases the radial-symmetric part has the largest effect of all. The result-

ing errors are symmetric to the so-called principal point. This is the point in which 
a projection ray is normal (rectangular in all directions) to the film plane or the 
CCD sensor. In the camera definition module of LISA FOTO you can activate the 
option Distortion and then, if you know the parameters of one of the usual models, 
you can enter them there. See chapter 7.7.1 for more details. 

 
Remember our example of image sequences (chapter 6.4) where we used cali-

bration parameters for both cameras. If you like please go again to this example, 
select Pre programmes > Camera definition > Digital, then use the File open button 
and load CAMERA_1.CMR. Then click onto OK. In the next image you see the 
different models you can use. Internally all of them are re-calculated to a third-
order polynomial like offered as option 3. Again click on OK and overwrite the file 
CAMERA_1.CMR. Now start the image display – an image called CALIB.IMA 
should be displayed (if not, just load this image): 
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Fig. 53: Radial-symmetric lens distortions modelled by a third-order polynomial. 

Depending on the distance to the principal point, correction values between 
zero and about 70 µm (= about 10 pixels!) will be used to minimise the distortion 
effect. The cameras from the WaveScan project was equipped with wide-angle 
lenses (see chapter 6.4.1) and had the typical barrel-shaped distortions. 

 
Remark: In the unlimited version of LISA FOTO you can calculate the distor-

tion parameters for yourself. You need a calibration plate (LICAL) with 77 target 
marks. After taken an image from this, use the options Pre programmes > Orienta-

tion measurement and then Measure > LICAL (see chapter 7.7.8 and LINDER & 
HEINS, 2005). 

 
Created file: CALIB.IMA 

6.6 
Stereo images from satellites 

Since few years a new chapter of photogrammetry has opened: Stereo images 
taken from satellites. If you remember the examples from this book we have seen 
that photogrammetric methods in principle do not depend on the size of the object 
or the distance between camera positions and object: We can handle aerial images 
in more or less the same way than terrestrial images in close-range applications. It 
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is also possible to use images taken with the help of stereo-microscopes. Therefore 
we should be able to handle stereo pairs of images of any scale or ground resolu-
tion – why not satellite images? 

 
We have to deal with one significant difference, the camera geometry. In all of 

our examples we used images from central-perspective cameras, as you remem-
ber: For each image we have one projection centre, the intersection point of all 
projection rays. The central perspective leads to radial-symmetric displacements 
according to the relief (for instance, see figure 26), and these are pre-requisite that 
we see the images stereoscopically and that we can measure three-dimensional 
object co-ordinates. 

 
The digital cameras which are operated on satellites usually have a quite differ-

ent geometry. In contrary to the central-perspective ones we know (CCD area 
sensor, “frame” camera) they only have a line sensor, “looking down to earth” and 
scanning the earth’s surface line by line. As a result we have central perspective 
only within a single line (across the flight direction) but a parallel projection from 
line to line (in flight direction). 

 
Modern satellite cameras often have more than one line: For instance, one line 

is straight looking down, one is looking backward, another forward. In this way 
stereo images can be obtained: One image from the “looking forward” scan line, 
the other some minutes later from the “looking backward” scan line (figure 54). 

 

Fig. 54: Geometry of stereo images from satellites. From JACOBSEN, 2007. 
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Due to the geometry just described, we cannot use our standard approach from 
the examples before. Remember that we calculated image co-ordinates from ob-
ject co-ordinates (x, y, z) using the collinearity equations (formula 4.3.1). In the 
cases handled here, these equations must be replaced by different ones, using the 
so-called rational polynomial coefficients (RPCs; see for instance GRODECKI 
2001): 
 

 

 P1(x, y, z)  P3(x, y, z) 

x’ =  -------------- y’ =  -------------- 

 P2(x, y, z)  P4(x, y, z) 

 

with Pn(x, y, z) = a1 + a2*y + a3*x + a4*z + a5*y*x + a6*y*z + a7*x*z + a8*y² + 

a9*x² + a10*z² + a11*y*x*z + a12*y³ + a13*y*x² + a14*y*z² + a15*y²*x + a16*x³ + 

a17*x*z² + a18*y²*z + a19*x²*z + a20*z³ 

        6.6.1 

 

 
As you can see, in total 80 coefficients a

i
 are used here – each 20 for the poly-

nomials P
1
 ... P

4
. These coefficients are delivered together with the image data and 

give an approximation of the exterior orientation. Depending on the satellite (for 
instance Cartosat-1, Ikonos, Quickbird, OrbView-3) we will use one or more 
ground control points to improve the orientation (see JACOBSEN 2006, 2007). 

 
After the orientation is carried out for every image the user can go on in the 

same way like in “traditional” photogrammetry: Object co-ordinate measurements, 
image matching to obtain a DTM, creating of ortho images and so on. The ground 
resolution of actual satellite data as well as the elevation accuracy are high. For 
instance, data from the Cartosat-1 satellite have a ground resolution of about 2.5 
metres (panchromatic), the RMS in z can reach a value of about 2 metres as sev-
eral test have shown. 

 
Stereo satellite images together with RPCs can be processed with the LISA 

programme FFSAT which was copied onto your PC during the installation. As 
already mentioned in chapter 2.2, I’ve got the permission to deliver a test data set 
for this book. Thanks to Mr. Nandakumar from the Signal and Image Processing 
Area, Space Application Centre, ISRO, India and to Mr. Dabrowski from GEO-
SYSTEMS Polska for their help to get these permissions! 

 
So, if you like to see an example, just start LISA FFSAT (Start > Programmes > 

LISA > FFSAT) and select the project TUTOR_5. This programme is very similar 
to LISA FOTO, therefore we will only take a look to the main differences: 

 
Instead of Pre programmes > Camera definition you may use File > Select sensor. 

In our case we use data from the Indian Cartosat-1 satellite. The reference system 
(ground control points) is UTM, ellipsoid WGS 84, zone 34, width 6 degrees. To 
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get a “standard” photogrammetric look & feel in the stereo viewing, the images 
were turned by 90 degrees clockwise – so this option must be activated here. The 
sensor data file is already prepared for you and is named SENSOR_1.CMR. Also 
the control point file and quicklooks for each control point are prepared and were 
stored onto your PC during the installation. 

 
Prepared files: SENSOR_1.CMR, CONTROL.DAT, *.QLK 
 
As mentioned before, the exterior orientation is defined by the RPCs and must 

be enhanced by the measurement of control points. The RPC data are contained in 
the files BANDA_RPC.TXT and BANDF_RPC.TXT. If you like you may carry 
out the control points measurement using Processing > Orientation measurement. 
This option is quite similar to the measurement of the exterior orientation in LISA 
FOTO. The example images on CD-ROM (already imported from TIFF, con-
verted from 16 to 8 bit radiometric resolution and contrast enhanced) are named 
201.IMA and 202.IMA. Finally, Processing > Define model must be run. 

 
Prepared files: 201.IMA, 202.IMA, 201.ABS, 202.ABS, 201202.MOD 
 
Now the stereo model is ready for use. In particular this means that you can 

measure 3D co-ordinates and objects in stereo mode using for instance the 
anaglyph method (option Processing > Stereo measurement, see also chapter 4.5). 
Further, you can create a surface model by stereo correlation (see chapter 4.6) and 
an ortho image (see chapter 4.7) – really in the same way as you already know 
from earlier tutorials. For details please read the relevant chapters in this book or 
in the programme descriptions on CD-ROM (FOTO.PDF and / or FFSAT.PDF). 

6.7 
Stereo images from flatbed scanners 

From high to low, from very large to small objects… do you have a flatbed scan-
ner? Remember that we already talked about such instruments in chapter 3. There 
we have used the scanner for what it is constructed: To scan two-dimensional 
“objects” like aerial photos. In such a case we can simply assume that we have 
parallel projection.  
 

In this chapter we want to use a flatbed scanner for digitising small 3D objects. 
Of course the depth of focus is not very large, but if we have objects with a thick-
ness of some millimetres the images will be sharp enough. Before going on let’s 
look a bit more closer at the geometry (figure 55): 
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glass plate

scan bridge

lens

CCD line sensor

 

Fig. 55: Geometry of flatbed scanners 

Similar to the cameras operated on satellites here we also have central-perspec-
tive geometry within the scan line but parallel projection from line to line (along 
the movement of the scan bridge). In this chapter we don’t want to develop a 
geometric model for 3D measurement but only show how we can use a scanner to 
construct 3D views using the anaglyph method known from chapter 4.4. 

 
We will use the central perspective within a line in the way that we first put our 

object near to the left border of the glass plate / scan bridge, then near to the right 
border. Save both images in a common format like JPG. For the remaining steps 
we will use LISA BASIC and some tricks: 

 
• Load one of the images into the raster image display. Go to Additionals > Info 

image. In the Geometry section click onto Formal, then OK. Then save the im-
age (File > Save or click onto the diskette button). Now the image is “geo-
coded”. 

 
• File > Edit project, then Reference raster. Load the image, then OK. Now the 

project area is equal to the image size. 
 

• For both images: Image processing > Image radiometry > Calculation, then Col-

our image (24 bit) å 3 x 8 bit. Now we have the three base colours (red, green, 
blue) separated for each image. 

 
• Image processing > Image geometry > Rectification > Image to image. Load the 

red colour extracts of the first image (formal geocoded) and the second image 
(in most cases, the red band has a maximum of contrast). Now measure corre-
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sponding points in both images, then rectify the second image using the op-
tion project limits. For details to this step please look at the programme de-
scription of LISA BASIC. If everything is done you have a rectified red col-
our extract of the second image with the same size (No. of lines and columns) 
as the first image. 

 
• Image processing > Matching > Others, then 2 x 8 bit å anaglyph image. Use the 

“formal geocoded” first image and the rectified second image. The result is an 
anaglyph image which you can view stereoscopic using the red-green glasses.  

 
On the CD-ROM you can find an example (…\figures\anagl_3.jpg). The object 

is a handcrafted golden cross from Katakolon, Greece. The original size is about 
27 x 22 mm, the central “rose” has a thickness of about 3 mm. The cross was 
covered with black drapery to get a dark neutral background, and scanned with 
600 dpi. 

6.8 
A view into the future: Photogrammetry in 2020 

Let’s finish our tutorial with some speculative and sentimental words about the 
future of the fascinating methods we have seen. Will we still need (traditional) 
photogrammetry in 10 or 15 years? OK, keep in mind that an “old man” talks to 
you who has written down his experiences of more than 20 years in this field, who 
is not a photogrammetrist, who is still programming in Fortran, a language which 
seems to be dead from the viewpoint of young dynamic people... 

 
Every medal has two sides, as we say in Germany, and let’s take a look at both 

of them: 
 
The first one: We can recognise that satellite-born image data available for ci-

vilian use increase in ground resolution and decrease in costs since many years. 
Nowadays, images with and below 1 m ground resolution are available on the 
market and also stereo images as we saw just before. Elevation data of high preci-
sion are collected using laser scan techniques, world-wide data sets are offered 
free-of-charge, for instance the GTOPO30 data, and will be improved more and 
more, for instance from data collected during the stereo MOMS and the SRTM 
missions. From this point of view, it is a question if images, taken with aerial 
cameras operated on airplanes, will have a future. If they are needed, they will be 
taken with digital cameras, simultaneously registering the projection centre co-
ordinates and the rotation angles (ϕ, ω, κ) using GPS and IMU techniques. And a 
dream comes up: A completely, real-time processing of all data “on the fly” – 
after landing, products like ortho images and elevation data are ready-for-use. 
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The second one: There exist millions of aerial images world-wide. For any kind 
of historic evaluation these are of an immense value! Any kind of time-series 
research will need them. Examples:  

 
• Changing of the size and thickness of glaciers, indicating climatic changes  
• Destruction of tropical forest in many countries 
• Increase of areas used for settlements and roads 
• Reconstruction of destroyed historic buildings 
• Detection of dangerous points and areas from (historic) images taken after a 

war: bombs, mines, destroyed tanks and others 
 
And of course, as we saw, images from digital cameras must be processed in 

the same way like those from traditional film cameras after scanning. This will be 
true particularly in close-range photogrammetry also in the future. Concerning the 
fact that simple photogrammetric work is possible and inexpensive using a stan-
dard PC, software and a digital consumer camera, this technique may find a lot of 
new fields and applications. 

 
Last but not least: New techniques often need years if not decades from the 

start of development until an operational use! Therefore I hope that many readers 
of this book may use that what we have learned still in the year 2020… 
 



 

7 Programme description 

In this chapter, a brief description of LISA FOTO and BLUH is given. Of course, 
most of it you will already know if you have followed our tutorials. Nevertheless 
it might be good to have a summary for a quick reference. Thanks to Jörg Joz-
wiak, Berlin, for the translation of this chapter from German to English! 

7.1 
Some definitions 

• In due course co-ordinate values x and y will always refer to a mathematical, 
left-hand system, that means “x to the right, y to the top”. 

• DTM generally refers to a raster image of 16 Bit depth in the LISA format. 

• In digital image processing the expression image co-ordinates refers to pixel 

positions (row / column), while in classical photogrammetry it indicates the 

co-ordinates transformed to the fiducial mark nominal values. For differentia-

tion, the expression pixel co-ordinates will be used always and only in the 

context of digital image processing. 

• The area being covered by stereo images (image pair) will be called model 

area. 

7.2 
Basic functions 

As opposed to most digital stereo workstations (DPWS), regarding the direction of 

the rays, FOTO operates not “top å down” but “bottom å up”. Its conception is 

based on a number of reflections undertaken already several decades ago, for 

example in connection with the development of correlators (see HOUBROUGH, 

1978, or KONECNY 1978, for instance). Those ideas find a digital application in 

this software. 

 

The orientation of the stereo model in FOTO also differs from customary 

modes. Instead of the classical division into three parts (interior, relative and ab-

solute orientation) it features an independent orientation for every single image. 

Therefore it does not comprise a relative orientation in a classical sense – follow-

ing the interior and exterior orientation of every individual image, only a model 

definition and a parallax correction are being performed (see chapters 4.2, 4.3). 
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In all programme parts in which you have to measure within a single image or a 

stereo model, the principle is “fixed measuring mark(s), floating image(s)” like in 

analytical plotters. 

7.3 
Aims and limits of the programme 

The programme was developed for being used in applications which do not de-

mand high-end geometrical accuracy, namely such as geography, forestry, geo-

logy etc. To speak in terms of photogrammetry, (semi-) analytical instruments of 

second order are to be emulated. The minimum hardware requirements are a cus-

tomary PC, a simple scanner and a three-button mouse (see chapter 2.1). 

 

For aerial triangulation, a maximum of 200 images per block in a maximum of 

10 strips can be handled simultaneously. For image co-ordinate measurement, the 

number of points are limited to 900 per model and 10000 in total. 

 

The programme version delivered together with this book is limited to a maxi-

mum size of 10 MB per image; this allows the processing of standard grey scale 

aerial photos with a scan resolution of 300 dpi (about 84 µm, see chapter 3.2). 

7.4 
Operating the programme 

The operation of LISA FOTO is generally identical to that of LISA BASIC (if 

need be, see the programme description). Some functions of the BASIC module 

most often needed in photogrammetry like the projects’ data management have 

been integrated in the FOTO module for reasons of simplicity. 

 

Each time the name of an (existing) input file is asked the button  ...  can be 
clicked. A file selection window (“file manager”) will then be opened. In general: 
input- and output files should be given different names. Exceptions are indicated. 

 
Please note that numerical values require a decimal point instead of a comma 

(for instance: 3.14, not 3,14). 
 
Instead of the button OK offered in each input window the enter (return) key 

may be used. Instead of the Cancel or Back button it is possible to use the Esc key. 
In addition, some often used options can be called up directly with the buttons 
right in the main window or using a pop-up menu: click anywhere in the main 
windows using the right mouse button and a menu will be displayed providing the 
options to start the display of a raster image or the text editor. 
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In the cases where an image or a model is displayed (for example measurement 
of orientation, image- or terrain co-ordinates), the movement of the image can be 
done with depressed central mouse button, the arrow keys or by moving the 
marked area in the overview image. The driving speed can be modified with the 
corresponding buttons, also form and colour of the measuring mark(s). 

7.5 
Buttons in the graphics windows 

Moving the images: Driving speed relative to the mouse movement 

 
 

Display of the image parts, stereo model: 
 

 side by side left - right 

 overlaid using the anaglyph method (red-green or red-blue) 

 line interleaved for shutter glasses, interlaced mode 
 

Size of the display: 
 

 reduce 

 normal size, 1 image pixel = 1 screen pixel 

 enlarge 

 centre 
 

Form of the measuring mark(s): 
 

 point 

 cross 

 cross diagonal 

 circle with centre point 
 

The buttons below gives the colour of the measuring mark(s): white, black, red or 
yellow. 

 

 Ready 

 Cancel 
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7.6 
File handling 

Starting LISA, a project has to be defined. With this, a working directory, an 
optional image data base, co-ordinate frame (minimum and maximum for x, y and 
z) and a pixel size will be specified. In the working directory all input files are 
searched for and all output files are stored by LISA. This way a flexible and clear 
data arrangement is possible. 

 
The project definition files, in ASCII format, have the extension .PRJ and are 

located in the programme directory (in most cases c:\lisa). 

7.6.1 File > Select project 

Corresponds to a new start of the program. Alternatively, the last used project can 
be taken, one of the existing projects can be selected or a new project can be 
defined.  

7.6.2 File > Define project 

The following  parameters have to be defined: 
 

• Name of the project: From this, the definition file (extension .PRJ) will be 
generated. 

• Working directory: This can also be selected from a tree diagram using the 
respective button. 

• Image data base (optional) 
• Co-ordinate range in x, y and the pixel size (geometric resolution). The button 

Reset puts this values to maximum possible ones. In such a case the limits of 
x and y are without any meaning! Optional the limits can be rounded to an 
integer multiple of the pixel size. 

• Co-ordinate range in z. The button Reset puts them to 0 ... 5000 m. 
• Length unit (µm, mm, m or km). 

 

 
The pixel size and the range of the z-values are invariably fixed for all the data 

of a project! Therefore these values should definitely be chosen carefully! 
 

 
Optionally, z values can be set equal to the grey values. Then, a DTM will have 

a height resolution of 1 m. Pixel size and z range are fixed for all data within this 
project. 

 
The co-ordinate limits can also be taken over from an existing geocoded raster 

image or a vector file (buttons Reference raster or Reference vector). 
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7.6.3 File > Edit project 

After choosing an existing project, its parameters can be modified. 

7.6.4 File > Import raster 

The aerial images to be processed must be saved after scanning as 8-bit uncom-

pressed files in one of the formats BMP, JPG or TIF and then may be imported 

using this option. Consequently all images of the working directory (max. 1000) 

or all selected ones (press the Ctrl key in the file manager) will be converted to the 

LISA internal IMA format (batch mode) keeping the names (for example, 

137.BMP creates 137.IMA). Options: 

 

• Turn by 180 degrees. 
• Half resolution: For large images. Only every second pixel of every second line 

will be read out. The size of the file will shrink to a quarter of the original. 
• Delete originals: After importing an image the original file is deleted to save 

space.  
• Negative å Positive: Option for inverted originals. 
• Numerical output name: With this option for instance the image 

TEST137A.JPG will be converted to 137.IMA, with other words, only the 
numerical part of the file name is used. 

• 24 å 8 bit. 
 

If the images have a different formats (e.g. RAW) the option File > Import Raster 

from LISA-BASIC becomes relevant. 

 

Remark: For this option, some functions of the FREEIMAGE library are used. 

These have the pre-requisite that there is enough main memory because the im-

ages are loaded completely! 

7.6.5 File > Import Rollei CDW 

The following information can be imported from the Rollei CDW system: 

 

• Camera data (file *.IOR): The name of the output file is generated from 

the camera number. Example: Camera number 35 å file 

ROLLEI_0035.CMR 

• Exterior orientations (file *.EOR): Converted to DAPOR.DAT 

• Object co-ordinates (file *.OBC): Converted to GROUND.DAT 

7.6.6 File > Combination 

If for the scanning of standard aerial images (format 23 x 23 cm) only a A4-scan-

ner is available, the images must be processed in two parts. With the option de-

scribed here, both parts can then be matched together again (see chapter 6.1). 
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To do this, the images must be divided with respect to the flight direction, so 

that a left and a right part will be created, not an upper and a lower part! Further it 

is necessary that both parts have a sufficient overlap. So, put the aerial image on 

the scanner in the way that the maximum left part will be scanned, following that 

the maximum right part will be scanned (each time ca. 80% of the total image). 

Attention: The fiducial marks must be included, whereas the (black) image bor-

ders and the side information bar should be ignored. 

 

Names of the image parts: Image number followed by _L for the left part and 

_R for the right part, for example 100_L.IMA and 100_R.IMA. The option or all / 

batch mode allows the automatic processing of all image parts within the working 

directory. The original image files (parts) can be deleted automatically to save 

hard disk space. 

 

Using image pyramids, homologous points will be searched which will be ad-

justed via an affine transformation. The parameters of the transformation are then 

used to match the both parts together. 

7.6.7 File > Reference list 

As mentioned before, normally the principle “image name = image number” 

should be followed whenever possible. In cases where this is not possible, a refer-

ence list must be created which contains the relations between image numbers and 

names. After the input of these parameters for every image not following this 

principle, a file called NUM_NAM.DAT is created in the working directory. 

 
      1076 foto76 

      1077 foto77 

      1078 foto78 

      1079 foto79 

7.6.8 File > Numerical file names 

Useful to give all files of a specified type (e.g. *.IMA, *.PIX) numerical names. If 

the file name includes a number, this will be taken (say IMAGE137.IMA å 

137.IMA), otherwise an increasing number will be used. 
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7.7 
Pre programmes 

7.7.1 Pre programmes > Camera definition > Analogue 

Preliminary remark: The option discussed here is to be applied in connection with 

conventional (aerial)  photo cameras, providing the original photos were digitised 

by scanning. After the camera definition for each image an interior orientation has 

to be carried out (see below). In case the source is provided by a digital camera, 

the option following next is the relevant one; a measurement of the interior orien-

tation is inapplicable then. 

 

For the interior orientation at least three fiducial marks and the focal length are 

required. Thus the nominal co-ordinates of between four and eight fiducial marks 

and the focal length (all in [mm]) must be provided. The data required can usually 

be drawn from the calibration certificate of the camera. As a rule there are 4, 

sometimes 8 fiducial marks, at least three of which have to be used. The option to 

work with just three marks was developed for the case the images was digitised 

using an A4 scanner. Aerial photos (sized 23 by 23 cm / 9 by 9 inch) can be 

scanned in a way that the three fiducial marks belonging to the model area are 

featured. Important: Also in this case, the nominal values of all existing marks 

must be entered! Remark: A better way to use images from an A4 scanner is that 

described in the chapter File > Combination (see chapters 6.1 and 7.6.6). 

 

The option Distortion opens another window afterwards, giving you several pos-

sibilities to take the radial-symmetric lens distortion into account: 

 
• According to the formula R * (K1 * R

2
 + K2 * R

4
 + K3 * R

6
) (approach of 

BROWN, 1971) 
• According to the formula A1 * R * (R

2
 – R

0

2
) + A2 * R * (R

4
 – R

0

4
) 

• According to the formula K1 + K2 * R + K3 * R
2
 + K4 * R

3
 

• Use of distortion values from BLUH 
• Data from a table 
 

Example for a table with distortion values: 

 
0.0 0.000  each line: radius [mm], distortion [mm] 
1.0 0.007 

2.0 0.013 

3.0 0.020 

4.0 0.026  (etc.) 
 

A click onto the OK button store the selected parameters. If no distortion cor-

rection should be used, click onto the Reset button. 
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The specifications will be stored in a file having a CMR extension in the 

working directory. Example: 

 

   1  113.000    0.000  fiducial mark 1, x, y in [mm] 

   2    0.000 -113.000  fiducial mark 2, ... 

   3 -113.000    0.000  ... 

   4    0.000  113.000  ... 

 153.000    focal length 

DP    0.0000000000E+00    0.0000000000E+00 distortion 
DP    0.0000000000E-02    0.0000000000E+00 ... 
PP    0.0000000000E+00    0.0000000000E+00 princ. point 
CS  10.000  10.000     160 pixel size, image diagonal 

 

If no information about the nominal fiducial mark co-ordinates is available, the 

option Orientation > Measure > Pseudo camera definition (chapter 7.7.7) can be ap-

plied alternatively to set the centred fiducial marks‘ co-ordinates, converted to 

[mm], as nominal values. 

 

If the option Distortion was used, additional the file CALIB.IMA is created 

showing the graph of the distortion function. 

7.7.2 Pre programmes > Camera definition > Digital 

The subsequent parameters should be obtained from the calibration certificate or 

the camera manual and be provided: number of columns and rows of the sensor, 

pixel size in [µm], position of the image principal point (PPS) in x and y (in [mm]; 

if unknown, each zero) and the focal length in [mm]. If the pixel size is unknown, 

it can be calculated approximately from the nominal chip size in inch (e.g. 1/2.7”). 

See also the table in the appendix. 

 

The programme creates two files, one defining the camera as previously de-

scribed (file extension CMR), the other being universally valid displaying the 

parameters of the interior orientation. The latter carries the same title as the cam-

era definition file but has the extension INN. The interior orientation process for 

each individual image discussed below (chapter 7.7.5) can be neglected in this 

case. 

 

Note: Image data from analogue and digital cameras should be saved in sepa-

rate sub-directories, the reason being the way in which the programme executes 

search operations for images’ interior orientation: 

 

a) Search for the file by name <name of image>.INN; if unsuccessful: 
b) If the image number has 6 digits, search for CAMERA_N.INN with N = first 

digit of the image number (see also option Processing > Image sequence); if 
unsuccessful: 
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c) Search any file with INN extension; if unsuccessful: 

d) Search in the central directory c:\lisa\common\cam. 

 

For distortion correction see Pre programmes > Camera definition > Analogue. 

7.7.3 Pre programmes > Control point editor 

To create or to edit a control point file. Format: No., x, y, z. Such a file is neces-

sary for example if an exterior orientation is to be produced proceeding from the 

measurement of at least three points per image (resection in space). Aerial trian-

gulation also requires a control point file, which may be generated here. 

 
Remark: In contrast to two-dimensional orientations and image rectifications 

like in LISA BASIC, in photogrammetry these options work three-dimensionally. 
For that, three-dimensional point co-ordinates (with z values) are necessary here! 

 

For the aero triangulation with BLUH, for each control point a factor for the 

standard deviation in a range between 1 and 9 can be defined. Example: The stan-

dard deviation in BLUH was defined as 1 meter for x, y and z. For a control point 

with problems in x and y, the factor may be set to 5, increasing the standard de-

viation for this point to 5 meters. For x-y-control points the z-value and the factor 

for z must be set to 0, for z-control points the x- and y-value as well as the factor 

for x/y must be set to 0. Example: 
 

80001 260834.230 9361733.530  868.000 1.00 1.00 all used 
80002 261034.340 9367396.920  984.000 1.00 1.00 

80003 261536.300 9369026.010  977.000 1.00 1.00 

80004 261782.380 9369459.460  979.000 1.00 1.00 

80005 263033.040 9372566.960  945.000 1.00 1.00 

80006 262483.100 9373364.730 1026.000 1.00 1.00 

80007      0.000       0.000 1020.000 0.00 1.00 only z 
80008 258878.000 9375851.000 1595.000 1.00 1.00 

80009 255501.000 9377104.000    0.000 1.00 0.00 only x, y 
80010 254537.000 9378764.000 1840.000 1.00 1.00 

 

If this file already exists, its contents will be displayed. Single entries can be al-

tered, points be added or deleted. 

7.7.4 Pre programmes > Strip definition 

Many options like the automatic measurement of image co-ordinates for aerial 

triangulation (AATM) need information about the strips in the block. For each 

strip, the number of the first and the last image has to be defined; these numbers 

may have between 1 and 5 decimal digits. Two files will be created, one called 

STRIP_FOTO.DAT for FOTO and the other called STRIP_BLUH.DAT for the 
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bundle block adjustment with BLUH. The number of strips which can be defined 

here is limited to 10. 

 

Example for the file STRIP_FOTO.DAT: 

 
     134       140 

155 161 

 170       164 

 
Example for the file STRIP_BLUH.DAT: 
 
 0       134 0       140   1   0.0000 

 0       155 0       161   1   0.0000 

 0       170 0       164   1   0.0000 

 
The structure of this file is described in the BLOR manual (c:\bluh\text). 

7.7.5 Pre programmes > Orientation > Measure > Interior orientation 

Important: To begin with take notice of the fiducial marks‘ position in relation to 
each other, respectively in relation to the side information bar. An example might 
help to illustrate the problem: If fiducial mark 1 is, according to the calibration 
certificate, placed in the middle of the left margin, this will relate to the original 

photo. Depending on the way the photo was placed on the scanner fiducial mark 1 
might appear rotated by 90 degrees in the digital image, thus be positioned in the 
middle of the top end margin. In such a case one might, as opposed to the pre-
positioning operation (see below), begin with a measurement of the central top 
fiducial mark, etc., or rather rotate the image in advance (e.g. in LISA BASIC: 
Image processing > Image geometry > Basic functions > Turn, in this case by 270 
degrees). 

 

For every image to be processed an interior orientation has to be carried out 

previously. After specifying the camera definition file, the fiducial marks defined 

there will automatically and successively be pre-positioned to their approximate 

values. The centre of each fiducial mark in question must be brought in line with 

the measuring mark (one must cover the other) using the middle mouse button 

depressed or the arrow keys; to digitise the position finally click onto the left 

mouse button. Note: If the fiducial marks (usually little white dots) are hard to 

identify, it might be helpful to optimise the display using the brightness / contrast 

regulators. Points impossible to measure (invisible or outside of the image) can be 

skipped by clicking onto the right mouse button or the appropriate button on the 

screen. 

 

If the option Subpixel improvement is activated, the programme will find the po-

sition using the maximum grey value in the surrounding of the clicked pixel. Us-

ing this and the neighbouring grey values the subpixel co-ordinates will be cal-
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culated by linear interpolation. Therefore it suffices to hit the mark “more or less” 

– the centring operation will follow automatically. This procedure may however 

only be applied in connection with point-shaped white marks! Alternatively, 

choose a rather great enlargement, then measure the fiducial marks manually as 

exact as possible, disregarding the option Subpixel improvement. 

 

In case an image rotated by 180 degrees should be processed in this position 

(which is the case with normally every second photo strip resulting from the me-

ander-like flight), the corresponding option is to be selected. The fiducial marks 

will also be rotated by 180 degrees, thus they are pre-positioned in the order given 

by the camera definition. 

 

Transforming operations between nominal co-ordinates (x, y in mm) and the 

pixel co-ordinates (column, row) of the fiducials employ a plane affine transfor-

mation. For more than three fiducials a least squares adjustment is performed and 

the residuals in [mm] are displayed. This allows extreme values (peaks) to be 

marked and deleted from the calculation (button (De)activate) and fiducials to be 

measured anew. If you are satisfied with the result click onto the Ready button – 

this will save the ascertained parameters. 
 

For control, the calculated scan resolution in [dpi] as well as in [µm] will be 

displayed. If these values differ significantly from the real ones, the fiducial 

mark’s nominal co-ordinates may be wrong. 

 

The data will be saved in a file within the working directory, carrying the same 

name as the image file but the extension INN. Example: 

 

  0.1404250000E+04    0.1181858407E+02 transf. parameters 

 -0.9734513274E-01    0.0000000000E+00 ... 

  0.1399000000E+04    0.9734513274E-01 ... 

  0.1175221239E+02    0.0000000000E+00 ... 

  1     2740.000     1410.000   fiducial marks, 

  2     1415.000       71.000   pixel co-ordinates  

  3       69.000     1388.000   ... 

  4     1393.000     2727.000   ... 

CAMERA_1.CMR     camera defin. file 

   153.000      focal length 

 

The transformation parameters refer to the transition from pixel to nominal im-

age co-ordinates. 

 

Note: Form and size of the measuring mark should be adopted to the fiducial 

marks! 
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7.7.6 Pre programmes > Orientation > Measure > Exterior orientation 

If the results of a triangulation with BLUH or BINGO are on hand, no exterior 

orientation needs to be executed – adopting the parameters from the corresponding 

file (normally DAPOR.DAT) will establish the orientation. In case the parameters 

of the exterior orientation are available by other means, they may be entered di-

rectly (see chapter 7.7.9). This is sometimes advisable if oblique images shall be 

oriented. 

 

If just at the beginning the error message “Portrait ↔ Landscape?” appear, this 

refers to the camera definition or to the interior orientation. For instance, in case of 

a digital camera it can be possible that within the camera definition the numbers of 

rows and columns of the sensor were mismatched. 

 

Otherwise a resection in space has to be carried out for each individual image. 

After the interior orientation of the image and the generation of a control point file 

(if not existing already; see chapter 7.7.3) the following steps are required to be 

undertaken for each control point: 

 

• Select (mark) the point which shall be measured in the list below, click onto 

the button Measure. 

• Adjust the point by shifting the image section with the central mouse button 

depressed or the arrow keys until the point and the measuring mark are pre-

cisely aligned one over the other 

• Digitising (by clicking with the left mouse button) 

• After a successful measurement the point and its number will be displayed in 

the image and marked with M in the listing below. 

 

Note: It is a good idea to start with three or four well distributed, non-collinear 

points near to the image corners, in this way helping the orientation algorithm to 

converge. 

 

In case exterior orientation data of the current image is available from a previ-

ous measurement the programme offers the option to adopt it. All points measured 

already will be displayed both in the image and in the overview image. To make it 

easier finding a point, optionally a neighbourhood of 121 x 121 pixels of the point 

can be stored. Choosing this option, the image part will be contrast enhanced and 

stored as a small image file, a so-called point sketch (quicklook). The file name 

has the form <point number>.QLK. If such a sketch already exists for a selected 

point, it will be displayed during the point measurement. 

 

More than three control points produce an over-determination. As has been de-
scribed already in connection with the interior orientation above, a least squares 
adjustment and an indication of residuals with the option to mark and to delete 
points falling out of the defined limits will also be carried out in this place (button 
(De)activate). As a rule as few points as possible should be deleted and an equal 
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distribution of the points in the image should be maintained. After four measured 
control points, any further point now will be pre-positioned in its approximate 
position. 
 

If you are satisfied with the result, finally click the Ready button – this will 
save the determined parameters. 
 

The focal length and the computed orientation parameters (X0, Y0, Z0 of the 
projection centre in [m], the rotation angles ϕ, ω and κ in radians and the focal 
length in [mm]) will be saved in a file within the working directory, carrying the 
same name as the image file but the extension ABS. Example: 
 

    153.000      focal length 

       .008        .006       1.587  ϕ, ω, κ 

1136701.547  970322.348    5289.731  X0, Y0, Z0 

120011 -108.016 70.005 2548514.900 5689958.100 38.200 

120072 -96.000  -8.455 2548720.500 5688872.700 41.600 

120122 -69.805 -66.654 2549108.300 5688075.100 31.200 

... 

(... image and terrain co-ordinates of all measured points) 

 

Remarks to the option Adjustment of focal length: Pre-requisite are enough well-

distributed special control points. In particular, these should not all be situated in a 

plane but must have a sufficient range in all three co-ordinate components (x, y, 

z)! If now after finishing the measurements the Ready button is clicked, the focal 

length will be calculated, and the value set in the camera definition as well as the 

calculated one are shown. With a click onto OK the calculated value will be se-

lected and used for all following steps. 

 

To control the results, please note the following:  

 

• In case of aerial / vertical images, the absolute values of ϕ and ω are usually 

less than 1.  

• κ shows the flight direction – east having the value 0 and the angle is being 

issued left turning, so representing north as ca. 1.57, west as ca. 3.14, south as 

ca. 4.71. 

• The height of the projection centre (Z0) is the sum of the terrain- and the 

flight height (height above ground, hg). 

• The standard deviation of the residuals at the control points should not be 

more than one pixel. The pixel size results from the photo scale and the scan 

resolution (analogue images) or was defined within the camera definition 

(digital) as pixel size of the sensor. 
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7.7.7 Pre programmes > Orientation > Measure > Pseudo camera def. 

In case no information about the nominal co-ordinates of the fiducial marks is 

available and thus no camera definition files could be produced, the option de-

scribed here may be used as a substitute to do so. The resolution of the scanner in 

[dpi], the focal length in [mm] and the name of the output file has to be specified. 

As described above (interior orientation, see chapter 7.7.4), the option Subpixel im-

provement is also applicable here. 

 

To reach a maximum of accuracy, all fiducial marks should be measured in the 

actual image! An incomplete image, for example only containing 3 marks, is not 

good for a camera definition and for further evaluations. 

 

Subsequently 4 to 8 fiducial marks are to be measured. The software presup-

poses that the co-ordinates’ x- and y-axis defined by the fiducial marks are rectan-

gular with respect to each other. At least two opposite marks must be symmetrical 

with respect to the centre (intersection of the x- and y-axis). Under these condi-

tions the measured fiducial marks’ co-ordinates are being centred and converted 

from pixels to [mm]. After measuring the last fiducial mark click onto Ready – the 

results will thereby be stored as a camera definition file. Regarding the structure of 

this file see the option Pre-programmes > Camera definition > Analogue (see chapter 

7.7.1). 

 

Note: The procedure described here must be regarded as an exceptional case – 

making use of real nominal co-ordinates drawn from a calibration certificate will 

by all means lead to more accurate results! On the other hand, using the additional 

parameters in BLUH, remaining errors can mostly be eliminated, since all fol-

lowing measurements in images taken with this camera will be converted to these 

same nominal co-ordinates. 

7.7.8 Pre programmes > Orientation > Measure > LICAL 

Option for the calculation of the radial-symmetric lens distortion. You need the 

LICAL calibration plate. 

 

Take a photo from the calibration plate in the way that the plate nearly fills the 

whole image format. Make sure that all of the 77 target marks are within the im-

age. Also take care of a good illumination and a steady hand. 

 

The programme starts near to the lower left image corner. Measure the first four 

target marks manually (lower left, lower right, upper right, upper left). Measure 

the first mark with special care, because from this position a small part of the 

image is stored and used as a reference for the following marks. The other marks 

will be measured automatically. At the end of the measurement, the number of 

measured points is displayed (normally 77). Now click onto OK. With this, the 

calculation of the radial-symmetric lens distortion and the principal point starts. 
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The results of the measurement are stored in a file with the name of the camera 

and the extension CAL (example ROLLEI_DP3210.CAL). Now start again the 

option Pre programmes > Camera definition and activate the option Distortion. In the 

next window just click onto OK. The result can be viewed in a graphics called 

CALIB.IMA. 

7.7.9 Pre programmes > Parameters of the exterior orient. > Manual 

If the 6 parameters of the exterior orientation are already known, they might be 

entered directly here. The order of the angles ϕ, ω, κ during their calculation must 

be recognised – you may know, that the values of these angles depends on the 

sequence of their calculation! In LISA, BLUH and BINGO the order is ϕ – ω – κ. 

If the angles were calculated in the order ω – ϕ – κ, please activate the corre-

sponding option. 

 

The focal length is to be provided in [mm]; the three angles in grads (new de-

grees, full circle = 400 grads), degrees (full circle = 360 degrees), radians (full 

circle = 2ʌ) or mils (full circle = 6400–) and the co-ordinates of the projection 

centre in [m]. 

 

The data will be saved in a file carrying the same name as the image file and 

the extension ABS. For the structure of this file see the chapter 7.7.6. 

7.7.10 Pre programmes > Parameters of the exterior orient. > Import 

Alternative to the option before, in case the parameters of the exterior orientation 

are available in a file. The entries there must be stored in the sequence image 

number, rotation angles (ϕ, ω, κ or ω, ϕ, κ), projection centre (X0, Y0, Z0). 

7.7.11 Pre programmes > Parameters of the exterior orient. > BINGO 

The BINGO output file ITERA.DAT contains among others the parameters of the 

exterior orientation as well as the adjusted co-ordinates of the control and the 

connection points. To be able to work with them in FOTO they have to be im-

ported using this option. The file ITERA.DAT will then be split up into two sepa-

rate files, containing the orientations (default name DAPOR.DAT) and the co-

ordinates (default name DAXYZ.DAT). For BINGO version 5 or higher. 

7.7.12 Pre programmes > Select model 

For the case that several models have already been defined (see next chapter), one 

of them may be selected here. Otherwise the latest active model will be used 

automatically. The model currently active is being indicated on the status line in 

the lower part of the screen, the last one used will be saved in a file called 

STEREO__.PRD within the working directory. 
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7.7.13 Pre programmes > Define model 

This option requires the following specifications for each model (stereo-image 

pair) to be evaluated: Number of the left and the right image, width of the border 

in pixels and the method of exterior orientation: 

 

• If using the parameters from BLUH or BINGO, the corresponding file must 

be provided containing the orientation parameters (default: DAPOR.DAT). In 

this case the file with the adjusted terrain co-ordinates (default: 

DAXYZ.DAT) may be used as the object co-ordinates file. 

 

• If the parameters were entered manually (see option Pre-programmes > 

Parameters of exterior orientation, chapter 7.7.9) or created by a resection in 

space (see option Orientation > Measure > Exterior orientation, chapter 7.7.6), 

ASB files were created and must be used here. 

 

As an option, all models of the block as given in the strip definition (see chap-

ter 7.7.4) can be operated one by one (batch mode). 

 

If the input window already contains data of an existing model, the image num-

bers can simply be switched using the  <  resp.  >  buttons. A test image named  

MOD_TEST.IMA can be generated to obtain optical control; it illustrates the 

relative position of both images (model) and the positions of the “certain points” 

used with the parallax correction. 

 

The stereo model comprises two kinds of parallaxes. The x-parallaxes are pri-

marily a result of the relief-induced radial-symmetric shift of the location of an 

object and are necessary to determine the height of it. In the complete and pre-

cisely orientated model there are no further parallaxes – so far the theory. Practi-

cally there might be parallaxes also in y direction ranging from 1 to 5 pixels, 

caused by inaccurate scanning, inaccurate nominal values of fiducial marks and 

control points, inaccurate measurements of the interior and exterior orientation 

and other reasons, which afterwards appear to be disturbing during manual 

evaluation measurements or the automatic DTM generation (matching). The op-

tion described here can reduce those remaining y parallaxes by an affine transfor-

mation or 2nd order polynomials. 

 

Initially the programme reads all available points within the model range – 

these are the points given in the object co-ordinates file (e.g. DAXYZ.DAT). A 

correlation will be performed on these points regarding the given maximum y 

parallax. From the differences between the nominal y co-ordinates and the co-

ordinates found by the correlation the transformation parameters in row- and col-

umn direction will be deduced, provided that in more than three points the corre-

lation’s threshold value have been reached. If not, a warning message appears 

(“Parallax correction impossible”).  
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An additional remark concerning the parallax correction should be given here: 

If only few points at a small distance with respect to each other exist, the correc-

tion might be de-activated. On the other hand, if many well distributed points exist 

and the images have greater non-linear distortions (e.g. coming from a simple 

digital camera), the option polynomials should be used for correction. 

 

The programme will now calculate values for the co-ordinate range of the 

model which may be altered in the following window. The height range (z_min ... 

z_max) and the pixel size will be taken from the project definition and cannot be 

changed because these values are fixed within the project. The calculated proposal 

values x_min, x_max, y_min and y_max will be limited to the values set in the 

project definition. Important (!): Within the model area which is to be fixed here, 

there must exist at least one point (from the object co-ordinate file)! The parame-

ter Border size refers to the border size of the raster images in pixels, which will be 

disregarded for instance in the stereo correlation process (see chapter 7.9.3). 

 

Note concerning the object co-ordinate file: Besides single points, this can also 

contain break lines and polygons for free-cut areas. These are defined via codes in 

the same way like in LISA BASIC (see that manual or the appendix, part 1). If at 

this moment no object point file exists, the respective entry in the input window 

may keep empty. Then, ignore the error message “No point found in the model 

area!”. But, because of the fact that at least one point is necessary for all further 

processing, go immediately to the stereo measurement, digitise some well-distrib-

uted points and repeat the model definition with these points. 

 

For your information, some additional parameters are calculated and displayed:  

 

• The (approximate) pixel size of the input images in terrain units: this value 

can serve as point of reference for the pixel size in the project, for example 

for a DTM or ortho image, using the stereo correlation. The pixel size 

(geometric resolution) of such secondary products should exceed the one 

given for the original image source. 

• The ratio distance/base: the higher this value, the less certain is the measure-

ment of elevations.  

• The maximum definition accuracy to be achieved depends on these parame-

ters. 

• The mean photo scale (in case of scanned analogue images). 

• Number of certain points: The minimum amount is the number of given ob-

ject points within the model area. The larger this value, the better the parallax 

correction may be. 

• The mean y parallax detected at the certain points before and after correction. 

The lower this value, the better should be the image orientations and the less 

significant might be the image distortions.  
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• The mean correlation coefficient at the certain points. This value may serve as 

point of reference for the threshold value which has to be defined within the 

stereo correlation module (see chapter 7.9.3).  

 

The data will be saved in a file whose name is constituted by the left and the 

right image number and which carries the extension MOD. Example, file name 

135136.MOD: 

 

135       136   Image numbers 
DAPOR.DAT    File with orientations (*) 

DAXYZ.DAT    Object co-ordinates file 

 1135300.000  1138000.000 Model range in x [m] 

  969300.000   971482.000 Model range in y [m]  

 100       0.945   11  Border size [pxl], mean corr. coeff. 
0.9538237356E+03   -0.1383532837E-02   coefficients py0, py1 
0.6379042187E-03    0.0000000000E+00   py2, py3 
0.0000000000E+00    0.0000000000E+00   ... 
0.0000000000E+00    0.0000000000E+00 

 

(*) If the orientations are taken from ABS files, this line keeps empty. 

 

Note for control:  

 

• Error message “Orientation not OK!”: The programme undertakes a test on 

plausibility, in which the connection between terrain and pixel co-ordinates is 

checked. Possible causes for faults: At some point the values of x and y were 

interchanged. Or: In a manual input of the parameters of the exterior orienta-

tion (see above) the angles were not provided in selected units. 

 

• Error message “No point found in the model area!”. It is possible that there is 

in fact no point in the model area. Then at least one must be measured (e.g. 

using Processing > Stereo measurement), or the co-ordinate range of the model 

has to be extended. Another reason might be a poor interior and/or exterior 

orientation – these should be controlled accordingly. 

 

• Another error source can be the activated or not activated parameter Turning 

by 180 degrees in the interior orientation (see there). 
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7.8 
Aerial triangulation measurement (ATM) 

Some pre remarks about the image and point numbers: 

 

Image numbers: All images within the block must have a unique number! If im-

ages of different years or flights are used, it might be that some image numbers 

appear twice. In this case, the numbers must be changed strip wise, for example 

from 712 ... 722 to 1712 ... 1722. Image numbers must have 1 to 5 decimal digits 

for the use in LISA. 

 

Point numbers: Like before, also object points must have each a unique num-

ber! The automatic numbering in the manual or automatic measurement (see 

chapters 7.8.1, 7.8.5) uses the image numbers and a consecutive index – for exam-

ple, points within image No. 712 will get the numbers 712001, 712002, 712003 

and so on. During the manual measurement of connection points (see chapter 

7.8.4) numbers like 777770001, 777770002 etc. are created. This must be taken 

into account when numbering the control points! If, for instance, all images of the 

block have a three digit number, the control points may be named 1001, 1002, 

1003 etc. without any conflicts with other object points. 

7.8.1 ATM > Manual measurement 

With this module image co-ordinates can be measured for the aerial triangulation 

in BLUH or BINGO. To do so a camera definition is necessary, further more the 

interior orientation of all images must exist. 

 

Remark: Having good image material, an automatic measurement may be car-

ried out instead (see below). But even then, the option described here has to be 

used to measure the control points or additional tie points. Per model, a maximum 

of 900 points can be measured. 

 

Both image numbers, the approximate longitudinal overlap of the model (“end 

lap”, mostly around 60% or 80 %) and the name of the output file must be pro-

vided. If the input window already contains data of an existing model, the image 

numbers can simply be switched using the  <  resp.  >  buttons. The parameters 

will be saved in the BIKO____.PRD file within the working directory. As already 

mentioned above within the exterior orientation (see chapter 7.7.5), also here 

exists the option to store neighbourhoods of measured points as point sketches to 

help finding the exact position within further measurements.  

 

If a file exists containing the orientation parameters (or approximate values of 

them) and also a file with the ground co-ordinates of the control points, then these 
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files may be defined. Then, measuring a control point, the corresponding positions 

in the left and the right image will be set automatically. 

 

For technical reasons the models of one strip should always be worked on 

starting on the left proceeding to right. This means that for the first model the left 

and the neighbouring right image of a strip should be taken, then in the next model 

the former right becomes the current left image and so on. 

 

Display of the images 

 

From the left respectively the right image, a part can then be displayed on the 

screen in three variations: 

 

• Neighbouring left – right 

• Overlaying each other, colour coded following the anaglyph method 

• Line interleaved for shutter glasses, working in interlaced mode 

 

Trained users are able to see the first display mode in three dimensions. Less 

trained users should select the alternative method, namely observe the situation 

through red-green glasses (green filter on the right side). The shape and colour of 

the measuring marks, under which the image parts are moved, may be altered 

using the corresponding buttons. An overview image with a rectangle showing the 

actual position facilitates the coarse positioning within the model. The image 

display can be performed in several sizes (zoom; 10% ... 8000%); the brightness 

can be regulated separately for the left and the right image (Anaglyphs: intensity 

of the red and the green channel). 

 

Roaming in the model 

 

The mouse executes the movement in x-y-direction; the central mouse button is to 

be held pressed down. Should any difficulties occur (e.g. only a two button mouse 

is available or a wrong driver installed), the left and the right button depressed 

simultaneously or the F1 button can be used instead. The roaming speed can be set 

using the corresponding buttons. In addition, for precise positioning the arrow 

keys may be used. 

 

The left and the right image are normally linked together. To shift the x- and y-

parallax the right mouse button has to be held down. In this case only the right 

image will be moved. As soon as it is brought in line with the left image (paral-

laxes moved away), the programme may attempt to maintain the correct junction 

by permanent correlation while the image is moved: Choose the option Correlation 

on. 
 

Further more the button Go to allows a direct positioning in the left and the 

right image by a manual input of pixel co-ordinates. The option Correlation (F2 

key) calculates the correlation coefficient for a 21 by 21 pixel neighbourhood of 
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the point in question – if the value is at least at 0.7, the right image will be moved 

to the corresponding position. 

 

Point measurement 

 

There are four options to measure image co-ordinates (select Measure > …): 

 

• From model before 

• Gruber points 

• Individual 

• Grid 

 

The registration of the image co-ordinates will be carried out with a click onto 

the left mouse button after the left and the right image part are set to correspond-

ing positions. The options: 

 

From model before: Two cases are to be distinguished: (A) Points that have 

been measured previously in the present model, will be displayed coloured blue in 

the overview image and can not be measured anew. Should a point be measured 

again it is to be erased with the help of the editor for ATM points (see next chap-

ter). (B) For points that have already been measured in the (now) left image of the 

actual model the programme will estimate considering the side lap, if they may 

possibly also be present in the right image. If this is the case then the programme 

will mark these in green in the overview image and will automatically set them in 

the left image; their position is fixed here (automatic point transfer). Accordingly, 

just the corresponding position in the right image is to be set manually. This op-

tion can and should be used from the second model onwards in the strip. If it is not 

possible to measure a point, the Skip button or the F3 key may be used.  

 

Gruber points: To connect both images, at least 6 well-distributed points of the 

model have to be measured. From the second model onwards the three ones on the 

left side have already been measured in the previous model and can therefore be 

adopted. The default distribution is similar to the “six” on a dice, which means 

two points on the top, two in the middle and two on the bottom of the model. The 

programme sets those positions automatically and provides point numbers, which 

are extracted from an increasing index and the left image’s number. Example: Left 

image number = 747, then the point numbers will be set to 747001, 747002, 

747003, 747004, 747005 and 747006. In the case that a point cannot be measured, 

the button Skip may be used or alternatively the F3 key. 

 

Individual: After entering its number a point will be checked for in the output 

file, to find out whether it has already been measured in the left image. If it has, a 

pre-positioning will be performed in the left image as described above (From 

model before). Otherwise the point is to be adjusted freely in both image parts. If 

it turns out that the point cannot be measured after entering its number, the Skip 
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button or the F3 key can be applied again. To finish the measurement, use the 

Finish button. 

 

Grid: After defining the grid width in [pxl], the model will be pre-positioned to 
all grid points.  

 

Remarks concerning all measuring methods: 

 

• The option Skip may be also called up using the F3 key 

• The button Ready terminates the relevant module. Afterwards starting one of 

the Measure options continue the process. 

• The Measure > End option (or the Esc key) causes the measurements to be 

stored and the module terminated. 

 

Position and number of each point will be superimposed into both image parts; 

additionally they will be marked red in the overview image. Pixel co-ordinates are 

stored with the row co-ordinates being mirrored – the origin therefore lays in the 

left bottom corner. The first line of each model includes the image number, the 

focal length and the camera name. The next lines includes the fiducial marks (co-

ordinates of the interior orientation), followed by the values point number, x left, y 

left, x right, y right for each point which was registered. The end of a model is 

indicated with –99. 

 

For a further application in BLUH or BINGO the file must be exported after the 

completion of all measurements with the help of the option ATM > Export > BLUH 

(see chapter 7.8.7) respectively ATM > Export > BINGO (see chapter 7.8.8). 
 

Example for the output file:    
 

135000136   153.000 RMK_1523.CMR 

         1  2735.016  1389.988  2739.972  1410.063 

         2  1406.985    54.021  1414.941    71.033 

         3    64.970  1376.988    68.940  1388.030 

         4  1392.022  2713.022  1393.045  2726.955 

    135001  1426.000  2551.000   585.000  2552.000 

    135002  1426.000  1417.000   540.000  1417.000 

    135003  1426.000   284.000   587.000   272.000 

    135004  2500.000  2543.000  1765.000  2560.000 

    135005  2598.000  1402.000  1856.000  1402.000 

    135006  2620.000   284.000  1842.000   252.000 

       -99 
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7.8.2 ATM > Editor ATM points 

After providing the input file, all previously measured points are displayed in 

ascending point number order. After marking (clicking onto) a point in the list 

window, its number may be changed. The single point or all points with the same 

number can be erased using the respective Delete button. Doing this, the number 

will initially be set to its negative value, the deletion can therefore be reversed by 

repeated marking and erasing (the point number will return to its original value). 

Furthermore, an existing point sketch can be deleted here.  

 

Using the Ready button causes the file will to be actualised and stored, points 

with negative numbers will thereby be deleted. 

 

Remark: This option can be used for files with a maximum of 20000 points. 

7.8.3 ATM > Calculate strip images 

This option is a pre-requisite for the measurement of connection points like de-

scribed in the next chapter and especially necessary if the block contains more 

than one single strip. 

 

The strip definition (see chapter 7.7.4) must already exist. For each strip of the 

block a special image is calculated containing the single images in a size of each 

300 by 300 pixels side by side in the sequence in which they form the strip. The 

name of the output image is derived from the number of the first and the last im-

age. Example: First image No. 134, last image No. 140, then the output file has the 

name ST_134140.IMA. 

7.8.4 ATM > Measure connections 

With this option, connections points (tie points) between neighbouring images and 

strips can be measured, serving as initial values for the automatic measurement 

(AATM, see next chapter). If the block consist of only one strip, you may go di-

rectly to the next step. 

 

Load the first strip into the upper part of the window, the next strip which has a 

lateral overlap (side lap) with the first one into the lower part of the window. The 

brightness can be adjusted for each strip, the strips can be moved independently 

with the mouse, middle button depressed, and set back to the start position using 

the button Pos 1. Now click onto Measure and define the name of the output file, 

default is TIEPOINT.DAT. Digitise the first connection point by clicking the left 

mouse button in all images in which it appears, after that click onto the right 

mouse button. The point will be registered, marked in all images with a small red 

square and labelled with an increasing number. Now digitise, if necessary after 

moving the strips, the next point in all images, then press the right mouse button, 

and so on. 
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Measured points can be (de-)activated within the point number list. After a 

click onto the respective button, the point number is set to a negative value. A 

second click will reset the number to the initial value. Points with negative num-

bers (de-activated) will not be stored in the output file. 

 

Finish the measurement with the button Ready / End. 

 

Here some additional remarks: 

 

• The control points necessary for aerial triangulation of course must be meas-

ured in the original images at highest resolution (ATM > Manual measurement, 

see above). However, the connection points measured as described here are 

only used as initial positions. 

 

• If, as a result of a large number of well distributed control points, a sufficient 

connection between neighbouring strips is already given, the separate meas-

urement of connection points may be not necessary. It is also possible to 

measure some connection points only in areas with few control points. 

 

• If the block consists of only one single strip, but the images are of bad quality 

or very low contrast, you can often get better results from the automatic meas-

urement if you measure some connection points manually. 

 

• The more connection points are located in the block, the more stable the strip 

connection will be! As a basic rule, each image should have at least one com-

mon connection point with each neighbouring strip. 

 

• And of course only those points can be used for connection which appear in at 

least two neighbouring images (model) per strip. 

 

Example of the output file: 

 

 777770001      210.000      250.000        134 

 777770001      115.000      255.000        135 

 777770001       26.000      254.000        136 

 777770001      211.000       56.000        155 

 777770001      121.000       49.000        156 

 777770001       19.000       59.000        157 

 777770002      227.000      242.000        135 

 777770002      140.000      242.000        136 

 777770002       41.000      246.000        137 

 777770002      240.000       37.000        156 

 777770002      139.000       48.000        157 

 777770002       42.000       53.000        158 

 ... 
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First column = internal point number, second column = x value, third column = 

y value (each times pixel co-ordinates, measured in the 300 by 300 pixel images), 

fourth column = image number. 

7.8.5 ATM > Automatic measurement (AATM) 

For the processing of aerial images; if the images are located in different strips, 

these should be in a parallel arrangement. 

 

The following steps must already be carried out: Camera definition, interior ori-

entation of all images, manual measurement of the connection points (especially 

when the block contains more than one strip, see above), manual measurement of 

the control points (see chapter 7.8.1). Threshold values for the correlation coeffi-

cients and the correlation window sizes (each for approximation and improve-

ment) must be set. The option adaptive leads to an automatic setting of the corre-

lation coefficient in any model (see below). Further, a border must be defined 

(size in pixels) which will not be taken into account. The control points file, the 

connection points file (optional) as well as the output file has to be defined. 

 

In a more or less regular distribution connecting points will be searched auto-

matically and also transferred into the following model, if possible. As usual, this 

is done using image pyramids to get even better results beginning with a coarse 

approximation. 

 

In each image, points are searched within a regular grid of 30 by 30 squares. As 

a result, the maximum amount of points depends on the longitudinal overlap in % 

– for example, an overlap of 60% will give a maximum of 60% from 900 points = 

540 points. At the beginning, within the squares areas of maximum contrast are 

searched, defining the position of a point in the left image. Then the homologous 

point in the right image is determined via correlation. When this work is done in 

the actual model, a plausibility control is carried out concerning the x and y par-

allaxes to delete obviously wrong points. After this, a second approach is made 

using the improved approximations, then the programme goes on with the next 

model. 

 

After all images are processed within the first pyramid level, a block adjust-

ment is carried out. For this, the module BLOR from the programme system 

BLUH (author: Dr.-Ing. Karsten Jacobsen, IPI University of Hannover) was modi-

fied and integrated into LISA FOTO. Beneath some tests concerning all points just 

found, the results of the block adjustment serve to find all images in which a point 

may appear. Starting with this information, an automatic improved strip connec-

tion is done. 

 

Following the output file with the pixel co-ordinates of all measured points, a 

protocol file named AATM.TXT is created and displayed at the end of the work. 
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The output file then is converted into the BLUH format with the name 

DAPHO.DAT (see option ATM > Export > BLUH; respectively ATM > Export > 

BINGO). A final block adjustment with BLOR creates the files AATM_AOR.DAT 

(orientation parameters) and AATM_ATC.DAT (object co-ordinates). In many 

cases, these results may already be exactly enough.  Otherwise, now a complete 

bundle block adjustment should be carried out. 

 

Remark: If, in seldom cases, additional connection points must be measured af-

terwards using the ATM > Manual measurement option, the file described before 

(standard AATM.DAT) should be used for output, choosing the option Append 

when the warning message “File already exists” appears. In this case, the export to 

BLUH or BINGO must be started afterwards. 

 

Next step: Pre programmes > Define model, then activate the option all. 

7.8.6 ATM > Import > IMATIE 

For the import of pixel co-ordinates from the measurement tool IMATIE (exten-
sion PIX). These are stored in a single image mode (one PIX file per image) and 
can be imported strip-wise into the internal FOTO format, described in chapter 
7.8.1. 

 
Remark: The programme IMATIE, written by Dr. Michael Braitmeier from  the 

University of Düsseldorf, is not part of LISA but compatible to it. Within 
IMATIE, pixel co-ordinates can be measured manually in up to 6 images simulta-
neously. If need be, please contact the author for more information. 

7.8.7 ATM > Export > BLUH 

Input: File with the pixel co-ordinates from a manual or automatic measurement in 

LISA. The pixel co-ordinates are transformed by a plane affine transformation 

onto the fiducial marks‘ nominal co-ordinates of the camera definition, becoming 

image co-ordinates. Example for the output file: 

 

   135000136   153.000 

     13502     2.778    99.217   -68.507    98.679 

     13503     2.238     2.836   -73.106     2.136 

     13504     1.698   -93.460   -69.928   -95.321 

     13505    93.678    98.093    31.333    98.531 

     13506   101.429     1.076    38.225    -0.064 

     13507   102.759   -93.954    36.238   -97.904 

       -99 
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7.8.8 ATM > Export > BINGO 

Input: File with the pixel co-ordinates from a manual or automatic measurement in 

LISA, file with the object co-ordinates of the control points. The pixel co-ordi-

nates are transformed by a plane affine transformation onto the fiducial marks‘ 

nominal co-ordinates of the camera definition, becoming image co-ordinates. 

Example for the output file: 

 

       135 

     13502     2.778    99.217 

     13503     2.238     2.836 

     13504     1.698   -93.460 

     13505    93.678    98.093 

     13506   101.429     1.076 

     13507   102.759   -93.954 

       -99 

       136 

     13502   -68.507    98.679 

     13503   -73.106     2.136 

     13504   -69.928   -95.321 

     13505    31.333    98.531 

     13506    38.225    -0.064 

     13507    36.238   -97.904 

       -99 

 

Furthermore, using the object co-ordinates of the control points, the BINGO pa-

rameter files GEOIN.DAT and PROJECT.DAT will be created (see chapter 

5.2.5). 

7.8.9 ATM > Export > IMATIE 

Exports pixel co-ordinates from FOTO into the format of the measurement tool 
IMATIE. All information of the input file are converted so that for each included 
image a file with the name of the image and the extension PIX is created. 

7.8.10 ATM > BLUH graphics 

A raster image will be created. According to your choice, this can contain: 
 

• Position and number of the control points, error vectors 
• Position of tie points 
• Centres, numbers and borders of the images 

 
As usual, the pixel size will be taken from the project definition. Because this 

may lead to an unnecessarily large file, the pixel size may be increased. Further, 
the image may be limited to the co-ordinate frame given in the project definition. 
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7.9 
Processing 

7.9.1 Processing > Stereo measurement 

This module allows object co-ordinates to be measured in an orientated stereo 

model with an optional linked DTM. The camera definition, the interior and exte-

rior orientation of both images as well as the model definition must already exist. 

Besides that a DTM should be available for the model area. 

 

Note: If a DTM does not exist, it is possible to begin with the starting height 

which should be equivalent to the average terrain height. However, some of the 

following options become inapplicable then. 

 

Display of the images 

 

Identical to the display in the module ATM > Manual measurement (chapter 7.8.1, 

see there). 

 

Roaming in the model 

 

The mouse executes the movement in x-y-direction; the central mouse button is to 

be held pressed down. Should any difficulties occur (e.g. only a two button mouse 

is available or a wrong driver installed), the left and the right mouse button should 

be pressed down simultaneously or, alternatively, the F1 button will have the same 

effect. The corresponding buttons permit the adjustment of the roaming speed. In 

addition, for precise positioning the arrow keys may be used. The smallest step 

range (lowest roaming speed) is equivalent to the pixel size set in the project defi-

nition, respectively the pixel size of the DTM. 

 

Navigation in z direction is also mouse-controlled and requires the right mouse 

button to be pressed down. If a central mouse wheel exist, the height can also set 

with this. While navigating over the model either the last fixed height may be 

maintained (button Z ---), or the height of the connected DTM can be adopted 

permanently (button Z = DTM). 

 

The Go to button allows a point to be positioned directly by manual input of its 

terrain co-ordinates. The Centre button resets the current position to the centre of 

the model. The option Correl.coeff. acts to calculate the correlation coefficient for 

the current position of the left and the right image. 
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Modes of measuring 

 

The registration (digitalisation) of data is executed by the Digitise option. Three-

dimensional terrain co-ordinates can be registered (= object co-ordinates; No., x, 

y, z). One of three alternative ways may be selected: 

 

• Points / lines: Manual positioning and digitalisation of points and lines. As an 

option a subsequent pre-positioning is carried out regarding the points of an 

input file, provided they lie inside of the model range. For pre-positioning the 

z-values of the input file can either be adopted or ascertained from the DTM 

being the base of the operation. 

• Profile: The pre-positioning will be carried out after entering the starting and 

the final point as well as the step range (interval). 

• Grid: The pre-positioning will be carried out after entering the co-ordinate 

area and the width of the raster; the defined area will be covered step by step 

beginning with the lowest x and y value. As an option, positions with known 

DTM heights can be skipped automatically (Only in gaps). 

 

Note: Pre-positioning has the effect that the x-y-values of the actual point can-

not be changed – only the altitude can be set using the mouse, right button de-

pressed. 

 

In all cases the point code must be defined. Codes from 1 to 5000 are used for 

single points, codes from 5001 to 9999 for lines. For further details see the LISA 

BASIC manual or the appendix, part 1. The digitalisation can be aborted with the 

Cancel button. If a pre-positioning takes place and the point in question cannot be 

measured stereoscopically there are two alternatives: Using the Skip button (or F3 

key) causes the direct continuation of the process with the next point leaving the 

one in question unregistered. Alternatively, the z unknown button (or the F4 key) 

stores the point with a z value of -999. Sketch creates a point sketch with the num-

ber to be defined. 

 

Note: Three-dimensional point co-ordinates in single point, profile or grid order 

can also be produced directly from the DTM with LISA BASIC, using the option 

File > Export raster image > DAT / vector (see chapter 4.7.5). 

 

Overlay > DTM points: This option is useful for example in combination with the 

stereo correlation (see next chapter). If the option Interpolation of missing points was 

deactivated and a more or less incomplete DTM created by matching, DTM points 

which are determined by the correlation can be projected in the left and right im-

age. In areas with big gaps, additional points should be measured manually (previ-

ous option Digitise) and subsequently this incomplete DTM and the file containing 

the additionally measured points should be combined into a complete DTM using 

the option Processing > DTM interpolation (see chapter 7.9.4). Note 1: The DTM on / 

DTM off button in the overview window allows DTM points to be superimposed 
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there. Note 2: The points are superimposed in red. Therefore, the colour of the 

measuring marks may be set to yellow. 

 

Overlay > Vector data: Projects the content of a vector file to be provided into 

both images as well as into the overview window (superimposition). Attention: 

For the transformation from terrain to pixel co-ordinates the z value from the 

vector file is used, not the height of an optional loaded DTM. 

 

Overlay > New drawing: This undoes the options above by reading the images 

anew which might require some time. 

 

And here is a tip: Eventually, you may be uncomfortable to work always with 

three changing mouse buttons – the central button for moving the model, the right 

to set the elevation and the left to register the co-ordinates. For this, here are two 

suggestions: 

 

• In any case, make sure to have a DTM, for example using the stereo correla-

tion (see next chapter), and start the stereo measurement with it. Now it is not 

necessary to set the elevation. 

 

• If you digitise points without a pre-positioning, just keep the F1 key de-

pressed. With this, the model follows the mouse movement (like you would 

press the middle mouse button), and you only use the left mouse button for 

registration. 

 

 Single measurements 

 

With the respective buttons you can measure distances, polylines, angles and 

circle radius / centres. 

 

7.9.3 Processing > Stereo correlation (matching) 

Camera definition, interior and exterior orientation of both images and the model 
definition must already exist. Only the actual model or all models of the block as 
given in the strip definition can be processed (batch mode), in the latter case they 
may optionally be mosaicked afterwards. The DTM to be created will have the 
pixel size as given in the project definition, nevertheless, the step size of the cor-
relation may be set to a multiple of it, for instance in flat terrain. 

 
In this module the elevations within the model area will be reconstructed. Be-

cause the orientation of each image is known, the programme can calculate corre-
sponding pixel co-ordinates for any terrain point (x, y, z) using the collinearity 
equations (see figure 1 and formula 4.3.1). As mentioned before, the process 
works “from bottom to top” – proceeding from an initial height z

0
 in a given DTM 

position (x, y), the z value will be modified until the resulting image parts 
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(neighbourhoods of the intersection points projection ray å image) fit ideally 
(area based matching). The criterion for this is the maximum of the correlation 
coefficient. By successively continuing the process over the whole area of the 
model a DTM is generated. 

 
The maximum z range in [m] must be provided. This leads to a relative shift of 

the images which is internally limited to a maximum of ± 45 pxl. Further, a 

threshold value for the correlation coefficient, the correlation window size and the 

number of iterations must be defined. A file with object co-ordinates of terrain 

points (see model definition) must exist and, optionally, a file with additional 

vector data (for example from additional manual measurements). The following 

remarks concern the individual parameters: 

 

• Z range +/-: Based on the given object point co-ordinates, traces are followed 

in the approximate DTM (see below). If, for example, the programme analy-

ses a position 10 m to the right of a given point the altitude can be expected to 

be very similar there. The displacement ratio defines an adequate limit. 

Generally speaking, the altitude will change within a range of ± 10 m (slopes 

with a maximum inclination of 45 degrees); this value may however have to 

be altered in high mountain regions. It should nevertheless not be set unneces-

sarily high to maintain precision and working speed. If the approximate DTM 

has been generated and is then attempted to be improved, the displacement 

ratio defines the maximum deviation from the approximated altitude. 

 

• Threshold of the Correlation coefficient: In most cases the suggested value 

can be maintained. The corresponding output of the model definition (see 

chapter 7.7.10) presents a hint to evaluate the specific situation in terms of 

achievable values. Except for particular cases (e.g. low contrast images) it 

does not make much sense to choose a value of less than 0.6 – this will cause 

more points to be correlated but also leads to a loss of accuracy. 

 

• Correlation window: As a general rule we can say that the greater the win-

dow, the more stable and less accurate will be the results and the more time 

for calculation will be needed. On the other hand, small correlation windows 

may lead to problems in areas with repetitive structures. 

 

The measurement of homologous points and therefore the generation of the 

DTM takes place in several steps and is iterative: 

 

Start points 

 

In a first step all primary data being available in the model area from the object 

co-ordinates point file will be entered into the empty DTM. 
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Run traces å Approximate DTM 

 

Beginning at each individual start point, traces are followed in the eight main 

directions of the sky (N, NW, W, SW, S, …). Using this method, sometimes 

called “region growing”, steps are made to the right (left, above, below, right 

above, right below, left above, left below) and beginning with the height of the 

last point a correlation will be attempted.  

 

Subsequently follows part two of the trace run. In the selected number of itera-
tions a network of lines with the distance of 16 pixel in row and column direction, 
beginning with the traces which already exist, will be generated. Finally, blank 
areas (empty pixels in the DTM) are filled by interpolation. 
 

Improvement of the DTM 

 

With this step for every DTM pixel a homologous point will be determined, nor-

mally using a smaller correlation window than before. This makes sure that the 

central perspective distortions caused by the relief will mostly be eliminated and 

that is why the correlation leads to considerably better results especially in areas 

with much relief. To exclude areas which show very little contrast the variance of 

each point’s environment (a so-called “interest operator”) is computed. In case of 

an insufficient variance the position of the DTM remains blank.  

 

After finishing with this operation, a new approximate DTM will be interpo-

lated by a selected number of iterations from all points established, and at all posi-

tions where the correlation failed a new approach will be started with a little 

smaller threshold value for the correlation coefficient. After an optional interpola-

tion the DTM can be smoothed with a filter and, also optionally, an 8-bit image is 

derived from the 16-bit DTM.  

 

To reassess the result, the following parameters are displayed and stored in the 

REPORT.TXT file: Number of correlated points, number of interpolated points, 

correlation speed given by the number of correlated points per second; each value 

separately for the approximate and the improved DTM.  

 

Furthermore, concerning the optional filtering of the DTM: Please keep in mind 

that filtering will effect the height values especially at local minimum and maxi-

mum points. When a maximum of precision is of high importance or if it is in-

tended to generate a significant nominal-real comparison (chapter 7.9.5) it is rec-

ommended to work without a filter. On the other hand filters have proven to be 

successful if subsequently contour lines should be generated on the basis of the 

DTM. 

  

Note 1: For the purpose of reassessment it may be advisable to deactivate the 

(standard) option Interpolation of missing points. The resulting DTM will then show 
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gaps of different sizes, especially in areas with little contrast. In these areas points 

should be measured manually – compare this also with the notes in the chapter 

Processing > Stereo measurement (chapter 7.9.2) as well as with the following 

chapter. 

 

Note 2: If all models of the block shall be processed one after the other in batch 

mode, the name is set automatically for each single DTM. It has the form 

GT_<left image, right image>.IMA (example: GT_135136.IMA). If further the 

option Subsequent create mosaic was activated, the programme will put all files of 

the type GT_*.IMA within the working directory together in a mosaic. Therefore 

it is a good idea to delete all files of these names before starting the stereo correla-

tion. 

 

Note 3: To get an idea about the quality of the elevations found by the matching 

process, the option Quality image may be activated. Then an additional image 

named QUALITY.IMA will be created with the same dimensions like the DTM. 

Each position (pixel) in which the correlation was successful will have a grey 

value calculated as 100 times the correlation co-efficient. Therefore, the grey 

values contained in the quality image usually ranges between 60 (r = 0.6) and 99 

(r = 0.99). 

7.9.4 Processing > DTM interpolation 

In the case that a DTM generated by stereo correlation had shown gaps and there-

fore additional points were measured manually, an area-covering DTM may be 

interpolated with the help of this option from the initial DTM and the points meas-

ured in addition. As described above the options Filtering and Additional 8-bit image 
are at your disposal. The option Only model area restricts the interpolation to this 

area instead of going to the axis-parallel borders of the DTM. 

7.9.5 Processing > Compare nominal - real 

If a file with exact, three-dimensional co-ordinates of points is available, it might 

serve as quality control of a DTM generated by a stereo correlation (see chapter 

7.9.3). The reference point file, the DTM and the output file have to be defined, 

which will then obtain the values for x, y and the difference of height (nominal – 

real; if the option List of differences is activated). Furthermore, information about 

the minimal / maximal deviation will be calculated and the deviations of between 

–20 and +20 metres will be displayed in form of a histogram (given 1 m – inter-

vals).  

 
In case that no display of the results will appear or the output file remains 

empty this means that no DTM height exists for any of the points in the input file, 
possibly caused by an incomplete DTM. 
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Note concerning the evaluation of results: The height accuracy can be inter-

preted by the product of the parameters pixel size of the input images and distance-

base ratio which were calculated during the model definition (see chapter 7.7.13).  

7.9.6 Processing > Ortho image 

This feature serves the purpose of the differential full rectification of a digital im-
age onto an underlying DTM. The rectification quality depends on the quality of 
the DTM! The images to be processed must be oriented entirely, and of course a 
DTM should exist. As an alternative it is possible to rectify to a horizontal plane (z 
constant). 
 

Three options concerning the input images are available: 

 

• Single image 

• Actual model 

• All images 

 

Single image: The image number must be defined as well as the source of the 

exterior orientation: From BLUH or BINGO, then also their output file (default 

name DAPOR.DAT), or via an ABS file for example from a manual measurement 

of the exterior orientation (see chapter 7.7.6). 

 

Actual model: The model definition must have been carried out already. Then, 

the left as well as the right image of the current model will being used in a way 

that those features of the image lying closer to the left image’s principal point will 

be adopted from the left image; analogously on the right hand side (nearest nadir).  

 

All images: Assume that a complete DTM already exists for the whole project 

area (for example created within the stereo correlation, options All models and 

Create mosaic used; see chapter 7.9.3), then with this option all oriented images 

within the working directory can be rectified and matched in one pass. The pro-

gramme takes all oriented images from the strip definition (chapter 7.7.4) and 

process them one after the other. The grey value definition within the ortho image 

will be done in the nearest nadir mode (see above). 

 

In case of the second or the third option, a stepless grey value adjustment be-

tween the particular images can be selected. 

 

The rectification takes place on the area determined by the DTM which also de-

fines the geometric resolution (pixel size) of the ortho image. In positions for 

which no DTM information is available (blank spaces, e.g.), the ortho image re-

mains empty. 

 

If the DTM is larger than the area covered by the ortho image, the latter may be 

limited to the relevant size (Option Only model area). This option is advisable for 
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example to subsequently combine single ortho images to a mosaic, especially 

since each image requires less memory then. 

 

    Again the indirect method “from bottom to top” is being employed: based on 

the DTM the corresponding grey value for every pixel of the input image will be 

determined from the rays reconstructed in the course of image orientation. 

7.9.7 Processing > Image sequence 

Preparation: This option is designed for automatic processing of image sequences 

(in this case stereo models photographed in a chronological order). The left image 

always corresponds with the same camera (position) and so does the right one. 

The image numbers should have 6 digits – then, the first digit refer to the camera 

number. Example: Image 100001 was taken from camera 1, image 200001 from 

camera 2. By this, the reference to the camera definition files CAMERA_1.CMR 

and CAMERA_2.CMR can be handled. 

 

About how to handle this tool: Beginning with the object points of the first 

model and a stereo correlation is executed. Object points are derived from the 

resolving DTM in a regular grid to serve as start values for the model definition of 

the ever next model to follow. Further, using the DTM and the images of the ac-

tual model, optionally an ortho image is created. 

 

To make the programme track the images reliably a certain numbering mode 

(naming) of the image files is inevitable. 

 

Example: Provided we have got 10 models, the image files may be named as 

follows: 

 

Model 1:  left image 100001.IMA, right image 200001.IMA 
Model 2:  left image 100002.IMA, right image 200002.IMA 
... 
Model 10: left image 100010.IMA, right image 200010.IMA 
 
In other words: All images have an unequivocal number, whereby the image 

numbers (-names) of the left and of the right camera are chosen in ascending or-
der. 

 

The exterior orientations of the first two images (first model) and the model 

definition of the first model must already exist. 

 

Input data: Left and right image of the first model, left and right image of the 
last model, start points for the first model, grid width for the output of start points, 
used for the following models. Finally, the input window with the parameters of 
the stereo correlation appears (see there), the options Additional 8-bit image and 
Quality image are without meaning here. 
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By clicking the OK button, the parameters are stored in the files 

SEQ_FOTO.DAT and SEQ_PARAM.DAT within the working directory, and the 

processing of the sequence is started. The following files will be created: 
 

• DTMs named GT_<left image, right image>, e.g. GT_10012001.IMA 

• Optionally ASCII file with object points. Same name as before, but with the 

extension DAT. 

• Optionally ortho image named OR_<left image, right image>, e.g. 

OR_10012001.IMA 

 

7.10 
Display 

7.10.1 Display raster image 

Input image: 1, 8 or 24 bit raster image (format IMA, BMP, JPG or TIF). 16 bit 
DTMs are converted to 8 bit internally before. 

 
File: Open, Save, Save as, Print. Save: If the colour palette was changed, the 

image rotated or mirrored or the geo-codification changed, the image can be 
stored with this modifications. Print: Raster images may be issued using a matrix 
printer or raster plotter installed in the operation system. If the output size exceeds 
the available paper size the print will cover several sheets which must be attached 
manually. 

 
Palette: Several possibilities for the modification of the image’s grey values. 

Options: Normal, Negative (for grey value, respectively colour images), Colour 1, 

Colour 2, Open, 0 å black, 0 å white, Brightness, Flood, Marking.  
 

• Option brightness: Settings for brightness and contrast.  
• Option Flood: Especially useful for 8 bit images of a DTM – the area below 

the defined grey value will be displayed in a blue colour (8 bit). 
• Option Marking: Only one grey value is displayed in green, all others in grey. 

Useful for example to highlight areas in an image of land use (8 bit). 
 
The original palette can be restored using the button Reset. 
 

View:  

• Reduce / Enlarge / Move: Activates a magnify cursor or a hand shape cursor. 
With the left mouse button depressed, the image can then be reduced, 
enlarged or moved. Finish this option with Normal or the right mouse button. 
Independently of this, the image can be moved at any time with depressed 
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middle mouse key. The speed of moving can be set using the respective 
buttons. Further, the image detail displayed in the overview image (see below) 
can be moved using the left mouse key, then moving the image 
simultaneously. 

• Turn by 90, 180 or 270 degrees, mirror left-right 
• Factor: Fixed factor between 10% and 1000% 
• Optimal: Maximum zoom factor in order to display the entire image 
• Reset: Like when starting the module. 
 
Overlay:  

 
• Vector data: The superimposition‘s colour or grey value may be selected. 

Individual points may be displayed alternatively with the corresponding 
number, height or a dot mark (small square). 

 
Additional:  

 
• Display of an overview image, histogram and grey tone wedge, legend. The 

overview image shows the position of the part currently displayed. If the 
display of a legend is required it has to be generated beforehand (LISA 
BASIC, option Output > Create legend). 

 
• Copy: Stores the image within the clipboard for use in other graphics 

programmes. 
 

• Info image: After having chosen a file, its most important data will be 
displayed. An existing geo-codification can be deleted using the button Reset. 
The button Formal creates a “formal” geo-codification. The relation grey 
value å z value can also be deleted using the Reset button. 

 
Remark: Within the LISA BASIC programme, you will find the same mono image 
display with several additional functions like on-screen digitising and others. 
 

7.10.2 Display text 

This is used for the creation, display, processing and printing of a text file (e.g. 
control points, statistical results, LISA vector data). This module is also started 
automatically in LISA at some places, for example after calculating statistical data 
of a DTM. You have editor standard options like cut / copy / paste and find / find 
next (F3) / replace, undo, and also the possibility to give out the file on a printer. 
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7.11 
Aerial triangulation with BLUH 

Pre-remarks: The bundle block adjustment programme BLUH (author: Dr.-Ing. 

Karsten Jacobsen, IPI, University of Hannover) was installed on your computer in 

a special version with reduced functionality. Up to now all BLUH modules nor-

mally run in a DOS window. To make the handling more easy a graphics user 

interface for the handling of the main modules (BLOR, BLAPP, BLIM, BLUH) 

and the analysis module BLAN under a MS Windows™ operating system was 

developed. Because of BLIM and BLUH are in fact one single programme 

(BLIM: input of the parameters, BLUH: the block adjustment) you will not find 

the term BLIM but just BLUH. 

 

BLUH_WIN will create a parameter file for each BLUH module, then starting 

the particular module itself. It is no more necessary to define the path of BLUH in 

the environment variable section of the system – simply make sure that all BLUH 

modules as well as BLUH_WIN are located in the same directory. 

 

For detailed information about the particular modules please use the pro-

gramme descriptions (in c:\lisa\text or on the CD-ROM). 

7.11.1 Getting started 

To work with BLUH_WIN you must define projects, that means, for each of your 

projects you have to define a name and the working directory which contains the 

data. Then, with the next start of BLUH_WIN you can select in which project you 

want to work. 

 

Remark: The project definition files (extension PRJ) are located in the BLUH 

directory and are compatible with those of LISA. Therefore, if you want to use 

BLUH in connection with LISA it is a good idea to install all BLUH and LISA 

modules within the same directory. 

7.11.2 Pre processing 

Most of the options located here are already known from LISA – if necessary, use 
the information in the respective chapters above. 

7.11.3 Pre processing > Import PIX 

For the import of pixel co-ordinates from the measurement tool IMATIE (exten-
sion PIX). These are stored in a single image mode (one PIX file per image) and 
can be imported strip-wise into the BLUH format (stereo mode), the default output 
name is DAPHO.DAT. 
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A strip definition file (STRIP.DAT) and the camera definition file(s) must ex-

ist. The pixel co-ordinates are transformed to image co-ordinates using an affine 

approach. 

7.11.4 Block adjustment > Strategy 

This is an option to help beginners setting the parameters. All you must know are 

some details like the approximate scale and the scan resolution (in case of ana-

logue photos) or the approximate ground resolution and the pixel size of the sen-

sor (in case of digital images) and some more. 

 

Depending on the quality of the photo co-ordinates, the strip connection and the 

control points, several of the BLUH input parameters are set to useful values. 

Nevertheless, in the following modules you may change each of those parameters. 

7.11.5 Block adjustment > The central BLUH modules 

Pre 1 (BLOR), Pre 2 (BLAPP), Main (BLUH): See the respective BLUH manuals. 

The results of each module (for instance BLOR.LST) are shown in an editor win-

dow after the module has finished. 

 

2D pre-check: Before starting BLOR, a 2D adjustment can be started to find 

large errors. If such errors occur they are displayed and BLOR will not be started. 

Please remove the wrong data, then start Pre 1 (BLOR) again. Or just de-activate 

the option 2D pre-check. 

 
Parameters: Standard deviations of the image co-ordinates in [µm], transforma-

tion of the strips together in [µm], control points (separately in x / y and z) in [m]. 
Remarks: The value for the standard deviation of the image co-ordinates may be 
between 1 and 2 pixels of the input images. For instance, if the images were 
scanned with 600 dpi or ca. 42 µm, the value should be about 60 to 80 µm. The 
value for the strip connection is usually a bit higher, here for instance 100 µm. In 
case of images coming from a digital camera use the pixel size of the chip instead 
of the scan resolution. The standard deviation of the control points depends on 
their suggested accuracy and the ground resolution of the images. 

 
Automatic error correction: From the file BLOR.COR, created in the pre pro-

gramme BLOR, optionally an error correction list named DACOR.DAT can be 

created and used in the following module BLAPP. Some remarks about this: 

 

We have to divide between errors at control points, tie points of neighbouring 

strips and other points. The errors are listed in BLOR.COR according to their size 

in relation to the defined standard deviations, then marked with asterisks from no 

asterisks = small error to 4 asterisks = large error. For each point group can be 

selected from which amount of asterisks an error correction will be carried out (for 

instance, errors at control points beginning with ***). Please take into account that 
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any automatic correction is a bit dangerous. If, for example, the limit for all 

groups of points will be set to the lowest value (*), then it can happen that a lot of 

points will be ignored in the adjustment what may have a negative influence to the 

strip connection and the stability of the block. Therefore it is suggested to start 

with the following limits: Control points ****, tie points ***, other points *. Ac-

cording to the fact that automatic aerial triangulation measurements (AATM, like 

those in LISA FOTO) usually will find a large amount of points, the value of the 

third point group (other points) can be set to a low value in most of these cases. 

7.11.6 Block adjustment > All (batch) 

Runs BLOR, BLAPP and BLUH directly one after the other. This option is useful 

if for instance after a previous run one or more control points were changed. 

7.11.7 Block adjustment > Export orientations 

The parameters of the exterior orientation, usually stored in the file DAPOR.DAT, 

contain the co-ordinates of the projection centres and the rotation angles. The 

latter ones are calculated in the order ϕ, ω, κ and in the units of grads. With this 

option the sequence of the rotation angles can be converted into ω, ϕ, κ, the units 

can be converted into degrees, radians or mils (for military purposes). 

7.11.8 Post processing > Analysis (BLAN) 

See the BLAN manual for details. If a plot file is created, this will be displayed 

automatically after BLAN has run and the results (BLAN.LST) were displayed in 

the editor window. 

7.11.9 Post processing > Display graphics 

For the display of PLT files created with BLUH. These files have the HP-GL-1 

format. 

 

Beside the standard functions you can print the graphics on the standard printer 

defined in the operating system. Also you can export it to the clipboard (option 

Copy) or into the BMP or JPG format (raster image), for instance to use the 

graphics in other software packages. 

7.11.10 Some more theory 

In the following, some more information about the BLUH modules is given. This 
was taken from the BLUH manuals (JACOBSEN 2007) and reduced to the op-
tions available for LISA: 

 
BLOR: Approximate image orientations are computed by means of combined 

strips. The relative orientation, strip formation, transformation of strips together 
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and the transformation to the control points are checked for blunders by data 

snooping. BLOR also creates an image number list in a sequence which leads to a 
minimised band width of the reduced normal equation system of the bundle block 
adjustment. 

 
The image co-ordinates of the input file are stored in a direct access file with an 

index corresponding to the image number. The mean values of repeated measure-
ments are used if they are within a tolerance limit. That means, there is no restric-
tion to the sequence of the image co-ordinates in the input file and no limitation of 
the number of independent data sets of an image in the input file. 

 
Corresponding to the image numbers in the strips, neighbouring images are 

transformed together by a similarity transformation. The shift in x and y and the 
rotation are used as start values for the relative orientation. The relative orientation 
is not identical to the relative orientation made during data acquisition for data 
check because the mean values of the image co-ordinates from all data sets are 
used. 

 
After the relative orientation, model co-ordinates are computed. Neighbouring 

models are transformed by similarity equations based on tie points in the strip. The 
build up strips are stored in a scratch file. The orientation of any strip is deter-
mined by the orientation of the first image in any strip. After finishing the strip 
creation, neighbouring strips are transformed together by a two-dimensional simi-
larity transformation. Then the internal block system will be transformed again in 
two dimensions to the horizontal control points. This method for receiving ap-
proximate values for the image orientations will not lead to precise results but is 
sufficient as initial information for the block adjustment and is a very robust solu-
tion (see also figure 31). 

 
BLAPP: This module is sorting the image co-ordinates in a sequence which is 

optimal for the bundle block adjustment. The measured image co-ordinates may 
exist in mono or stereo arrangement (LISA: Stereo). For the bundle block adjust-
ment all observations for an object point have to be present at the same time. That 
means, the measurements have to be re-arranged by the object points. In addition 
the order of points shall cause a minimal bandwidth of the reduced normal equa-
tion system of the bundle block adjustment. 

 
BLIM: This module handles all input parameters and temporarily files for the 

main module BLUH which is started immediately thereafter. 
 
BLUH: This main module is a bundle block adjustment based on the collinear-

ity equations. Observations are image co-ordinates and the control point co-ordi-
nates. The interior orientation must be known at least approximately. Unknowns 
are the image orientations and the object co-ordinates. In the adjustment the 
square sum of the image co-ordinate corrections multiplied with the weight will 
be minimised. A blunder detection by robust estimators is possible. Since the 
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The blunder detection in the programme system BLUH will be done in two 

steps. The first search with the method of data snooping will take place in the 
module BLOR. The detected blunders should be corrected or eliminated before 
starting the bundle block adjustment – therefore it is suggested to use the option 
Error correction (chapter 7.11.5). The first run of a data set with BLUH should be 
done with blunder detection by robust estimators. 
 

The robust estimators will reduce the weight of the defective observations, so 
finally the influence of blunders to the block adjustment is limited. The main prob-
lem in the data acquisition for block adjustment is the correct identification of tie 
points between neighbouring strips; within the strips the tie is usually correct. The 
robust estimators will reduce the weights of the observations of a strip tie point in 
such a case for one strip. That means, also the tie within one strip will be lost. If 
no re-measurement will be done, at least the point number of the observations 
within one strip should be changed – this will solve the discrepancy of the tie be-
tween the strips and within the strip there is still a connection. 

 
For the blunder identification one more observation than for the blunder detec-

tion is required. In the case of a blunder in the base direction, the blunder can be 
detected with 3 images but three intersections are available – any can be correct. 
Therefore one more observation is required for the correct identification of the 
blunder. In the case of a blunder across the base direction with 3 observations, two 
will have an intersection, so the blunder can be identified. 

 
Even with robust estimators not all blunders can be detected in one programme 

run if large and smaller blunders are mixed because large blunders can cause 
deformations of the block which will not be eliminated totally during iteration 
with robust estimators. If the control points are used with large standard deviations 
during adjustment with robust estimators, the block geometry can get too weak, so 
the number of iterations should be limited to 2. With error free control points a 
larger number of iterations with robust estimators is possible. If numerical prob-
lems are occurring, the block adjustment should be repeated with a smaller num-
ber of iterations with robust estimators. 

 
To enable a simple analysis of errors in control points, the control points are 

computed at first as tie points, after this as horizontal control points (marked by 
CP in the output list) and finally as vertical control points (marked by CZ). If no 
image co-ordinate corrections are listed for the tie point but for the horizontal or 
vertical control point, the geometric problems are caused by the ground co-ordi-

collinearity equations are not linear, Newton’s method is used for iterative 
computation, that means, approximate values for the unknowns are required as 
input. The approximate image orientations usually are determined by BLOR (see 
above). Based on the approximate image orientations BLUH is computing in the 
zero iteration approximate object co-ordinates based on the image orientations and 
the image co-ordinates. 
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nates or the identification in any image. If image co-ordinate corrections are listed 
also with approximately the same size for the control point used only as tie point, 
the problems are caused by some image co-ordinate measurements. 
 

In the case of error free control points, the ground co-ordinates of the control 
points are used without change. But there can be also differences in the image co-
ordinates of the control points. For this reason, an intersection based on the ad-
justed image orientations will not lead to the input values of the control points. So 
also in this case there are differences between the original control point co-ordi-
nates and the computed ground co-ordinates of the control points. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Appendix 

1. Codes 

The meaning of point and line data is defined in LISA by the parameter code: 
 
      1 – 3000 general single points 
3001 – 3100 like before, with raster symbol (file with extension SIG) 

3501 – 3600 like before, with vector symbol 
4001 – 5000 for DTMs, in particular: 
    4006 significant single points, filter resistant 

   4007 starting points for deletion of free cut areas 
 
5001 – 8000 general lines 

8501 – 8600 like before, with vector symbol 
9001 – 9999 for DTMs, in particular: 
   9007 limits for interpolation 
   9008 border polygon for free cut areas 
   9009 „soft“ break line, if needed will be filtered 
   9010 „hard“ break line, filter resistant 

 
For details see the LISA BASIC manual (c:\lisa\text\lisa.doc). 
 

2. GCP positions for tutorial 2 

On the following pages you find all of the models used in tutorial 2 (chapter 5), 
giving you the possibility to find the approximate positions of the GCPs. 

 
The models are arranged in the order in which they forms the block, from left 

to right within each strip. 
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3. Technical data of digital camera chips 

 
Chip size Diagon. Width Height No. of pixel Pixel size 
(nominal) [mm] [mm] [mm]   [µm] 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
1/3.6"  5.0  4.0  3.0  1280 x 960 3.2 
1/3.2"  5.7  4.5  3.4  1620 x 1220 2.8 
1/3"   6.0  4.8  3.6    
1/2.7"  6.6  5.3  4.0  2048 x 1536 2.6 
1/2.5“ 7.1 5.7 4.2 2288 x 1712 2.5 
1/2.4“ 7.4 5.9 4.4 2592 x 1944 2.3 
1/2"   8.0  6.4  4.8  1280 x 1024 6.0 
...     1280 x 1024 5.0 
1/1.8"  8.93  7.2  5.3  2048 x 1536 3.45 
…     2080 x 1542 3.45 
...     2592 x 1944 2.8 
...     2272 x 1704 3.1 
1/1.7“ 9.5 7.6 5.6 2048 x 1536 3.7 
2/3"   11.0  8.8  6.6  2560 x 1920 3.4 
...  11.0  8.8  6.6  3264 x 2448 2.6  
1"   16.0  12.8  9.6    
4/3"   22.5  18.0  13.5  2614 x 1966 6.8 
...  21.8 17.4 13.1 2560 x 1920 6.8 
 
-   20.7 13.8 2268 x 1512 9.13  
-  27.3 22.7 15.1 3072 x 2048 7.4  
-  42.6 35.8 23.1 4064 x 2704 8.8 
-   36 24 4536 x 3024 7.9 
-  34.5 28.7 19.1 2464 x 1648 11.6 
 

 
See the camera’s manual for the nominal chip size (say 1/2,7") and the resolu-

tion, then use the table to find the pixel size. If in the manual instead of the nomi-
nal chip size the border lengths (width and height in mm) of the chip are given you 
can directly calculate the pixel size: 

 

 

                                  width x 1000           height x 1000 
Pixel size [µm]   = -------------------- =   -------------------- 
                                  No. of columns         No. of rows 
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Glossary 

Anaglyphs: Method of optical separation of the left and the right image for stereo 
viewing. Uses base colours as filters (red – green, red – blue or red – cyan). The 
images are displayed / printed overlaid, each in one of the base colour, and can 
then be viewed with a special spectacle 
 
Base: In Photogrammetry the distance between the projections centres of the left 
and the right image. See also å Height-base ratio 
 
Block: All images covering an area and being processed in a block adjustment, 
usually located in å strips 
 
Calibration: Method to calculate geometric or radiometric errors (distortions) of 
cameras or scanners. The results of a calibration can then be used to correct these 
errors 
 
CCD: Charge Coupled Device. Light-sensitive elements arranged in a line or in an 
area, used in digital cameras and scanners 
 
Certain points: å Homologous points where the correlation was successful. These 
points are used for a correction of the y å parallaxes 
 
Control points: Points with known å object co-ordinates which can be found in 
an image, then used for instance to calculate the exterior å orientation 
 
Correlation co-efficient: Measure of similarity, used to compare two samples of 
data. The absolute value ranges between 0 (totally different) and 1 (identical) 
 
DPI: Dots Per Inch. Unit of geometric resolution of scanners, printers and other 
equipment. 1 inch = 2.54 cm 
 
DSM: Digital Surface Model. Describes the real heights of all objects (terrain, 
houses, trees, …) 
 
DTM: Digital Terrain Model: Describes only the terrain heights (without artificial 
objects) 
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Epipolar plane: Defined by the projection centres of the left and the right image 
and the actual position on the object. Changing the height of the object will lead to 
a movement of the corresponding points in the images along epipolar lines 
 
Fiducial marks: In analogue å metric cameras used for the reconstruction of the 
interior å orientation of the photos. The marks define the å image co-ordinate 
system 
 
Focal length: Distance between the projection centre and the film plane (or the å 
CCD chip) of a camera, defines the opening angle 
 
Frame camera: Equipped with film or a å CCD area sensor. These cameras have 
a central perspective in contrary to systems with a line sensor 
 
GCP: Ground Control Point. See also å control points 
 
Height-base ratio: In aerial photogrammetry relation between the flying height 
above ground and the å base; equivalent in close-range photogrammetry is the 
ration distance/base. The value has a direct influence to the attainable accuracy of 
the calculated intersection of projection rays 
 
Homologous points: Object points which are located in two or more images from 
different positions. May be detected using the maximum of the å correlation 
coefficient 
 
Image: Here used for digital raster graphics, coming from a digital camera or a 
scanner 
 
Image pyramids: Set of images with decreasing resolution, used in image match-
ing  
 
Image space, image co-ordinates: Two-dimensional co-ordinates measured in the 
images, units [mm]. In analogue cameras / photos the image co-ordinate system is 
defined by the å fiducial marks 
 
Metric camera: Camera with very high optical and mechanical precision, usually 
with fixed focal length, calibrated 
 
Model: In photogrammetry a pair of images taken from different positions. Also 
called stereo model 
 

 
Object space, object co-ordinates: The terrain (aerial case) or in general the ob-
ject(s) from which the images were taken. The co-ordinate system may be a 

Nadir photo: Aerial photo from a camera looking exactly down or in other words, 
the rotation angles  and  both have the value zero. Opposite: Oblique photos ĳ Ȧ

Digital Photogrammetry 
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“world system” like Gauss-Krueger or UTM but also can be a local one. Usually 
the co-ordinate axes are rectangular to another and the co-ordinates are given in 
metric units. 
 
Orientation: The interior o. defines the relation between the camera and the image 
and can be calculated in the analogue case using the fiducial marks. The exterior 
o. defines the relation between the image and the å object space. Parameters of 
the exterior o. are the co-ordinates of the projection centre and the rotation angles 
 
Parallaxes : Co-ordinate differences of an object point in neighbouring images. 
The x parallax is a result from the camera positions and the relief, the y parallax is 
zero in an ideal case and should be corrected if not 
 
Photo: Here used for analogue images on film or paper in contrary to the digital 
representation (å image) 
 
Pixel co-ordinates: Pixel position of a point in rows and columns, counting from 
the upper left corner of a (digital) image 
 
Radial-symmetric displacement: Relief-depending displacements of objects in the 
image taken by a central perspective camera 
 
Resampling: Recalculation of grey values or colours in image processing. For 
instance necessary when an image shall be rectified 
 
Residuals: Remaining errors at å control points after an adjustment 
 
Resolution: The geometric r. is equal to the pixel size, the radiometric r. is equal to 
the number of grey tones or colours of an image 
 
Stereoscopic viewing: An image pair can be viewed stereoscopical (in a special 
manner) if the left image is only viewed by the left eye, the right image only by 
the right eye. One of several methods to achieve this are å anaglyphs 
 
Strip: In aerial photogrammetry all photos taken one after another in the same 
flight line 
 
Surface model: See å DSM 
 
Terrain model: See å DTM 
 
Tie points: Within an aerial triangulation used to connect models and strips 
 
 
 
 



 

List of figures and formulas 

1. Figures 

Fig. 1: Geometry in an oriented stereo model. Changing the height in point P (on 
the surface) leads to a linear motion (left – right) of the points P’ and P’’ 
within the photos along epipolar lines. 

Fig. 2: The DMC (Digital Mapping Camera) – an example of a digital aerial cam-
era. Left: Camera mounted on carrier. Right: View from below – you can see 
the lenses belonging to the four area sensors. Courtesy of Intergraph Corp., 
USA. 

Fig. 3: Example of metric digital cameras: The medium-format AIC (left) and the 
small-scale d7 metric (right) from Rollei. Courtesy of Rollei Fototechnic, 
Germany. 

Fig. 4: Photos taken from different positions and with different lens angles. The 
Situation, view from above. 

Fig. 5: The results: Photos showing the house in same size but in different repre-
sentations due to  the central perspective. 

Fig. 6: Focal length, projection centre and rotation angles. 
Fig. 7: Relations between focal length f, height above ground h

g
 and the photo 

scale f/h
g
. 

Fig. 8: Camera positions parallel (above) and convergent (below). 
Fig. 9: Photos, models and strips forming a block. 
Fig. 10: A typical workflow 
Fig. 11: Flatbed DTP scanner and suggested positions of the photos. 
Fig. 12: All photos of a block should be scanned in the orientation in which they 

form the block, regardless to the flight direction. 
Fig. 13: Shapes (first and second row) and positions (third row) of fiducial marks 

in aerial photos. 
Fig. 14: Result of automatic centring of a fiducial mark.  
Fig. 15: Relations between grey values in the image and on screen. 
Fig. 16: Examples of natural ground control points. 
Fig. 17: Positions of the control points in the left image (157) 
Fig. 18: Positions of the control points in the right image (158) 
Fig. 19: Calculated versus correct graph of the function f(x) = ax + b using two, 

three or more observations. 
Fig. 20: Test image, model 157 / 158, showing the relative position of the images 

and the positions of the control points. 
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Fig. 21: Situation in the terrain and kinds of digital elevation models. 
Fig. 22: Relation between image positions and correlation coefficient. 
Fig. 23: Parts of the left and the right image, strongly zoomed. The grey values are 

similar but not identical. Therefore, the correlation coefficient will not be 
equal but near to 1. 

Fig. 24: Displacements caused by the relief, grey value differences from reflec-
tions. Area: Nevado de Santa Isabel, Colombia. 

Fig. 25: DTM derived from image matching. 
Fig. 26: Central projection (images) and parallel projection (map, ortho image). 
Fig. 27: The resampling problem: Find the grey values for the pixels in the new 

image. 
Fig. 28: Effect of the grey value adjustment. 
Fig. 29: Ortho image, 10-m contours overlaid. 
Fig. 30: Proposed positions of control points in the block. From JACOBSEN, 

2007. 
Fig. 31: Scheme of a block adjustment. 
Fig. 32: Principles of point transfer within a block. 
Fig. 33: Position and terrain co-ordinates of the control points. 
Fig. 34: Part of the graphics interface for the measurement of strip connections.  
Fig. 35: Automatic search of connection points (tie points) starting with already 

measured points 
Fig. 36: Workflow and interchange files in BLUH. Simplified from JACOBSEN, 

2007. 
Fig. 37: Results from BLUH - Distribution of control and tie points. 
Fig. 38: Results from BLUH - Area covered by each image. 
Fig. 39: DTM mosaic, 25 m contours overlaid 
Fig. 40: Ortho image mosaic 
Fig. 41: Ortho image mosaic draped over the DTM mosaic. 
Fig. 42: Scan of an aerial photo on an A4 DTP scanner. 
Fig. 43: Test field for soil erosion, a camera position, control points. From 

SANTEL, 2001. 
Fig. 44: Schematic drafts of points with good contrast. Left: Suitable for all pur-

poses. Middle: Suitable only for y parallax correction. Right: Suitable only 
for measurement of the x parallax (å height) 

Fig. 45: Situation before rain (left) and afterwards (middle), 10 m contours over-
laid, differential DTM (right). 

Fig. 46: The test area (above) and the camera positions on top of two houses (be-
low). From SANTEL et al., 2002 

Fig. 47: Approximate positions of the control points. 
Fig. 48: Positions of the control points in detail. 
Fig. 49: Points found by correlation, showing the wave structures. The cameras 

are looking from bottom right. 
Fig. 50: Wave movement, time interval 0.25 seconds. 
Fig. 51: Effects of lens distortion. Above: Focal length 5.7 mm (wide angle), bar-

rel-shaped distortions. Below: Focal length 24.5 mm, very few distortions. 
Fig. 52: Barrel-shaped (left) and pincushion-shaped (right) distortions. 
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Fig. 53: Radial-symmetric lens distortions modelled by a third-order polynomial. 
Fig. 54: Geometry of stereo images from satellites. From JACOBSEN, 2007. 
Fig. 55: Geometry of flatbed scanners. 
 

 
In the appendix: Stereo models and ground control point positions (for tutorial 2). 
 

2. Formulas 

1.7.1 Relation between height above ground, focal length and photo scale 
1.10.1 Length units 
1.10.2 Angle units 
3.2.1 Relation between pixel size [dpi] and geometric resolution [µm] 
3.3.1 Grey value calculated from an RGB image 
4.2.3.1 Brightness and contrast 
4.3.1 Collinearity equations 
4.3.2 Co-ordinate transformations 
6.6.1 Rational polynomial coefficients (RPCs) 
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